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OFFICERS OF THE TOWN OF WAYLAND
Term Expires
MODERATOR
Pierpoint Blair 1933
TOWN CLERK
M. Alice Neale 1933
SELECTMEN
Willard C. Hunting 1933
John W. Leavitt 1933
J. Fred Wheeler 1933
TREASURER
Frank G. MacKenna 1933
COLLECTOR OF TAXES
Theodore H. Harrington
.
1933
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
Mabel T. S. Small 1935
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Ronald S. Campbell 1933
Martin A. Holmes 1934
Thomas W. Frost 1935
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Warren L. Bishop 1933
Dorothy C. Stone 1934
Llewellyn Mills 1935
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Term Expires
ASSESSORS
Sidney Lokei* 1933
Daniel Brackett 1934
Clarence S. Williams 1935
WATER COMMISSIONERS
Alfred C. Damon 1933
Francis K. Erwin 1934
Weaker S. Big-wood 1935
TRUSTEES OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Nellie R. Fiske 1933
Amos I. Hadley 1933
Richard Ames 1934
James R. Martin 1934
Alfred W. Cutting 1935
J. Sidney Stone 1935
CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
James M. Bent 1933
Howard \\\ Parmenter 1934
William Read 1935
TREE WARDEN
Charles L. Fullick 1933
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
Arthur Heard Dudley 1933
BOARD OF HEALTH
John J. Linnehan 1933
W aldo L. Lawrence 1934
Ernest H. Damon 1935
BOARD OF PARK COMMISSIONERS
John B. W'ight 1933
Camile lArodeau 1934
Francis R. CEadu 1935
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Term Expires
PLANNING BOARD
James Bolton 1933
Gilbert Small 1933
Otto H. Kohler 1934
Howard S. Russell 1934
Frank I. Cooper 1935
James C. McKay 1935
CONSTABLES
Thomas W. Bowles 1933
Wilfred L. Celorier 1933
Harry W. Craig 1933
Ernest H. Damon 1933
Charles F. Dusseault 1933
John E. Linnehan 1933
Frank C. Moore 1933
COMMISSIONERS OF TRUST FUNDS
John H. Knapp 1933
J. Sidney Stone 1934
Albert F. Flint 1935
TRUSTEES OF THE ALLEN FUND
John Connelly 1933
Isaac Damon 1933
Howard W. Parmenter 1933
FENCE VIEWERS
Selectmen 1933
FIELD DRIVERS
Constables 1933
SURVEYORS OF LUMBER
Howard Haynes 1933
Melville Loker 1933
William S. Lovell 1933
Israel A. Lupien 1933
Arthur F. Marston 1933
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Venn Expires
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
Arthur W. Atwood 1933
Joseph Decatur 1933
S. Lovell 1933
Israel A. Lupien 1933
Arthur F. Marston 1933
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE
James I. Bryden 1933
Civil War \'eteraxs
Thomas Frost 1933
George B. Howe 1933
Spanish War \’eteraxs
W'illiam Hardy 1933
Frank C. Moore 1933
Thomas Murray 1933
John Wright 1933
\Villiam F. McCafferty 1933
World War \"eter-\xs
Frank C. Burke 1933
John Cipoletta 1933
Ernest H. Damon 1933
Arthur Heard Dudley 1933
Parker H. Groton 1933
Cornelius J. McGuire 1933
Joe Perodeau 1933
Percy A. Steele 1933
DOG OFFICER
James E. Linnehan 1933
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
Frank J. Bigwood 1933
DISTRICT NURSE
Mary E. McXeil 1933
SUPERINTENDENT OF GYPSY AND BROWN TAIL MOTHS
Daniel J. Graham 1933
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Term Expires
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Albert Marchand ‘ 1933
FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Theodore H. Harrington 1933
CHIEF OF POLICE
Harry W. Craig 1933
PUBLIC WEIGHERS
Arthur W. Atwood 1933
Howard Parmenter 1933
W. F. Smith 1933
Donald Collins 1933
Henry Year 1933
FINANCE COMMITTEE
George Hill 1933
(Resigned January 1933)
William S. Lovell 1933
(Appointed January 1933)
Elmer Matthews 1933
Arthur W. Bradshaw 1934
John B. Holt 1935
William J. Scotland 1935
INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
Warren Lawrence 1933
BURIAL AGENT
John W'h Leavitt 1933
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
M. Alice Neale, Rep. 1933
Meddie H. Rasciot, Dem. 1933
Joseph Zimmerman, Dem. 1934
Edward F. Lee, Rep. 1935
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Term Expires
ENGINEERS OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
Theodore H. Harrington, Chief 1933
Ernest H. Damon, Clerk 1933
Albert J. Keach, Engineer 1933
ELECTION OFFICERS
Precinct 1
James I. Bryden, Warden 1933
Myrta L. Wight, Clerk 1933
Edith H. Davis 1933
George Dickey 1933
Thomas F. Maynard 1933
John E. Dolan 1933
Charles R. Harrington 1933
James I. Linnehan 1933
Precinct 2
Albert Marchand, Warden 1933
May Derrick 1933
Carrie F. Harrington 1933
Frank Eaton
r
1933
Whlliam Morrissey 1933
Alvin B. Neale 1933
Joe Perodeau 1933
George Richardson 1933
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WARRANT FOR ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Middlesex, ss.
To any of the Constables of the Town of Wayland, in said
County :
Greetings :
In the name of the Commonwealth you are required to
notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town qualified to vote
in town elections to meet at their repective polling places on
MONDAY, MARCH 6, 1933
at six o’clock in the forenoon, there and then to bring in their
ballots for a Moderator, Town Clerk, three Selectmen, a Treas-
urer, a Collector of Taxes, a Surveyor of Highways, a Tree
Warden, and seven Constables, all for one year.
One Member of the School Committee, one Cemetery
Commissioner, one Commissioner of Trust Funds, two Trustees
of Public Library, one Member of the Board of Public Welfare,
one Assessor, one Member of the Board of Health, one Water
Commissioner, one Park Commissioner, and two Members of
the Planning Board, all for three years.
All the foregoing to be voted on the official ballot. The
polls will be open at 6.15 in the forenoon and will remain open
continuously until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
And you are required to notify and warn the inhabitants
of said town qualified to vote in town afifairs to meet at the
Town Hall on
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1933
at 7.45 P. M., then and there to act on the following articles,
viz
:
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Article 1. To hear the reports of Town Officers, Agents
and Committees, and act thereon.
Article 2. To choose all necessary Town Officers, Agents
and Committees not elected by the official ballot.
Article 3. To grant money for necessary Town purposes.
Article 4. To see if the Town will authorize the Treas-
urer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from
time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the hnancial year
beginning January 1, 1933, and to issue a note or notes there-
for, payable within one year, and to renew such note or notes
as may be given for a period of less than one year in accordance
with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws, any debt or debts
incurred under this Article to be paid from the revenue of the
financial year beginning January 1, 1933.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article.
Article 5. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $2,019.16 to pay the following 1930, 1931 and 1932
bills which were presented for payment after the Town books
were closed, or do or act.
Assessors’ Department
Daniel Brackett $84.00
Fire Department
Rent of Tower of the Methodist Church in
Cochituate for 1930
Rent of the Tower of the Methodist Church in
50.00
Cochituate for 1931 50.00
Moth Extermination
Daniel Graham 21.45
Board of Health
City of Quincy, Memorial Hospital Bills 858.00
Public Welfare
Town of Marblehead 48.00
Town of Holliston 258.97
State Infirmary 92.00
'fowl! of Plymouth 201.00
Town of Marblehead 4.00
Dana H. Elkins 20.00
Soldiers’ Relief
City of Quincy 92.00
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Vocational Tuition
City of Boston 46.32
City of Newton 193.42
$2,019.16
The Finance Committee recommends that these
bills be paid.
Article 6. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $100.00 received from Elsie S. Bull to establish the
“Elsie S. Bull Fund” income from which to be used for per-
petual care of I^ts No. 52 and 53, Section F, Lake View
Cemetery.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article.
Article 7. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $100.00 received from Alice C. Maude to establish the
“Alice C. Maude Fund” income from which to be used for per-
petual care of Lot No. 12, Section G, Lake View Cemetery.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to accept, during
1933, gifts for welfare purposes, same to be expended by the
Board of Public Welfare or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article.
Article 9. To see if the Town will appropriate $260.00
for general improvement in any of the Cemeteries, same to be
taken from money in the Town Treasury received from the sale
of Burial Lots in 1932, in accordance with Chapter 114, Section
15, of the General Laws, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article.
Article 10. To see if the Town will appropriate for
“Water Department Maintenance” the sum of $6,350.33 to be
taken from Water Department receipts reserved for appro-
priation in 1932, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article and that this appropriation shall be
expended as follows : $4,000.33 for general main-
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tenance
;
^1.000.00 for driving three new wells;
$700.00 for overhauling engine and pumps
;
$650 '
for painting inside of standpipe and installing
cleanout door. ( $vS000 has been recommended
from fire hydrant income for general maintenance
which is not included in this article.)
Article 11. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay-
ment of Water Department Extension Notes maturing in 1933
the sum of $1,890.00 to l)e taken from Water Department
receipts reserved for approi)riation in 1932, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article.
Article 12. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay-
ment of interest due in 1933 on Water Department Extension
Notes the sum of $2,050.60 same to be taken from W^ater De-
partment receipts reserved for appropriation in 1932, or do or
act.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article.
Article 13. To see if the Town wilh appropriate a sum
sufficient to pay the County of Middlesex as required by law
on account of assessments levied on the Town for its share of
the principal of the ^Middlesex County Tuberculosis Hospital
Funding Loan, Act of 1932, bonds maturing in 1933 issued in
compliance with Chaj)ter 10, Acts of 1932 ; also for any other
indebtedness, incurred and outstanding under said Chapter 10;
also for the Town’s share of interest on said bonds due in 1933
;
also for the care and treatment of tubercular patients under
Acts of 1928, Chapter 385, as amended by Acts of 1932, Chapter
60; also for care, maintenance and repair of said Hospital for
1932 including interest on temporary notes issued therefor in
accordance with General Laws, Chapter 111, sections 85 and
85A, and for all other expenses in connection therewith, deter-
mine how the money shall be raised, or in any way act thereon.
The Finance Committee recommends approval as
this is compulsory by Middlesex County.
Article 14. To see if the Town will ap])ropriate and assess
the required amount of money and arrange for notes to pay the
balance to build an elementary school in WAyland Center as per
])lans submitted by the building committee, and add two rooms
to the Cochituate vSchool, or do or act.
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The Finance Committee does not recommend this
article. See the Committee’s report.
Article 15. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
sufficient money to build a High School and arrange for notes
to pay the balance as per plans submitted by this committee, or
do or act.
The Finance Committee does not recommend this
article. See the Committee’s report.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess the sum of $500.00 to be used by the Wayland Water
Board to build and install toilet facilities and dressing rooms for
bathers at Baldwin’s Pond Reservation, as recommended by
the Massachusetts Department of Public Health.
Whereas the Finance Committee recognizes possi-
ble merits of this article, due to present financial
condition the article is not recommended.
Article 17. To see if the Town will accept the gift of the
land substantially triangular in shape bounded approximately
as follows : Southerly by the State Road, Northwesterly by
Pelham Island Road, Easterly and Northerly by land formerly
of Mellen, more recently of Bennett, and Easterly again by
Main Street, said land being situated directly West across Main
Street from the new Town Hall Lot, formerly the Wayland Inn
property, and being sometimes known as the Heater Piece, to
be used for a Public Park, and will authorize the acceptance
thereof by the Board of Selectmen, or do or act.
The Finance Committee in recommending this
article feel that the acceptance of the gift will be
a decided benefit to the Town.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to extend a six
inch water main with the fire hydrants, gates and fittings along
Waltham Road from Concord Road to the residence of Leslie
B. Reid, a distance of about 400 feet, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends that this
article be referred to the Water Board for its
report at the next annual meeting.
The Water Board has advised that it is impossi-
ble with the present facilities to extend the water
system until specific repairs are made and addi-
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tional wells installed. The committee advises a
careful study be made of extensions relative to
cost and revenue receivable on all future exten-
sions to the system.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to extend the
water system down Oxbow Road a distance of about 1500 feet,
or do or act.
The Finance Committee makes the same recom-
mendation for this article as for Article 18.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the necessary sum of money to extend a six inch water main
in Hawthorn Road.
The Finance Committee makes the same recom-
mendation for this article as for Article 18.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to accept Castle
Gate South as the same has been laid out and filed by the Select-
men, work to be done under the Betterment Act, to take by
right of Domain such land as may be necessary for doing said
work
;
appropriate or borrow money to pay for the same, or
otherwise act thereon.
The Finance Committee recommends approval of
this article provided all releases are obtained, legal
requirements met and that the cost of this work
does not exceed $1000.
Article 22. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a certain sum of money for six inch water main, with necessary
hydrants and valves, running from Old Connecticut Path along
Stone Bridge Road, to Riverview Terrace and including Over-
look Road, Riverview Circle and Shore Drive, or do or act.
The Finance Committee makes the same recom-
mendation for this article as for Article 18.
Article 23. To see if the Town will authorize the School
Committee or some other Committee to sell the motor and pump
in the Center School Building and to dispose of such other
appurtenances connected with the old water system, or do or act.
d'he Finance Committee recommends that this
article be approved.
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Article 24. To see if the Town will assess and appropriate
a sum of money for support of athletics as now carried on for
the boys in connection with the high school, or do or act.
The Finance Committee feels that the interest of
the school should be sufficient so that the ways and
means of supporting athletics be found by the
students.
Article 25. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $525.25 to reimburse Arthur D. Dooley for expenses
incurred
;
due to an accident to Mary A. Dooley in the Way-
land High School Building, or do or act.
The Finance Committee reports on advise of the
Town Counsel that the Town has no authority to
make any appropriation under this article.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to provide a
drainage system for the village of Cochituate or any portion
thereof
;
make provision to carry out the work in such manner
as may relieve unemployment or as may otherwise serve the best
interests of the Town; authorize the acquirement of any neces-
sary land or easements
;
and make an appropriation therefor,
or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article, the appropriation not to exceed
$3,000.00 and the work to be done under the
direction of the Board of Health, the labor to be
done by the unemployed, provided that all ease-
ment and necessary release of property or land
damage be secured without expense to the Town.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to improve the
junction of Millbrook Road, Plain Road, and Glen Road,
authorize the acquirement of any necessary land by purchase
or otherwise, and make an appropriation therefor or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article and that $200.00 be taken from
Highway appropriation for this work.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess a sum of money for the relocation and reconstruc-
tion of Cochituate Road from Five Paths, so called, south to
the residence of Samuel JMacKenna, according to plans to be
recommended by the county engineers, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
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of this article provided this work is comjdeted
at an expense not exceeding $4000 to the Town
and that the work be stoj)ped if this appropriation
is exhausted before the work is completed.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to a])])ropriate
and assess a sum of money for the relocation and reconstruction
of Concord Road from the end of the present Chapter 90 road
north, according to plans to be recommended by the county
engineers, or do or act.
The Finance Committee does not approve this
article, present conditions do not warrant any
further expenditure on highways.
Article v30. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess a sum of money for the relocation and reconstruc-
tion of Concord Road at Clay Pit Hill, according to plans to be
recommended by the county engineers, or do or act.
The Finance Committee does not a])prove this
article, present conditions do not warrant any
further expenditure on highways.
Article 31. To see what sum, if any, the Town will vote
to transfer from available funds to meet any of the appro])ria-
tions made under the foregoing articles.
The Finance Committee recommends such action
as may be suggested by the Town Treasurer.
And you are required to serve this WArrant by posting
copies thereof, attested by you, at the Town Hall, at each Post
Office in Town, and in the Engine House at Cochituate, seven
days, at least, before the time of holding said election.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this Warrant with
vour doings thereon to the Town Clerk on or before March 6,
1933.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-ninth day of
January in the year of our I^>rd, one thousand nine hundred
and thirty-three.
JOHN \\'. LEAVITT,
J. FRED W^HEELER,
WILLARD C. HUNTING,
Selectmen of the Toum of IVayland.
A true copy, attest
:
Constable of the Tozvn of IVayland.
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REPORT OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
The Finance Committee here present to the citizens a few
facts and figures regarding the finances of the Town. All
figures have been supplied by Town Officers or taken from
Town reports.
Comparative Expenditures
General Administration
1919 1923 1928 1932
Salaries and incidentals
Protection of Life and
$4,900.00 $5,059.24 $9,165.00 $9,625.10
Property 2,900.00 4,899.91 5,000.00 6,209.55
Tree Warden 100.00 150.00 150.00 900.00
Health
Highways, Bridges, and
325.00 1,600.00 725.00 1,392.50
Sidewalks 7,200.00 6,800.00 23,525.00 26,970.85
Oiling Highways 2,500.00 6,000.00 8,000.00 10,000.00
Street Lighting 3,000.00 4,000.00 4,800.00 6,000.00
Moth Extermination
Charities and Support of
967.98 500.00 1,750.00 1,500.00
Poor
Education—Vocational
1,600.00 700.00 550.00 14,968.60
School 19,175.00 38,942.23 46,650.00 48,586.95
Libraries 1,700.00 3,300.00 3,800.00 4,000.00
Soldiers’ Benefits 125.00 400.00 1,600.00 2,774.76
Cemeteries 500.00 800.00 1,525.00 1,825.00
Bonds and Notes Payable 3,900.00
Tuberculosis Hospital
Other expenditures make the
3,000.00 7,105.26 14,555.80
1,178.96
following totals :
Percentage increase
$55,278.78 $83,026.38 $129,595.26
since 1919
$167,142.07
1923 50 9/10 per cent
1928 134 4/10 per cent
1932 202 4/10 per cent
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Total valuation of Town 1928 $5,247,197 Tax Rate $18.80
Total valuation of Town 1932 5,794,907 Tax Rate 23.50
Percentage increase 10 4/10 per cent 25 per cent
Tax Collections. Uncollected taxes amount to $99,625.27.
The following schedule gives the figures for the past four
years
:
1929
Levy $130,202
Uncollected 1928 $14,102
1929 51,674
1930
Levy $122,978
Uncollected 1929 $9,598
1930 45,730
1931
Levy $160,471
Uncollected 1930 $18,512
1931 73,070
1932
Levy $136,180
Uncollected 1931 $33,504
1932 57,007
The Town now holds tax titles on 82 pieces of property
and more properties will be sold in the immediate future unless
the taxes are paid. The Town Treasurer is able to collect the
taxes in many instances where tax titles have been taken, but
this necessitates delay and puts the Town to additional expense.
Many tax payers of the Town have the habit of slow tax
payment. Where most towns have the current year’s taxes
collected to within 20. percent of the commitment by December
31st, our Town is in the position of having about 40 percent of
its commitment uncollected on December 31st. In addition to
this, the amount of uncollected taxes of the years preceding the
current year has greatly increased in the last four years as
shown by the figures given above.
Tax collections are the sole basis on which banks fix the
interest rate when loaning money to a town. Consequently the
Town of Wayland was forced to pay 6 percent in its Anticipa-
tion of Tax Collection Notes in 1932
;
whereas most other
towns were able to borrow at a far better rate of interest.
Wellesley borrowed last year at 68/100 of 1 percent from their
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local bank and recently borrowed at 69/100 of 1 percent from
the Second National Bank of Boston. Our Town Treasurer
with the approval of our Selectmen generally borrows from the
Natick banks
;
however in 1932 the Town did borrow from a
Boston concern but was forced to pay the same high rate of
interest for the same reason.
If our unpaid taxes had amounted to only 20 percent of
the commitment on December 31st, 1932, and if there had not
been the unpaid back taxes, the Town would have been able
to borrow its money in 1933 for 2 percent or better.
In 1933 there are $60,000 of notes to be met from the
collections of the $99,625.27 unpaid taxes now overdue.
In view of the high rate of interest which the Town is
forced to pay on its notes and the $60,000 of notes which have
to be met, the Finance Committee recommends that the Tax
Collector rigidly enforce the payment of taxes by the use of all
the legal rights of the Town.
The Water Department has not reached a self-sustaining
position. An appropriation of $5,277.99 had to be made for
water main extension notes in 1932 and the sum of $3500 will
have to be appropriated in 1933. This is a burden on all tax-
payers of the Town in addition to the $3000 appropriated by
the Town for hydrant service.
Many extensions have been made which are far from being
self-supporting.
Uncollected water bills amount to $5,611.34. These un-
collected bills are a further burden on all taxpayers and an
indirect burden on all persons paying rent in the Town.
The Water Department reports that until specific repairs
are made and new wells added no more extension service can be
supplied with water. During the past summer months there
were times when by twenty- four hour operation of the pumps
barely three feet of water could be maintained in the tank.
The Finance Committee recommends
:
1. That there be a more strict enforcement of payment of
water bills. That water be shut off when bills are over-
due and that the taker be charged with the expense.
That the enforcement of the lien against the real estate
be resorted to when necessary to enforce collection.
That bills be rendered quarterly instead of semi-annually
(believing that it will be easier for takers to pay a smaller
amount)
.
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2. That in future a more careful investigation of proposed
extensions be made in regard to expense and sure income.
3. That the Water Department be put on a self-sustaining basis
as to cost of extensions, replacements, retirement of
bonds, j)ayment of interest and all other expenses of the
Department.
Those using water should realize that water wasted is
money wasted and means taxable expense.
The ll^elfare Department is having unprecedented demands
made upon it and it has become one of the Town’s most
expensive departments. The Finance Committee favor and
recommend that a suitable person be appointed at an annual
salary of $6CX) whose duty it shall be to investigate properly
and thoroughly all applications, to follow-up systematically all
cases, to keep proper records and to make necessary reports of
the department.
The Welfare Department this year requests $14,000 for
General W'elfare and $6500 for Old Age Assistance.
With such an amount of money involved this Department
should be organized for the greatest efficiency and economy,
as at best the burden is heavy.
There should be close and intelligent cooperation between
the WAlfare Department and other Departments employing the
men. The placing and employing of men from the Welfare
Department should be carefully planned and supervised in
regard to persons employed, extent of employment and work
to be done so that the largest number of people will be aided
and the taxpayers will receive the greatest possible benefit for
the money expended.
The Finance Committee recommend a credit wage of $2.75
per day for this labor.
Unemployment Labor. The Finance Committee recom-
mends that the Clerk of the Welfare Department act as Director
of Unemployment Labor and that the wages paid for such
labor employed on Town projects be $2.75 per day.
It should be kept in mind that probably all of the taxpayers
have had their incomes reduced or stopped so that the additional
tax burden caused by the W'elfare Department and unemploy-
ment labor means a very real hardshij) to the majority of those
supplying the money for this work.
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Expenditures in General. The Town has already indebted-
ness of $102,300 on which it is paying interest. The Finance
Committee believe that the erection of new school buildings and
any other project not necessary to provide work, worthy and
needed as the projects may be, should be postponed until our
tax collections and our Excess and Deficiency Fund are in shape
so that the Town can borrow the money required on a better
basis than at present
;
also until the taxpayers are better able
to bear the increased burden, as every thousand dollars added
to appropriations means an increase in the tax rate of about
twenty cents.
WT are informed that the Town may expect to receive at
least one third less from the State and County than was received
last year.
The Finance Committee urges thoughtful and intelligent
consideration of these facts by the citizens and departments of
the Town as this Committee feels that the Town is in no condi-
tion to do anything except that which is absolutely necessary
and that that must be done with the greatest efficiency and
economy.
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
ARTHUR W. BRADSHAW,
WILLIAM J. SCOTLAND,
JOHN B. HOLT,
ELMER F. MATHEWS,
Finance Committee, Town of Wayland.
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Collectors,
Salaries
1,500.00
1,352.84
147.16
1,500.00
Expense
400.00
600.00
From
Reserve
Fund
250.00
603.02
46.98
Assessors,
Salaries
1,800.00
1,800.00
1,620.00
Expense
300.00
265.39
34.61
300.00
Town
Clerk,
Salary
180.00
180.00
180.00
Expense
175.00
150.00
From
Reserve
Fund
7.51
182.51
Elections,
Officers
388.80
367.20
21.60
86.40
Registrars
90.00
90.00
90.00 lo
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We recommend that the unexpended balances in the fol-
lowing accounts be transferred to ‘‘Excess and Deficiency”
account.
Millbrook Road Bridge Reconstruction $ .05
Improvement of Recreational Facilities
at Baldwin’s Pond 2.07
Addition to Wayland Pumping Station .74
$2.86
We recommend that the Town appropriate and assess the
sum of five hundred and eighty-nine dollars and eighty-one
cents ($589.81) to meet the overdraft in the “Interest” account.
1. The Finance Committee recommends that the publica-
tion of the Town Valuation List be omitted this year vchich will
cause a saving to the Town of $500.00.
2. The Finance Committee recommends a salary of
$500.00 be paid to the Town Accountant as there has been a
large increase of work in this department.
3. The Finance Committee recommends that the Assessors
per diem wage rate be reduced 10%.
4. The Finance Committee recommends that the Chief
of Police salary be $1,620.00 per year and that he assumes the
duties as Dog Officer.
5. The Finance Committee recommends that the Safe in
the Water Department be transferred to the Tax Collector’s
Department for his use.
6. The Finance Committee recommends that the wages of
Town labor as required by the Statutes be fixed by the various
department heads not in excess of the rate paid by the State.
7. Th Finance Committee recommends that the income
from the dog taxes be given to the following—one-half to the
School Educational Fund and one-half to the Library Fund.
Based upon the figures and recommendations of the
Finance Committee the tax rate will be approximately $27.00
per thousand.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
ARTHUR W. BRADSHAW,
WILLIAM J. SCOTLAND,
JOHN B. HOLT,
ELMER F. MATHEWS,
Finance Committee, Town of Wayland.
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VOTES ENACTED AT THE ANNE AL TOWN
MEETING. MARCH 9. 1932
Pierpoint Blair, Moderator
:
Town Clerk's Office/
W'ayland, Massachusetts,
March 9, 1932.
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant the inhabitants of the
Town of \\ ayland met this day and did the following business.
Article 1. To hear the reports of Town Officers, Agents
and Committees, and act thereon.
\’oted to accept reports of Town Officers.
Article 2. To choose all necessai*}- Town Officers, Agents
and Committees not elected by the official ballot.
Voted that John Connelly, Isaac Damon and Howard \V.
Parmenter act as Trustees of the Allen Fund.
\’oted that the Selectmen act as Fence Mewers.
\Mted that the Constables act as Field Drivers.
Howard Haynes, Melville Loker, William S. Lovell, Israel
A. Lupien and Arthur F. Marston were elected Surveyors of
Lumber.
Arthur W. Atwood, Joseph Decatur, William S. Lovell,
Israel A. Lupien and Arthur F. Marston were elected Meas-
urers of Wood and Bark.
The following were elected members of the Memorial Day
Committee
:
James I. Bryden
Civil War Veterans
Thomas W. Frost and George B. Howe
Spanish War Veterans
William Hardy, Frank C. Moore, Thomas Murray, John
Wright and William F. McCafferty.
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World War Veterans
Frank C. Burke, John Cipoletta, Ernest H. Damon, Arthur
Heard Dudley, Parker H. Groton, Cornelius J. McGuire, Joe
Perodeau and Percy A. Steele.
Article 3. To grant money for necessary Town purposes.
Voted unanimously to appropriate and assess the sums of
money enumerated in the Finance Committee’s Report with an
addition of $200 for re[>airs to Library and to adopt recom-
mendations therein contained.
Voted that the unexpended balances of the following ac-
counts :
Valuation Lists $ 9.30
Town Hall Repairs and Equipment 113.83
Improvement at Mansion Inn Corner 4.05
Sidewalk, West Plain Street 1.45
Sidewalk, East Commonwealth Road .15
Sidewalk, Concord Road 4.29
Street Signs 1.75
$134.82
be transferred to “Excess and Deficiency Account.’’
Voted that the money received from dog licenses be divided
one-half to the Library Fund and one-half to the School Edu-
cational Fund.
The following is the Finance Committee’s Report as above
amended
:
Appro. Expend. Fin. Com.
General Government
1931 1931 Recom’ds
Reserve Fund $5,000.00 $4,952.94 $5,000.00
Moderator 10.00 10.00 9.00
Selectmen
Salaries 500.00 500.00 450.00
Expenses 100.00 61.25 100.00
Accountant
Salary 500.00 500.00 450.00
Expenses 125.00 114.21 175.00
Treasurer
Salary 750.00 750.00 675.00
Expenses
From Reserve Fund
100.00
22.54
122.54 100.00
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Appro. Expend. Fin. Com.
1931 1931 Recom’ds
Tax Collectors
Salaries 1,600.00 1,384.32 1,500.00
Expenses 500.00 459.23 400.00
Assessors
Salaries 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00
Expenses 300.00 301.25 300.00
From Reserve Fund 1.25
Town Clerk
Salary 200.00 200.00 180.00
Expenses 150.00 149.93 175.00
Election Officers 200.00 108.00 388.80
Expenses 100.00 206.85 200.00
From Reserve Fund 106.95
Registrars 100.00 100.00 90.00
Certifications of Notes 30.00 24.00 25.00
Legal Claims 500.00 469.72 450.00
Planning Board 500.00 496.03 200.00
Town Hall
Maintenance 600.00 519.99 500.00
Repairs 750.00 636.17 100.00
Protection of Persons and Property
Police Department 3,500.00 3,690.84 3,200.00
From Reserve Fund 191.24
Fire Department 5,000.00 5,890.34 3,000.00
From Reserve Fund 890.34
Moth Extermination 1,700.00 1,678.20 1,500.00
Tree Warden 1,000.00 1,013.42 900.00
Insurance Refund 15.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures
Salary 150.00 150.00 135.00
Expenses 75.00 73.49 75.00
Game Warden 50.00 50.00 45.00
Dog Officers 30.00 30.00 27.00
Health and Sanitation
Board of Health
Salaries 175.00 175.00 157.50
Antitoxin Test 100.00 00.00 100.00
Care of dumps
(Special Acct.j 200.00 65.00
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Appro. Expend. Fin. Com.
1931 1931 Recom’ds
Expense 600.00 965.29 1,000.00
From Reserve Fund 375.00
District Nurse
Salary 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,080.00
Expenses 150.00 32.16 50.00
Medical Inspection of Schools 150.00 150.00 135.00
Inspection of Animals 150.00 150.00 135.00
Highways
Highways and Bridges 8,000.00 7,899.64 8,000.00
Highway Surveyor Salary 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,620.00
Oiling Highways 6,000.00 5,988.40 6,000.00
Oiling State and County Roads 4,000.00 8,996.52 4,000.00
From State 2,498.87
From County 2,498.87
From General Highways 2.26
Sidewalks 500.00 498.80 500.00
Railings 500.00 497.98 500.00
Snow Removal 2,500.00 2,535.51 2,500.00
From Reserve Fund 35.51
Street Lighting
Highway Equipment
6,000.00 5,755.42 6,000.00
Building Maintenance 350.00 325.80 275.00
Repairs on Ox Bow Road 1,000.00
The Finance Committee recommends that the sum
of $1,000.00 from the General Highway Appropria-
tion be used for this, the same to be expended in com-
pliance with the order of the County Commission.
Charities and Soldiers’ Benefits
Public Welfare
Salaries 300.00 300.00 270.00
Expense 6,500.00 7,495.64 8,000.00
From Reserve Fund 1,000.00
Old Age Assistance 1,000.00 2,139.31 4,500.00
From Reserve 1,200.00
State Aid 1,400.00 1,055.00 1,200.00
Soldiers’ Benefits 1,500.00 1,398.69 1,500.00
Schools and Libraries
School Committee Salaries 150.00
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0 Appro. Expend. Fin. Com.
1931 1931 Recom’ds
Schools 52,000.00 52,331.08 48,000.00
From Donation Fund 8.00
From County Dog Fund 346.47
\’ocational Tuition 300.00 485.11 400.00
From Reserve Fund
Libraries
185.11
3,800.00 4,140.20 3,800.00
From County Dog Fund 346.46
Recreation and Unclassified
Park Commission 400.00 397.14 350.00
Memorial Day 600.00 566.15 600.00
Town Clocks 50.00 40.00 40.00
Insurance 1,800.00 1,602.27 2,000.00
Surety Bonds 310.00 305.00 310.00
Town Reports 586.20 631.20 450.00
From Reserv'e Fund
Notices of ^leetings
45.00
100.00 87.40 100.00
Enterprises and Cemeteries
W'ater Department
Salaries of Commissioners 150.00 150.00 135.00
Care of Hydrants 3,000.00 3,000.00
Maintenance, etc. 805.14 11,540.43
\’oted from receipts of
1929 and 1930
Lakeview Cemetery
8,194.86
1,000.00 987.24 800.00
North and Center Cemeteries 1,000.00 992.08 800.00
Interest and Maturing Debt
Interest 4,500.00 5,386.44 3,500.00
From Reserve Fund
Maturing Debt
900.00
9,250.00 9,250.00 7,277.90
Maturing Debt 1932—Total $7,277.90.
Cochituate School House Loan $2,000.00
W'ater Main Extension Notes of 1929 (North W'ay-
land 2,000.00
W'ater Main Extension Notes of 1930 (Gleason Road) 777.90
Water Main Extension Notes of 1931 (Cochituate
Roafl and Main Street) 2,500.00
Article 4. To see if the Town will authorize the Treas-
urer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from
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time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year
beginning January 1, 1932, and to issue a note or notes therefor,
payable within one year, and to renew such note or notes as
may be given for a period of less than one year in accordance
with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws, any debt or debts
incurred under this Article to be paid from the revenue of the
financial year beginning January 1, 1932.
Voted unanimously that the Town Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, be and hereby is, authorized to borrow
money from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the
financial year beginning January 1, 1932, and to issue a note or
notes therefor, payable within one year, and to renew' such note
or notes as may be given for a period of less than one year in
accordance wdth Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws, any
debt or debts incurred under this Article to be paid from the
revenue of the financial year beginning January 1, 1932.
Voted unanimously to return to Article 1.
Mr. William Read gave a report of Recommendations of a
Committee appointed to report upon needs of Wayland Fire
Dpartment which was unanimously accepted. In this report it
was recommended that a Committee be appointed by the Mod-
erator and the Selectmen for the purpose of securing full in-
formation and estimates for the installation of a modern alarm
system to be presented to the Selectmen for consideration in an
article to be presented at the next Town Meeting.
Article 5. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $1801.34 to pay the following 1930 and 1931 bills
which were presented for payment after the Town books were
closed.
1930
Welfare Department
Robinson & Jones $10.53
1931
Tax Collector’s Expense
\V. C. Gorman 62.00
Assessors’ Salaries
Daniel Brackett 101.00
C. S. Williams 113.00
Sidney Loker 59.00
Expense
C. S. Williams 33.00
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Daniel Brackett
- 1.50
Hobbs (S: Warren
.40
Legal Claims
Chamberlain, Stone & Bosson 161.20
Highways and Bridges
Blue Ribbon Garage
.85
Public Welfare
E. E. Sparks 15.00
Robinson & Jones 54.21
City of W^altham 83.50
City of W'altham 290.00
Town of Natick 60.00
Town of Natick 117.00
Town of Natick 145.00
Town of Holliston 277.06
\"ocational Tuition
City of Newton 96.71
City of Boston 45.12
Soldiers’ Relief
City of Quincy 66.76
Town of Mansfield 8.00
$1,801.34
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the sum of $2,674.71 to pay 1930 and 1931 bills, as stated in
the article $1,801.34 and other bills as follows:
1929
Robinson & Jones $25.66
1931
Fire Department
Am. LaFrance, etc. 9.55
Public Welfare
Peck & Davieau $ 1.89
Town of Natick 72.15
Framingham Taxi 15.00
Mass. State Infirmary 704.00
793.04
Vocational Tuition
City of Boston (Dec.) 45.12
$873.37
All of which were presented for payment after the Town
books were closed.
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Article 6. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $1,000.00 received from Charles W. Dean to establish
the “Charles W. Dean Fund”, income from which to be used
for perpetual care of Mausoleum and Lot No. 38, Section E,
Lake View Cemetery.
Voted unanimously to accept the foregoing bequest.
Article 7. To see if the Town will accept the following
bequest
:
$50.00 received from F. Lawrence Bulfinch, Executor
under will of Helen M. Carter, widow of Andrew O. Carter,
to establish the “Helen M. Carter Fund”, income from which
to be used for perpetual care of Lot No. 10, Section E, Lake
View Cemetery.
Voted unanimously to accept the foregoing bequest.
Article 8. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift
:
$100.00 received from Charles W. Dean to establish the
“H. W. Dean Fund”, income from which to be used for the
perpetual care of Lot No. 29, Section B, Lake View Cemetery.
Voted unanimously to accept the foregoing gift.
Article 9. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $100.00 received from Mrs. Kathryn I. Jones and Henry
M. Kelley to establish the “Jones-Kelley Fund”, income from
which to be used for the perpetual care of Lots Nos. 98 and
99, Section C, Lake View Cemetery.
Voted unanimously to accept the foregoing gift.
Article 10. To see if the Town will accept the following
bequest: $125.00 received from Mrs. Nellie T. Rogers, left
under the will of Herbert P-. Cochane, to establish the “Herbert
P. Cochrane Fund”,, income from which to be used for the
perpetual care of Lot No. 11, Section B, Lake View Cemetery.
Wted unanimously to accept the foregoing bequest.
Article 11. To see if the Town will accept the following
bequest: $100.00 received from the Harvard Trust Company
left under the will of Isaac C. Damon to establish the “Isaac C.
Damon Fund”, income from which to be used for perpetual
care of the family lot in the North Cemetery.
Voted unanimously to accept the foregoing bequest.
Article 12. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $100.00 received from Nellie Rice Fiske to establish the
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“Nellie Rice Fiske Fund”, income from which to be used for
the perpetual care of the Nellie Rice Fiske lot in Lake View
Cemetery.
\^oted unanimously to accept the foregoing gift.
Article 13. To see if the Town will accept the following
bequest: $1,000.00 received from the Harvard Trust Company
left under the will of Isaac C. Damon “to the Town of Wayland
in trust to hold the principal safely invested and the income to
be expended from year to year for the purchase of books other
than novels, for the Public Library of said Town” fund to be
known as the “Isaac C. Damon Library Fund.”
\'oted unanimously to accept the foregoing l)equest.
Article 14. To see if the Town will appropriate $225.00
for general improvement in any of the Cemeteries, same to be
taken from money in the Town Treasury received from the sale
of Burial Lots in 1931, in accordance with Chapter 114, Section
15 of the General Laws, or do or act.
\’oted unanimously to appropriate $225.00 for general im-
provement in any of the Cemeteries, same to be taken from
money in the Town Treasury received from the sale of Burial
Lots in 1931, in accordance with Chapter 114, Section 15, of
the General Laws.
Article 15. To see if the Town will appropriate for
“Water Department iMaintenance” the sum of $6,661.60 to be
taken from Water Department receipts reserved for appropria-
tion in 1931, or do or act.
\'oted unanimously that the sum of $6,661.60 be appro-
priated for Water Department Maintenance, said sum to be
transferred from W’ater Department receipts reserved for ap-
propriation in 1931.
Article 16. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay-
ment of Water Department Extension Notes maturing in 1932
the sum of $1,500.00 to be taken from Water Department
receipts reserved for appropriation in 1931, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the sum of $1,500.00 be appro-
priated for the payment of W’ater Department Main Extension
Notes of that amount maturing in 1932, said sum to be trans-
ferred from Water De])artment receipts reserved for appropri-
ation in 1931.
Article 17. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay-
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ment of interest due in 1932 on Water Department Extension
Notes the sum of $2,421.72, same to be taken from Water
Department receipts reserved for appropriation in 1931, or do
or act.
Voted unanimously that the sum of $2,421.72 be appro-
priated for payment of interest due in 1932 on Water Depart-
ment, Main Extension Notes, said sum to be transferred from
Water Department receipts reserved for appropriation in 1931.
Article 18. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $327.00 to provide for overdraft created by penalty
for failure to make returns as provided in Section 35, Chapter
117, General Laws.
Voted unanimously that the sum of $327.00 be appropriated
and assessed to pay overdraft created by penalty for failure to
make returns as provided in Section 35, Chapter 117, General
Laws.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to reduce the sal-
aries of all Town Officers which have been increased since the
Annual Meeting of 1920, ten per cent, or do or act.
Voted not to reduce the salaries of all Town Officers.
Vote: No 159; Yes 60.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to establish a new
scale of wages for Town Laborers, or do or otherwise act
thereon.
Voted not to establish a new scale of wages for Town
Laborers.
Vote: No 160; Yes 78.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess a sum of money for the relocation and reconstruction
of Cochituate Road from Legion Square north, according to
plans to be recommended by the County Engineers, or do or
act.
Voted not to pass over the Article.
Vote: No 111; Yes 84.
Voted that the Town appropriate and assess the sum of
$12,000 to be expended under the direction of the Selectmen
for the purpose of relocating and reconstructing Main Street
from Legion Square in a northerly direction, said sum to be
expended in co-operation with the Commonwealth of Massa-
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chusetts and the County of Middlesex in accordance with the
provisions of the General Laws.
\'ote : Yes 17 ?>
;
No 74.
Article 22. To see what action the Town will take with
regard to the use of Chapter 80 of the General Laws and
amendments thereto, authorizing the assessment of betterments
in connection with the acceptance of streets, the construction of
sidewalks and other public improvements.
\"oted unanimously that it is the sense of the Town that
in the acceptance and building of new streets, of sidewalks, and
similar jDuhlic imju'ovements which may benefit limited areas,
betterments should he assessed in accordance with the provi-
sions of Chapter 80 of the General Laws and amendments
thereto.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess a sum of money to be used to extend the sidewalk on
West Plain Street on the southerly side, to the junction of Old
Connecticut Path, or do or act.
\’oted to ])ass over the Article.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to accept as a
public way, the private way on the northerly side of West Plain
Street, Cochituate, and running from West Plain Street to Lake
Shore Drive, known as Castlegate Road, South, or do or act.
\'oted to refer this matter to the Selectmen and Highway
Surveyor.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to accept as a
public way, the private way known as “Mansion Road,” or do
or act.
\4)ted to refer this matter to the vSelectmen.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to accept as a
public way the private way known as Hawthorne Road, and to
appropriate and assess a sum of money for repairs on Haw-
thorne Road, or do or act.
Wjterl to refer this matter to the Selectmen.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to extend a six-
inch water main with fire hydrants, gates and fittings along the
following roads: From the Wayland Golf Club along Old Sud-
bury Road to River Road, through River Road to the residence
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of James Solemine and also from the junction of River Road
and Water Row, along Water Row to the residence of Fred-
erick Gilly, and raise and appropriate money therefor, or do or
act.
Voted that the Town appropriate and assess the sum of
$300 for the extension of a six inch water main with fire
hydrants, gates and fittings along the following roads, from
Wayland Golf Club along Old Sudbury Road to River Road,
through River Road to the residence of James Solemine and
also from the junction of River Road and Water Row, along
Water Row to the residence of Frederick Gilly and that the
sum of $2,778.75, the unexpended balance of loan money on
hand borrowed for the extension of Water fvlain on Cochituate
Road, be transferred and used for this extension.
Vote: Yes 142; No 22.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess the sum of $300.00 to be spent by the Board of
Water Commissioners for providing at Baldwin’s Pond, bath
houses, two toilets and sewage disposal system for same, as
recommended by the State Department of Public Health.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money to meet the Town’s share of the
cost of constructing a hospital for the Middlesex County Tuber-
culosis District, determine how the money shall be raised, or act
anything in relation thereto.
Voted unanimously that the sum of $11,178.96, being the
amount of the assessment already made for the Town’s pro-
portion of the cost of the construction and equipment of the
Middlesex County Tuberculosis Hospital be and the same is
hereby appropriated and that of said amount the sum of
$10,000 be funded as authorized by Chapter 10 of the Acts of
1932, said sum to be paid in substantially equal installments
over a period of ten years in accordance with the provisions of
said Chapter 10, and that the balance $1,178.96 be raised in the
tax levy of the present year, and the Town Clerk be, and she
hereby is, directed to file with the County Commissioners
promptly a copy of this vote.
Article 30. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a sum of money to be spent by the Committee for the observance
of the two hundredth anniversary of the birth of George
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W'ashington to purchase a suitable marker to mark the site of
the George Washington Highway.
\"oted that the Town appropriate and assess the sum of
$150.00 to l)e s])ent l)v the Committee for the ol)servance of the
two hundredth anniversary of the birth of George Washington
to purchase a suitable marker to mark the site of the George
Washington Highway.
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to relocate and
reconstruct Millbrook Road or any portion thereof
;
rebuild the
bridge over the brook, or make other improvements
;
acquire any
necessary land by purchase or otherwise, and make an appro-
priation therefor, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the sum of $575.00 to relxiikl the l^ridge on Millbrook Road.
Article 32. To see what action the Town will take on the
matter of better facilities for housing of school children.
Voted that a committee of five, consisting of one member
of the Board of Selectmen, to be chosen by that Board, one
member of the School Committee, to be chosen by that Com-
mittee, and three members to be chosen by the Moderator, bring
in at the next Town Meeting plans and estimates for building
an elementary school in Wayland Center, and such other recom-
mendations as the committee may suggest.
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess the sum of $3,000.00 for the purpose of installing
manhole, painting the interior and exterior, also an aerial sign
marked “Wayland” on the top of standpipe, or do or act.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Vote: Yes 76; No 40.
Article 34. To see if the Town will elect a director to
serve in co-operation with the Middlesex County Trustees for
County Aid to Agriculture in the work of the Middlesex County
Extension Service, under the provisions of Section 40 to 45,
Chapter 128, General Laws of Massachusetts.
Voted unanimously that Mr. John J. Erwin act as Director
in co-operation with the work of the Middlesex County Exten-
sion Service.
Article 35. To see what the Town will take with regard to
the adoption of a zoning ordinance in accordance with the
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provisions of Chapter 40 of the General Laws and amendments
thereto, appoint a committee to study the matter, or do or act.
V’^oted that the Moderator appoint a committee of not less
than eight nor more than twelve citizens to study the matter of
a zoning ordinance for Wayland in consultation with the Plan-
ning Board, said committee to report not later than the next
Annual Meeting.
Article 36. To see if the Town will take action relative to
the revision of Article 6 of the By-Laws of the Town.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 37. To see what sum, if any, the Town will vote
to transfer from available funds to meet any of the appropria-
tions made under the foregoing article.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Voted to dissolve the meeting at 11.35 P. M.
A true copy. Attest
:
M. ALICE NEALE,
Clerk of the Tozm of Wayland.
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RESULTS OF TOWN ELECTION
Prcc.l Free. 2 Total
Moderator
Pierpoint Blair, Xom. Papers 223 260 483
John J. Erwin, Nom. Papers 116 238 354
Town Clerk
M. Alice Neale, Nom. Papers 301 479 780
Selectmen
Harry W. Crooker, Nom. Papers 77 184 261
Paul B. Davis, Nom. Papers 230 93 323
William R. Gallagher, Nom. Papers 19 156 175
Whllard C. Hunting, Nom. Papers 127 259 386
John W. Leavitt, Nom. Papers 154 322 476
Alpheiis Liicier, Nom. Papers 20 248 268
William R. Mather, Nom. Papers 9 no 119
J. Fred Wdieeler, Nom. Papers 274 170 444
Treasurer
Frank G. MacKenna, Nom. Papers 297 471 768
Charles Harrington 1 0 1
Collector of Taxes
Theodore H. Harrington, Nom. Papers 298 432 730
Robert Keith, Nom. Papers 31 137 168
Board of Public Welfare
John J. Foley, Nom. Papers 79 246 325
Thomas \\\ Frost, Nom. Papers 234 251 485
Assessor
Clarence S. W'illiams, Nom. Papers 242 209 451
Cecil \"euell, Nom. Papers 75 368 443
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Prec.l Free. 2 Total
School Committee
Cornelius J. Maguire, Nom. Papers
Llewellyn Mills, Nom. Papers
Water Commissioner
\\' alter S. Bigwoocl, Nom, Papers
Samuel J. McDonnell, Nom. Papers
Frank C. Moore, Nom. Papers
Albert E. Potvin, Nom. Papers
Trustees of Library
Alfred W. Cutting, Nom. Papers
J. Sidney Stone, Nom. Papers
Board of Health
Ernest H. Damon, Nom. Papers
Edwin L. Hutchings, Nom. Papers
Harold O. Hynes, Nom. Papers
Park Commissioner
Francis R. Gladu, Nom. Papers
Thomas F. Murray, Nom. Papers
Surveyor of Highways
John Cipoletta, Nom. Papers
Arthur Heard Dudley, Nom. Papers
John Phylis, Nom. Papers
Cemetery Commissioner
William Read, Nom. Papers
Commissioner of Trust Funds
Albert F. Flint, Nom. Papers
Planning Board
Frank I. Cooper, Nom. Papers
James C. McKay, Nom. Papers
William Campbell
Tree Warden
Charles L. Fullick, Nom. Papers
Walter E. Smith, Nom. Papers
55 346 401
277 191 468
131 245 376
24 74 98
149 69 218
20 163 183
275 333 608
274 359 633
144 393 537
79 62 141
104 88 192
178 264 442
91 252 343
17 79 96
293 365 658
28 131 159
272 384 656
256 335 591
268 325 593
207 369 576
1 0 1
238 353 591
77 183 260
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Constables
Free. 1 Free. 2 Total
Thomas W. Bowles. Xom. Papers 173 386 559
\\*ilfred L. Celorier, Xom. Papers 133 393 526
Harry W. Craig, Xom. Papers 195 383 578
Ernest H. Damon. Xom. Papers 200 393 593
William A. Dunsford, Xom. Papers 145 257 402
Charles F. Diisseault, X'^om. Papers 168 429 597
John E. Linnehan. Xom. Papers 244 344 588
Frank C. Moore, Xom. Papers 271 328 599
Francis ^^*ard 1 0 1
Xora Linnehan 1 0 1
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RESULTS OF PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
DEMOCRATIC
Delegates at Large
Free. 1 Free. 2 Total
Group 1
James AI. Curley of Boston 10 22 32
James Roosevelt of Cambridge 11 22 33
James H. Brennan of Boston 10 18 28
Thomas F. Cassidy of Cheshire 10 18 28
James T. Moriarty of Boston 10 18 28
Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr., of Newton 10 18 28
Prime Robichaud of Gardner 11 17 28
Joseph Santosuosso of Boston 10 17 27
Nellie L. Sullivan of Fall River 10 17 27
Joseph J. Hurley of Boston 10 18 28
Paul H. Hines of Boston 10 18 28
Joseph H. Hanken of Revere 10 19 29
Group 2
David I. Walsh of Fitchburg 19 24 43
Joseph B. Ely of WTstfield 18 21 39
Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg 18 23 41
William J. Foley of Boston 18 22 40
William P. .Connery, Jr., of Lynn 18 22 40
John J. Douglass of Boston 18 22 40
John W. McCormack of Boston 18 22 40
William J. Granfield of Longmeadow 18 22 40
Mary L. Bacigalupo of Boston 18 22 40
Helen G. Rotch of Lakeville 18 21 39
Charles H. Cole of Boston 18 22 40
John F. Fitzgerald of Boston 17 23 40
Not Grouped
Roland D. Sawyer of Ware 2 0 2
Alternate Delegates at Large
Group 1
Helen C. Galvin of Boston 8 13 21
Dorothy Whipple Fry of Brookline 7 12 19
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Prcc. 1 Prcc. 2 Total
Edward G. Morris of Quincy 7 12 19
Mabel R. Worthy of Boston 7 11 18
Agues H. Parker of Boston 7 11 18
Francis J. \\'. Ford of Boston 7 11 18
Eugene Wambaugh of Cambridge 8 11 19
Alice E. Cram of Boston 7 11 18
Arthur W. Heidke of Boston 8 11 19
Frances E. Zaletskas of Cambridge 7 11 18
Matthew P. Maney of Lawrence 7 11 18
M. Grace Barry of iMalden 7 11 18
Group 2
William G. Thompson of Newton 18 20 38
Edward P. Barry of Boston 19 21 40
John C. ^lahoney of \\ orcester 18 23 41
Charles H. Slowey of Lowell 18 21 39
Mary H. Ward of Boston 19 19 38
J. Henry Goguen of Leominster 18 21 39
Samuel Kalesky of Brookline 17 21 38
Charles F. Riordan of Sharon 19 21 40
J. Leo Sullivan of Peabody 18 21 39
John P. Buckley of Boston 18 21 39
Leo M. Birmingham of Boston 18 20 38
Daniel F. O’Connell of Brookline 18 19 37
District Delegates
—
Third District
Group 1
M. Fred O’Connell of Fitchburg 18 19 37
Joseph E. Casey of Clinton 18 17 35
Group 2
George C. Sweeney of Gardner 9 21 30
John J. Prindiville of Framingham 9 26 35
Alternate District Delegates
—
Third District
Group 1
W'illiam H. Murphy of Marlborough 20 22 42
Wilfred J. Lamoureux of Southhridge 18 21 39
Group 2
Nixon Campbell of Fitchburg 7 9 16
Raymond H. Favreau of Southhridge 7 10 17
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REPUBLICAN
Pre'c.l Free. 2 Total
Delegates at Large
Group
George F. Booth of Worcester 34 13 47
William M. Butler of Boston 36 13 49
Alvan T. Fuller of Malden 35 15 50
Mary Pratt Potter of Greenfield 34 11 45
Alternate Delegates at Large
Group
Frank G. Allen of Norwood 36 16 52
Gaspar G. Bacon of Boston 35 13 48
Leverett Saltonstall of Newton 35 13 48
Louise M. Williams of Taunton 35 13 48
District Delegates
—
Third District
Group
Katherine V. Parker of Lancaster 37 16 53
Clyde H. Swan of Barre 34 13 47
Alternate District Delegates
—
Third District
Group
Helen B. Howland of North Brookfield 36 12 48
Emerson J. Loy of Palmer 33 14 47
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RESULTS OF STATE PRIMARY
Governor
DEMOCRATIC
Prcc.l Free. 2 Total
Joseph B. Ely of Westfield
Lieutenant Governor
Edward P. Barry of Boston
David J. Brickley of Boston •
Raymond A. Fitzgerald of Cambridge
William I. Hennessey of Boston
Francis E. Kelly of Boston
John F. Malley of Xewton
Michael C. O'Xeill of Everett
John E. Swift of Milford
Secretary
John F. Buckley of Boston
J. Edward Callanan of X'^ewton
John W. Cussen of Boston
Arthur G. Flynn of Boston
George F. Gilbody of Boston
George F. Grogan of Concord
Edward J. Gurr>- of Cambridge
John D. O'Brien of Boston
Joseph Santosuosso of Boston
Ray H. Shattuck of Boston
Charles R. Sullivan of Boston
Henry J. Sullivan of Boston
Treasurer
Charles F. Hurley of Cambridge
Auditor
John E. Buckley of Quincy
John J, Harrington of Boston
h'rancis X. Hurley of Cambridge
Alfred J. Moore of Boston
1^0 A. Spillane of Boston
10 16 26
7 3 10
0 1 1
2 2 413 4
0 2 2
1 3 4
3 3 6
1 6 7
5 2 7
1 1 2
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
0 4 4
0 0 0
0 1 1
5 8 13
0 0 0
0 2 2
1 1 2
15 17 32
2 4 6
1 3 4
11 9 20
1 1 2
0 3 3
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Prec.l Free. 2 Total
Attorney General
John P. Buckley of Boston
Harry E. Casey of Boston
Daniel J. Dempsey, Jr., of Arlington
William R. Scharton of Reading
Harold W. Sullivan of Boston
Raymond E. Sullivan of Boston
Congressman
—
Third District
Joseph E. Casey of Clinton
Charles F. McCarthy of Marlborough
M. Fred O’Connell of Fitchburg
Joseph E. Sasseville of Marlborough
Councillor
—
Third District
Philip W. Burke Becker of Brookline
Henry W. Brett of Boston
Jessie Waterman Brooks of Cambridge
Wdlliam J. Coughlan of Brookline
Mabelle A. Kelley of Watertown
Lincoln Lawrence Kenney of Boston
Joseph Marolda of Cambridge
Michael T. Prendergast of Brookline
James J. White of Brookline
Senator
—
First Middlesex District
William C. Hutch of Marlborough
Representative in General Court
—Thirteenth Middlesex District
Anthony J. Doherty of Lincoln
County Commissioners
—
Middlesex
Thomas J. Boynton of Arlington
Thomas J. Brennan of Somerville
Anthony B. Cassedy of Cambridge
Francis D. Donahue of Somerville
Robert F. Donovan of Somerville
James L. Eagan of Cambridge
Herbert S. Hill of Revere
Timothy J. Horan of Cambridge
6 6 12
2 1 3
1 2 3
2 7 9
2 1 3
1 2 3
5 3 8
5 8 13
3 4 7
1 5 6
3 0 3
0 0 0
1 3 4
3 6 9
1 1 2
2 2 4
0 0 0
4 3 7
0 1 1
13 15 • 28
13 15 28
4 5 9
6 4 10
1 1 2
6 3 9
3 0 3
0 0 0
1 2 3
2 0 2
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Edward A. Hughes of Cambridge
George C. McMenimen of Cambridge
Reginald J. Murphy of Cambridge
Cyril J. Shaw of Medford
William J. Sullivan of Cambridge
John A. Williams of Framingham
Sheriff—Middlesex
Tames T. Barrett of Cambridge
Edward J. Connelly of \\'akeheld
Timothy J. Cronin of Somer\*ille
Philip T. Gallagher of Woburn
Stephen C. Garrity of Lowell
Daniel L. Herlihy of Cambridge
William R. Murphy of Somer\'ille
Bernard J. Sheridan of Somendlle
William H. W'alsh of Framingham
Prec.l Free. 2 Total
0 1 1
2 1 3
0 3 3
0 2 2
0 1 1
1 8 9
1 1 2
2 0 2
1 1 2
0 3 3
0 1 1
1 1 2
1 0 1
1 0 1
8 13 21
State Committee
—
First Middlesex District
William H. Murphy of Marlborough
Delegates to State Convention
John Dolan
Town Committee
James Bolton
Frank Hannon
Howard Haynes
John E. Linnehan
Grover Moran
Wdlliam Morrissey
Joe Perodeau
Herbert Ranney
James White
14 13
1 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
Governor
REPUBLICAN
Walter E. Brownell of Boston
Frank A. Goodwin of Boston
E. Mark Sullivan of Boston
William Sterling Youngman of Brookline
4 2 6
44 32 76
4 1 5
57 53 no
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Lieutenant Governor
Caspar G. Bacon of Boston
Chester I. Campbell of Quincy
Secretary
Frederic \\h Cook of Somerville
Treasurer
Francis Prescott of Grafton
Max Ulin of Boston
Auditor
Emerson Johnson Coldwell of Weymouth
Alonzo B. Cook of Boston
Attorney General
Joseph E. W^arner of Taunton
Congressman
—
Third District
Frank H. Foss of Fitchburg-
Councillor
—
Third District
Clyde H. Anderson of Boston
Esther M. Andrews of Brookline
Arthur W. Blakemore of Newton
William A. Fisher of Boston
Alfred W. Gwinnell of Boston
Russell A. Wood of Cambridge
Senator
—
First Middlesex District
Arthur W. Hollis of Newton
Representative in General Court
—Thirteenth Middlesex District
B. Farnham Smith of Concord
County Commissioners—Middlesex
Nathaniel I. Bowditch of Framingham
Frederick H. Bowser, Jr., of Woburn
Francis P. Byrne of Everett
James Ray of Melrose
George A. C. Stone of Somerville
Walter C. Wardwell of Cambridge
Free. 1 Free. 2 Total
71 37 108
37 49 86
99 77 176
79 58 137
18 18 36
55 29 84
48 53 101
99 72 171
93 68 161
4 4 8
37 33 70
14 9 23
6 1 7
0 2 2
35 24 59
91 61 152
93 64 157
88 67 155
10 5 15
5 6 11
0 0 0
7 10 17
79 59 138
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Free. 1 Free. 2 Total
Sheriff—Middlesex
Thomas H. Braden of Lowell 9 8 17
Edmund J. Cheney of Lowell
John R. Fairbairn of Cambridge
1 4 5
75 68 143
John H. Gartland of Somerville 10
State Committee—First Middlesex District
2 12
Harry C. Cole of Marlborough 84 61 145
Delegates to State Convention
Clarence S. Williams of W^ayland 98 76 174
Pierpoint Blair of Wayland 95 67 162
Town Committee
Edward M. Bennett 43 18 61
Frank J. Bigwood 45 18 63
Walter S. Bigwood 43 19 62
Pierpoint Blair 47 19 66
James I. Bryden 44 18 62
Ronald S. Campbell 1 0 1
John Connelly 41 18 59
Frank I. Cooper 46 19 65
Alfred C. Damon 43 19 62
Paul Davis 1 0 1
John Erwin 1 0 1
Charles Harrington 1 0 1
Theodore H. Harrington 42 20 62
John B. Holt 41 18 59
\\'illard C. Hunting 38 20 58
Alexander J. Lizotte 37 18 55
John Knapp 2 0 2
John Leavitt 1 0 1
George Lewis 1 0 1
W'illiam S. J^oring 1 0 1
William S. Lovell 47 19 66
Llewellyn Mills 47 18 65
Charles Morgan 1 0 1
Alvin B. Neale 39 19 58
Andrew Paul 1 0 1
Howard Parmenter 1 0 1
Howard S. Russell 1 0 1
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William J. Scotland
Gilbert Small
Ernest E. Sparks
J. Sidney Stone
John Upton
J. Fred Wheeler
John Wight
Clarence S. Williams
Free. 1 Free. 2 Total
38 22 60
1 0 1
37 18 55
47 19 66
1 0 1
46 18 64
1 0 1
42 20 62
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RESULTS OF STATE ELECTION
Prcc.l Prcc.2 Total
Electors of President and Vice-President
Foster and Ford, Communist 1 0 1
Hoover and Curtis, Republican 364 405 769
Reynolds and Aiken, Socialist Labor 0 1 1
Roosevelt and Garner, Democratic 165 340 505
Thomas and Maurer, Socialist 13 14 27
Upshaw and Regan, Prohibition 0 0 0
Governor
John J. Ballam, Communist 1 0 1
Joseph B. Ely, Democratic 228 324 552
Alfred Baker Lewis, Socialist 6 12 18
Charles S. Oram, Socialist Labor 0 4 4
W'illiam Sterling Youngman, Republican 304 415 719
Lieutenant Governor
Caspar G. Bacon, Republican 368 429 797
Morris I. Becker, Socialist Labor 1 3 4
James \\\ Dawson, Communist 1 1 2
W'alter S. Hutchins, Socialist 7 7 14
John E. Swift, Democratic 161 303 464
Secretary
John F. Buckley, Democratic 145 281 426
Frederic \\b Cook, Republican 359 433 792
Albert S. Coolidge, Socialist
Max Lerner, Communist
12 10 22
2 1 3
Albert L. WAterman, Socialist Labor 2 3 5
Treasurer
Domenico A. DiGirolamo, Socialist Labor 2 6 8
Eva Hoffman, Communist 1 2 3
Charles F. Hurley, Democratic 174 323 497
Francis lYescott, Republican 341 398 739
Glen Trimble, Socialist 11 9 20
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Auditor
Prec.l Free. 2 Total
Jiile Babbitt, Communist
Daniel T. Blessington, Socialist I^abor
Alonzo B. Cook, Republican
David A. Eisenberg, Socialist
Francis X. Hurley, Democratic
Attorney General
John P. Buckley, Democratic
Maria C. Correia, Communist
Fred E. Oelcher, Socialist Labor
George E. Roewer, Socialist
William R. Scharton, Independent
Joseph E. Warner, Republican
Congressman
—
Third District
Frank H. Foss, Republican
M. Fred O’Connell, Democratic
Councillor
—
Third District
Esther M. Andrews, Republican
Jessie Waterman Brooks, Democratic
Senator
—
First Middlesex District
Arthur W. Hollis, Republican
William C. Hutch, Democratic
Representative in General Court
—Thirteenth Middlesex District
Anthony J. Doherty, Democratic
B. Farnham Smith, Republican
County Commissioners
—
Middlesex
Nathaniel I. Bowditch, Republican
Thomas J. Brennan, Democratic
George C. McMenimen, Democratic
Walter C. W^ardwell, Republican
Sheriff
—
Middlesex
John R. Fairbairn, Republican
Stephen C. Garrity, Democratic
0 0 0
0 2 2
280 407 687
11 10 21
225 305 530
156 276 432
0 1 1
1 2 3
12 8 20
3 1 4
353 446 799
360 416 776
154 288 442
337 407 744
158 284 442
349 415 764
150 284 434
159 271 430
345 414 759
329 407 736
118 222 340
103 184 287
297 342 639
368 444 812
134 260 394
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Question No. 1
Law Proposed by Initiative Petition
Shall the proposed law which defines and legalizes the prac-
tice of chiropractics
;
establishes a board of registration of
chiropractors and defines the number, mode of appointment,
tenure, qualification and compensation of its members, and its
powers and duties
;
provides for the preliminary qualifications,
examination, certification, original registration and annual
license of chiropractors and regulation of their practice, and
defines the mode, subjects of and fees for examination, the
mode of practice and penalties
;
and other matters related there-
to, which are chiefly as follows
:
That chiropractic be “the science or practice of locating
and adjusting by hand the malpositions of the articulations of
the human spine.”
That any person, with one preceding year’s residence in
this Commonwealth and with degree from a qualified chiro-
practic school received at least one year prior to the date when
this law takes efifect, may, within ninety days after such date,
be certified by the board at its discretion without examination.
That otherwise no person, except a member of the board
of registration, shall practice chiropractic unless, being over
twenty-one years of age, of good moral character and graduated
from a reputable chiropractic school after personally attending
courses of at least twenty-two hundred sixty-minute daylight
hours given to persons qualified to graduate from a public high
school, he shall qualify by examination, pay a fee of twenty-
five dollars and be registered and certified
;
except that any
person licensed in another State maintaining standards equal
to those of this Commonwealth may be registered without
examination.
That the examination be scientific and practical in charac-
ter, in subjects including anatomy, physiology, symptomatology,
hygiene, sanitation, chemistry, histology, pathology, chiropractic
analysis, and the princij^les and practice of chiropractic.
That the board may, after hearing, revoke a certificate for
cause.
That the board shall make an annual report and shall keep
public records of its ])roceedings and of the names of persons
examined or registered by it and of the names and addresses
of all registered chiropractors, who shall pay an annual license
fee, promjitly notify the board of any change in address and
furnish such other information as the board may require.
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That the l3oard consist of three members, residents of the
Commonwealth for three years, graduates of a chartered chiro-
practic school having power to confer dgrees in chiropractic,
to be appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent
of the council, for a term of three years.
That the board have authority to administer oaths, summon
witnesses and take testimony and adopt reasonable rules and
regulations pertaining to their duties, and that they pay into
the state treasury fees received by them, and that they receive
compensation and reimbursement for expenses in such amounts
as may be annually appropriated therefor not exceeding the
amount of such fees.
Penalties are provided for practicing chiropractic wdthout
holding a certificate or for using the words “Chiropractic
Practitioner”, the letters “D. C.”, or any titles or letters
indicating engagement in such practice, or for buying, selling
or fraudulently obtaining any diploma or record of registration.
It is further provided that the present law relating to the
registration of physicians and surgeons and providing penalties
for the unauthorized practice of medicine shall not be held to
discriminate against registered chiropractors
;
but no chiroprac-
tor, unless registered as a physician or surgeon, may practice
obstetrics, or administer drugs, or perform surgical operations
by the use of instruments, or hold himself out as and for other
than a chiropractor,
which was disapproved in the House of Representatives by a
vote of 50 in the affirmative and 151 in the negative and in the
Senate by a vote of 13 in the affirmative and 21 in the negative,
be approved?
Prec.l Free. 2 Total
Yes 116 237 353
No 261 244 505
Question No. 2
Law Proposed by Initiative Petition
Shall the proposed law, which provides for an additional
method of nominating candidates for nomination, at the state
primaries in September, by members of political parties, for
those offices to be filled by all the voters of the Commonwealth
at a state election.
It provides that the state conventions of the political parties,
in each state election year, shall be held before and not after the
state primaries, as now, namely, not later than June 15. In
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order to elect delegates to such party conventions, party prim-
aries are established to he held on the last Tuesday in April.
Among other things, these state conventions may endorse candi-
dates for offices to he filled hy all the voters and to he voted
upon at the state primaries. Such endorsement ])laces a candi-
date in nomination, at such state primaries, without the neces-
sity of filing nomination ])a])ers. The name of the endorsed
candidate is to l)e jdaced first on the ballot and against his name
is to be placed the words “Endorsed hy ( the name of political
party) convention” in addition to the eight-word statement
now authorized hy law. Candidates endorsed hy a party conven-
tion may acce])t said endorsement within ten days, and having
so accepted may not withdraw.
It also provides for the election of district members of
state committees and members of ward and town committees
at the proposed party primaries in April, as well as delegates
to the state ])arty conventions, instead of at the state primaries
in Se])tember, as now.
It also ])rovides for the election of delegates to national
conventions (to nominate candidates for President) at the pro-
posed party*primaries instead of at the primaries, now specially
held for that purpose, and which existing law requires to he
held on the last Tuesday in April ( the same day proposed for
the proposed party primaries).
It also ])rovides for certain other new provisions of law
and certain changes in existing laws, relating to holding state
conventions and party primaries, the nnmher and election of
delegates to state conventions, the number of members at large
of a state committee, and other matters, which in more detail
chiefly are as follows
:
State conventions are to he composed solely of delegates
elected at the party primaries, and the nnml)er is to he one
from each ward and town and one additional for every fifteen
hundred votes or major fraction thereof above the fifteen
hundred votes cast at the ])receding state election in such ward
or town for the ])olitical party candidate for Governor, instead
of a nnmher now fixed hy the state committee of each party
(not less than one from each ward or town) and certain
members designated by existing law.
The time, for notice to the vState Secretary hy aldermen
or selectmen of their determination to hold primaries hy
wards, j^recincts or grou])s of ])recincts, to he March 1, in-
stead of August 1, as now.
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The names of candidates for election for delegates to a
state convention and for district members of a state commit-
tee to be arranged individually by alphabet instead of in
groups arranged by lot, as now.
Vacancies in the office of delegate to a state or national
convention not to be filled except in case of a tie vote, and
then by delegates from the same district, within ten days, and
if no other delegate or if not so filled, then by a state com-
mittee, rather than solely by the remaining members of the
delegation
;
and statement of filling of such vacancy to be
filed with the State Secretary.
Seating of delegates at state conventions to be in groups
by senatorial districts, and order of business at said conven-
tions defined.
Wting on candidates by a convention, to be by roll call,
if more than one candidate for the office, or by groups of
delegates unless any member of such group objects.
The number of members at large of a state committee
of a political party to be fixed by the state convention of a
party instead of by the state committee, as now.
The existing provisions as to preparation and filing of
nomination papers, objections to nominations, preparation,
number, substance, arrangement and form of ballots, hours
during which polls shall be open, opening of ballot boxes,
canvass and return of votes, return and certification of votes,
now applicable to state primaries to be applicable to the pro-
posed party primaries.
The power of a state committee to fix the number of dis-
trict delegates to a national convention to be continued, but
the date, of giving notice to the State Secretary, of such
fixation to be March 1 instead of on or before the third
Wednesday in iMarch, as now.
The power of city and town committees to fix the num-
ber of members of ward and town committees to be con-
tinued, but the date, of giving notice to the State Secretary,
of such fixation to be March 1 instead of August 1, as now,
which was approved in the Senate by a vote of 21 in the
affirmative and 17 in the negative and was disapproved in the
House of Representatives by a vote of 62 in the affirmative
and 138 in the negative, be approved?
Prec.l Prcc.2 Total
264 275 539
66 126 192
Yes
No
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Question No. 3
Proposed Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States
Is it desirable that the proposed amendment to the Con-
stitution of the United States,
—
“Article
—
"Section 1. The terms of the President and Vice Presi-
dent shall end at noon on the 20th day of January, and the
terms of Senators and Representatives at noon on the 3rd day »
of January, of the years in which such terms would have ended
if this article had not been ratified; and the terms of their
successors shall then begin.
"Section 2. The Congress shall assemble at least once in
every year, and such meeting shall begin at noon on the 3rd
day of January, unless they shall by law appoint a different day.
"Section 3. If, at the time fixed for the beginning of the
term of the President, the President elect shall have died, the
\hce President elect shall become President. If a President shall
not have been chosen before the time fixed for the beginning of
his term, or if the President elect shall have failed to qualify,
then the \*ice President elect shall act as President until a
President shall have qualified
;
and the Congress may by law
provide for the case wherein neither a President elect nor a
Mce President elect shall have qualified, declaring who shall
then act as President, or the manner in which one who is to act
shall be selected, and such person shall act accordingly until a
President or \'ice President shall have qualified.
“Section 4. The Congress may by law provide for the case
of the death of any of the persons from whom the House of
Representatives may choose a President whenever the right of
choice shall have devolved upon them, and for the case of the
death of any of the persons from whom the Senate may choose
a \4ce President whenever the right of choice shall have
devolved upon them.
“Section 5. Section 1 and 2 shall take effect on the 15th
day of f October following the ratification of this article.
“Section 6. This article shall he inoperative unless it shall
have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the
legislatures of three-fourths of the several States, within seven
years from the date of its submission,”—he ratified by the
General Court ?
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Yes
No
Prec.l Free. 2 Total
329 387 716
35 60 95
Question of Public Policy
Shall the Representative in the General Court from the
Thirteenth Middlesex District be instructed to vote to request
the President and the United States Senate to enter into full
co-operation and membership in the League of Nations, with
the explanatory reservation that the United States shall not
engage in War with any Nation, except by vote of Congress,
as provided in the United States Constitution, and such other
reservations as they deem wise?
Yes
No
Prec.l Free. 2 Total
253 285 538
111 157 268
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DISTRICT VOTE FOR REPRESENTATIVE
Concord, Massachusetts.
November 18, 1932.
The Clerks of the Towns comprising the 13th Middlesex
Representative District met this day at Concord, Massachusetts,
and counted and tabulated the votes cast for representative in
said District on November 18, 1932, as follows
:
-f *3
G — v:
Anthony J. Doherty,
of Lincoln, Dem. 940 245 89 338 430 2,042
B. Famham Smith,
of Concord, Rep. 1,832 393 452 1,085 759 4,521
Blanks 240 51 66 124 140 621
Total \’ote 3.012 689 607 1,547 1,329 7,184
William D. Cross, Toum Clerk of Concord.
William H. Dams, Tozen Clerk of Lincoln.
Frank F. Gerry, Tozen Clerk of Sudbury.
Brenton H. Dickson, Jr., Tozen Clerk of Westan.
M. Alice Neale, Tozini Clerk of Wayland.
Respectfully submitted,
M. ALICE NEALE,
Tozi'n Clerk.
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STATE RECOUNT FOR
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND SECRETARY
A Petition for a Recount of the votes cast for Lieutenant
Governor and Secretary in the State Election of November,
1932, was filed with the Town Clerk. All interested parties
were notified the Recount would take place at 7 P. M., Town
Hall, Wayland, on December 8, 1932. All the Registrars were
present with five representatives for Mr. John E. Swift, Can-
didate for Lieutenant Governor, and four members of the
Republican Town Committee representing Mr. Frederic W.
Cook, Secretary of State, and Mr. Caspar G. Bacon, Candidate
for Lieutenant Governor.
The ballots were counted and corrections in Precinct 1
were as follows: Mr. Swift lost one vote in Block 8 and
gained one vote in Block 9 making the total count the same
as reported. James W. Dawson lost one vote and Walter S.
Hutchins gained one vote. Mr. Buckley lost five votes, Mr.
Cook gained three and Mr. Coolidge gained one vote.
The entire count of Precinct 2 remained unchanged as
previously given.
Respectfully submitted,
M. ALICE NEALE,
Clerk of Board of Registrars.
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BIRTHS
Registered in the Town of Wayland for the Year 1932
Date Xame of Child Xanu' of Parents
Jaxu-\rv
13 W alter Earl Nelson Ed^^'ard H., Alyce
14 Richard Thomas W'eatherup Thomas, Edith
21 Mane Ann McEnroy Frank L., Clara E.
February
24 Allen Lester Merritt Lester F., Florence M.
29 Ruth Marjorie Cooke Lawrence M., Helen F.
March
6 Ra\Tnond Henr}* Lincoln Ra>*mond H., Ruth M.
6 Ruth Henrietta Lincoln Ra\Tnond H., Ruth M.
8 Anita Mar}' Ward Thomas J., Anne E.
9 Elizabeth Ada .Ajnos George H.. Ada M.
13 Robert Earl Hartwell HeniA* E.. Mar}*
24 Kent Miller Payson, Cleora
31 Phyllis Josephine Butler John. Josephine
April
/ Elizabeth Harriett Hiltz Archibald, Florence
9 Samuel Henderson Snelline Henrc B. W.. Jessica
20 John Alexander Spooner Place John A., Blanche M.
29 \’irginia Ann Coutts James, Mar}'
May
2 Jerome Darid Smith James W., Helen
8 Joann Elizabeth Rice Earl A., Hilda C.
21 William Ernest Schlusemeyer W'illiam E., Helen
28 Linwood James Estey, Jr. Linwood J., Mar>' L.
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Date Name of Child Name of Parents
17
26
6
6
18
24
7
17
21
29
8
13
15
1
20
21
22
29
3
6
12
12
John Spencer Whiting
Marilyn Ann Kilmain
Richard Alfred Gnyot
June
Alfred C., Ethel B.
Albert, Evelyn
L. Alfred, Susanne H.
August
Leonard Morton Dunham
Carl Ross Dunham
Barbara Ann Weeks
Harriet Mary Smith
Leonard M., Mabel F.
Leonard M., Mabel F.
Charles, Bertha
Wdlliam H., Harriet M
September
Robert Allan Dudley
John Edward Carter, Jr.
Amy Hamilton Nilges
Patricia Ann Stevens
Thomas C., Pearl M.
John E., Alsine B.
ferich K., Ruth H.
IMarcus J., Emily
October
Myrtice Anderson Barr Thomas, Myrtice A.
Marie Elaine Grant Nicholas J., iMarie E.
Ann Marie Girard Albert J., Cecilia
November
Alton Harrison Gallagher Alton H., Gladys V.
Marie Perodeau Amedee A., Anna G.
Robert Montgomery Lamont James, Lillian
James Eric Prosser xA.delbert V., Doris
Norman George Fischer Karl F., Freda
December
Wilfred Lester Celorier, Jr. Wilfred L., Bernice M
George Francis Bowers, 3rd George F., Dorothy
Bessie Eva Gaudet Thomas J., Dorothy
Mary Ann Lawlor Eugene F., Mary F.
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>L\RRL\GES
Registered in the Town of WarLajid for the Year 1922
TaXU-^Y
1-^ JaiDes \\'il5on Barr\\ M\Tile Eveh-n McMillen, at XaEck.
bv Rev. .\Ifred W. Birk?.
20 -AJfred Harold Dear, Evel}~n Isabel Lcird. at XaEck, by
Rev. AlHri C. Bacon.
FEBSTTASY
5 -\lfred James De\\’olfe. Jr., Alice l^Iarie Barnard, at Way-
land. by Rev. Felix Tessier.
M.arch
2- Edward A. Weis^s. C^nthia HiH. at ^^'avland. bv Rev. John
Shade Franklin.'
-ApiJL
2 Philip Winiam l^Iitchell. Adelaide Claire Carter, at Boston,
by Rev. Dudley H. Ferrek.
24 Iridng- Legee. Elsie May Barn.*, at Wayland. by Rev.
Harold T. Shay.
June
S Joseph A. Kohley, Ruth Louise Kenney, at Roxbur\% by
Rev. Edward P. Twigg.
22 Edwin Kingsbur>* Hosmer, Mildred DesRoches, at Bellows
Falls. \'t., by L}Tnan S. Hayes. Jusrice of the Peace-
29 Lawrence P. Foley. Elizabeth T. Regan, at Wayland. by
Rev. Geo. H. Oiaput.
August
13 Robert Eugene Scofield. Shdrley Ludle Marrln, at Way-
land, by Re^n Alben S. -Anderson-
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September
3 Anthony Oliver Schmeltz, Mabel Irene Smith, at Somer-
ville, by Rev. Harold Lancaster.
3 Norman Blondel Smith, Proxidies Amelia Went-worth, at
Waltham, by Richard Steele, Justice of the Peace.
10 Burton Wadsworth Jones, Marion Grace Snelling, at
Lincoln, by Rev. Stephen Webster.
10 James Ira Orr, Isabel Brittain Webster, at Milton, by Rev.
Vivian T. Pomeroy.
12 Edwin Burpee Goodell, Jr., Ann Mathea Rogeberg, at
Brookline, by Fred B. Richardson, Town Clerk and
Justice of the Peace.
19 Ralph Elmer McMillen, Alice Brady, at Natick, by Rev.
Alfred W. Birks.
October
10 Homan E. Leech, Winnifred Alice Felch, at Wayland, by
Rev. Henry E. Leech.
12 Walter Kenneth VanDuzer, Gertrude Elizabeth Lockhart,
at Framingham, by Rev. S. Paul Jefferson.
22 Rolf Aruc Jonassan, Martha Ingeborg Johnson, at Way-
land, by Rev. J. G. Osier.
27 Ernest Graves Morrill, Marion Thelma Weston, at Natick,
by Rev. Guy H. Wayne.
November
9 Burton George Godsoe, Ethel Beatrice Lewis, at Wayland,
by Rev. Alfred L. O’Brien.
December
3 Paul Henry Rimbach, Bertha Shore Wakely, at Wayland,
by Rev. Payson Miller.
24 Francis Joseph McGowan, Dorothy Greta Bagnell, at
Natick, by Rev. Thomas J. Ford.
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DEATHS
Registered in the Town of Wayland for the Year 1932
Date Name Y
January
3 Percy N. Hickey 59
17 Helen H. Fairl3anks 83
20 Nellie Medora Snow 77
February
9 Anne F. K. Teeter 76
10 W'alter Hugh Clifford 15
11 Catherine G. IMellen 62
21 Henrietta Schaefer 48
25 Jessie Burr 75
29 Elizabeth Young Morton 74
March
6 Albert Bond 72
26 Barbara Ann Smith 1
27 Olive Augusta Perry 88
27 Minnie Sackett Van Rensselaer 81
April
/ Hiltz
12 Catherine M. Wyatt 82
15 Mary Allard 78
22 Daniel J. Hogan 51
May
8 Margaret Lane 67
27 Wdlliam C. Neale 82
28 Hattie Beardsell 85
M D
10 11
17
11 18
3 14
3 25
11 18
5 13
1 6
11 6
10 17
8 2
5 min.
3 28
11 19
27
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Date Name
June
y M D
4 Alice IManettie Fisher 71 6 14
17 Anna IMarin 85 1 24
July
1 Lawrence H. Robbins 36 1 31
8 Laura S. Bowles 59 7 24
16 John T. Ferguson 61 8 10
17 Barbara Ida Mabie 71 11 13
24 William F. Curley 60
August
5 Cordelia A. Mitchell 86 10 29
7 Charles W. Dean 77 5 1
8 Carl Ross Dunham 1
8 Wilbur C. Gorman 38 5 30
25 Annie A. Harvey 32 2 2
September
10 Sophie L. Davieau 75 4
26 Della B. Parmenter 52
October
5 Mary J. Coan 73
14 Margaret Erwin Allen 80 8 6
18 Ella Louise Richardson 74 8 6
November
11 Mabel A. Massie 58 3 25
12 Susie C. Dusseault 50 8 25
13 Emanuel Dath 66 1 3
December
5 George Albert Temple 63
26 John J. Rowan 63
30 Nellie D. Palmer 62
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DOGS LICENSED 1932
.Males, 243 @ $2.00 $486.00
Females, 66 @ 5.00 330.00
Kennel, 1 @ 25.00 25.00
Total $841.00
Fees Deducted 310 @ $ .20 62.00
$779.00
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JURY LIST
TOWN OF WAYLAND
1932
Lewis M. Atwell, Pleasant Street, Farmer
A. W. Atwood, Millbrook Road, Ice and Coal Dealer
Harrington Barlow, Tower Hill, Architect
Philip Burbank, Sudbury Road, Advertising
James Fox, Sherman Bridge Road, Farmer
Lewis W. Grant, State Road West, Carpenter
Howard Haines, Millbrook Pond, Carpenter
Rufus W. Hewitt, Pond Street, Salesman
Alexander W. Holmes, Pond Street, Farmer
Henry H. Holmes, Cochituate Road, Retired
Waldo L. Lawrence, School Street, Farmer
Edward F. Lee, State Road East, Farmer
John E. Linnehan, Concord Road, Constable
Harold H. Loker, Main Street, Accountant
Albert B. Marchand, Plain Street, Grocer
Arthur F. Marston, Harrison Street, Carpenter
James C. McKay, Main Street, Blacksmith
Wesley L. MacKenna, Cochituate Road, Farmer
Alvin B. Neale, Main Street, Street Car Conductor
Peter Ploss, Plain Street, Tag Maker
Everett W. Small, Concord Road, Builder
John Connelly, Commonwealth Road, Salesman
Warren Lawrence, Old Connecticut Path, Farmer
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George Sherman, Ox Bow Road, Farmer
William S. Lovell, Main Street, Farmer
Howard Russell, Bow Road, Clerk
Alfred T. Dean, Main Street, Retired
Earl Barry, Shawmut Avenue Extension, Carpenter
Madison Bent, Commonwealth Road, Shopworker
Albert Cheltra, Salesman
Fred Fiske, Damon Street, Grocer
Arthur Russell, Concord Road, Farmer
James H. Whithead, Lake Road, Gardener
Keneth ^Morrill, ]\Iain Street, Salesman
Harry A. Clark, East Plain Street, R. R. Flagman
Harry \\\ Crooker, Old Connecticut Path, Retired
Harold \\\ Taylor, East Plain Street, Electrician
Thomas F. Maynard, Carpenter
Lester R. Thompson, Salesman
George C. Lewis, Office Manager
W'alter D. Leary, Carpenter
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STATE AUDIT
To the Board of Selectmen,
Mr. John W. Leavitt, Chairman,
Wayland, Massachusetts.
September 1, 1932.
Gentlemen
:
I submit herewith my report of an audit of the books and
accounts of Wilbur C. Gorman, late collector of the Town of
Wayland, for the period from April 1, 1931, to August 15,
1932, made in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 44 of
the General Laws. This is in the form of a report made to me
by Mr. Edward H. Fenton, Chief Accountant of this Division.
Very truly yours,
THEODORE N. WADDELL,
Director of Accounts.
Mr. Theodore N. Waddell,
Director of Accounts,
Department of Corporations and Taxation,
State House, Boston.
Sir:
In accordance with your instructions, I have made an audit
of the books and accounts of Wilbur C. Gorman, late collector
of the Town of Wayland, for the period from April 1, 1931,
the date of the previous audit, to August 15, 1932, and submit
the following report thereon
:
The collector’s books and accounts for the levies of 1926
to 1929, inclusive, were examined and checked in detail, the
outstanding accounts being marked for recommitment and the
cash book balances on August 15, 1932, being reconciled with
the balance in the collector’s bank account as shown by a state-
ment furnished by the bank of deposit.
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The recorded collections were compared with the payments
to the treasurer as recorded in the treasurer’s and the account-
ant’s books, the recorded abatements were checked with the
assessors’ records of abatements granted, and the tax titles
applied to taxes were checked with the treasurer’s records of
town titles.
The outstanding accounts were listed and reconciled with
the accountant’s ledger accounts, a detailed list of the outstand-
ing accounts being given to the assessors for recommitment.
The outstanding accounts were further verified by mailing
notices to all persons whose names appeared on the books as
owing money to the Town, the replies thereto indicating that
the accounts, as listed, are correct.
It is recommended that a determined effort be made toward
a prompt settlement of the delinquent accounts, so that the tax
levies of 1926 to 1929, inclusive, may be closed.
Appended to this report are tables showing a reconcilia-
tion of the late collector’s cash and summaries of the tax
accounts.
For the co-operation extended by the several town officials
during the progress of the audit, I wish, on behalf of my assist-
ants and for myself, to express appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD H. FENTON,
Chief Accountant.
RECONCILIATION OF COLLECTOR’S CASH
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balances August 15, 1932:
Taxes 1926
Taxes 1928
Motor vehicle excise
taxes 1929
Interest on taxes
Costs on taxes
$30.36
8.50
22.24
5.91
.50
$67.51
168.36Cash over
$235.87
$235.87
Balance Natick Trust Company,
August 15, 1932, per statement
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TAXES—1926
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balance April 1, 1931, per
previous audit
Outstanding April 1, 1931, per
previous audit
Outstanding December 31, 1931
Cash balance December 31, 1931
$30.36
77.90
$108.26
$77.90
30.36
$108.26
Cash balance January 1, 1932 $30.36
Outstanding January 1, 1932 77.90
$108.26
Abatements January 1 to August 15, 1932 $2.00
Outstanding August 15, 1932, per list,
to be recommitted 75.90
Cash balance August 15, 1932 30.36
$108.26
TAXES—1927
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balance April 1, 1931, per
previous audit
Outstanding April 1, 1931, per
previous audit
Payments to treasurer April 1 to
December 31, 1931
Outstanding December 31, 1931, and
August 15, 1932, per list, to be
recommitted
$97.73
38.92
$107.92
28.73
$136.65
$136.65
TAXES—1928
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balance April 1, 1931, per
previous audit $110.50
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Outstanding April 1, 1931, per
]n*evions audit 891.45
$1,001.95
Payments to treasurer April 1 to
December 31, 1931 $187.90
Abatements April 1 to December 31, 1931 34.94
Outstanding December 31, 1931 779.11
$1,001.95
Outstanding January 1, 1932 $779.11
Overpayment to collector, adjusted .10
$779.21
Abatements January 1 to August 15, 1932 $42.95
Outstanding August 15, 1932, per list,
to be recommitted 727.76
Cash balance August 15, 1932 8.50
$779.21
TAXES—1929
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balance April 1, 1931, per
previous audit $2,099.03
Outstanding April 1, 1931, per
previous audit 7,456.11
$9,555.14
Payments to treasurer April 1 to
December 31, 1931 $7,640.68
Abatements April 1 to December 31, 1931 253.39
Tax titles taken April 1 to Dec. 31, 1931 1,470.92
Outstanding December 31, 1931 190.15
$9,555.14
Outstanding January 1, 1932
Tax title voided
Outstanding August 15, 1932, per list,
to be recommitted
$190.15
71.05
$261.20
$261.20
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MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES—1929
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balance April 1, 1931, per
previous audit
Outstanding April 1, 1931, per
previous audit
Abatements and payments, refunded
Payments to treasurer April 1 to
December 31, 1931
Abatements April 1 to December 31,
Outstanding December 31, 1931
1931
$623.41
2,210.30
59.73
$1,791.21
68.02
1,034.21
$2,893.44
$2,893.44
Outstanding January 1, 1932 $1,034.21
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
August 15, 1932 $47.36
Abatements January' 1 to August 15, 1932 451.75
Abatements not previously reported 356.23
Outstanding August 15, 1932, per list,
to be recommitted 156.63
Cash balance August 15, 1932 22.24
$1,034.21
MOTH ASSESSMENTS—1929
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balance April 1, 1931, per
previous audit $2.50
Outstanding April 1, 1931, per
previous audit 19.00
$21.50
Payments to treasurer April 1 to
December 31, 1931 $16.50
Outstanding December 31, 1931, and
August 15, 1932, per list, to be
recommitted 5.00
$21.50
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INTEREST AND COSTS ON TAXES
Wilbur C. Gorman, Collector
Cash balances April 1, 1931, per previous audit:
Interest
:
Lew of 1927 $20.07
Lew of 1928 16.86
Levy of 1929 228.92
$265.85
Costs
:
Levy of 1927 $5.25
Levy of 1928 12.35
Levy of 1929 38.52
56.12
$321.97
Collections April 1, 1931 to Aug-ust 15, 1932:
Interest :
Levy of 1927 $2.56
Levy of 1928 18.97
Levy of 1929 733.53
$755.06
Costs :
Levy of 1927 $1.25
Lew of 1928 4.75
Levy of 1929 216.25
222.25
977.31
$1,299.28
Payments to treasurer
:
April 1 to December 31, 1931 :
Interest $1,006.82
Costs 273.62
$1,280.44
January 1 to August 15, 1932:
Interest $8.18
Costs 4.25
12.43
$1,292.87
Cash balance August 15, 1932:
Interest $5.91
Costs .50
6.41
$1,299.28
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SELECTMEN’S REPORT
All regular appointments have been made as required by
law. They appear in list of Town Officers and Committee.
All claims against the W. & L. .Engineering Co., the con-
tractors who had the contract to reconstruct Cochituate Road
from the State Road to Five Paths in the year 1931, have at
last been settled.
The Bond given by the contractor covers labor, materials
and performance, but makes no provision for the cost of defend-
ing suit against the Town. All expense of court action and
legal advice had to be paid by the Town.
The reconstruction of Main Street and Cochituate Road
has been completed. This work was done as under Chapter 90
of the General Laws. The S.tate Department of Public Works
had full supervision of the work. The Town of Wayland acted
as the contractor with the Highway Surveyor in charge.
Citizens of the Town performed all labor on the job.
There were 135 citizens employed at various times. All
material that could be purchased in Wayland was so purchased.
$12,000.00 was appropriated for this work, like sums to
come from the State and the County, making a total of $36,000.
The total cost was $40,732.49, the State and County each
paying $11,587.74)4, the Town having to pay $17,557.00.
This additional money was appropriated at the Special
Town Meeting January 10, 1933.
The total payroll for the work was $17,357.13.
All the money appropriated by the Town was paid to the
citizens of the Town for labor or materials.
We wish to thank the officers of the Town for their cooper-
ation during the year.
JOHN W. LEAVITT,
J. FRED WHEELER,
WILLARD C. HUNTING,
Selectmen of the Tomn of Wayland.
January 16, 1933.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
OF TRUST FUNDS
January 18, 1933.
To the Inhabitants of the To'ii.'n of IVayland:
The Board of Commissioners of Trust Funds respectfully
report as follows :
During the past year the following additional trust funds
have been added to those under our management
:
Library Trust Funds
Isaac C. Damon W'ill ' ' 31,000
Cemetery Trust Funds
Isaac C. Damon $100
Nellie Rice Fiske 100
Elsie S. Bull 100
Alice C. Maude 100
The following is a statement of the trust funds now under
our jurisdiction in the custody of the Town Treasurer:
Library Trust Funds
$500 Fourth Liberty Loan
bonds due October 15, 1938 $500.00
$1,000 Citv of Boston Sewerage Loan
4% July 1, 1937 1,000.00
$3,000 New York Tel. Co. 4j4% First
and General Mortgage bonds
due November 1, 1939 3,000.00
$1,000 New York Central Railroad
Refunding and Improvement
Mortgage 4^2% bonds due
October 1, 2013, Series A 1,000.00
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$2,000 Pennsylvania Railroad Co. Gen-
eral Mortgage 4^% bonds due
June 1, 1965 2,000.00
$2,000 Union Pacific Railroad Co.
bonds due July 1, 1967 2,000.00
$2,000 New York Central Railroad
Refunding Improvement Mort-
gage 5s, due October 1, 2013 2,000.00
$2,000 Northern Pacific Railroad Re-
funding and Improvement
Mortgage 5s, due July 1, 2047 2,000.00
$2,000 Southern California Edison Co.
Refunding Mortgage 5% bonds
due Sept. 1, 1952 2,000.00
$3,000 New England Tel. & Tel. Co.
First Mortgage 4j4% bonds
due May 1, 1961 3,000.00
Deposit in Provident Institution for
Savings 1,200.00
$19,700.00
Poor Trust Funds
$1,300 Fourth Liberty Loan 4j4%
bonds due October 15, 1938 $1,300.00
$1,000 Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Railroad Co. General Mortgage
4% bonds due March 1, 1958 1,000.00
$2,000 Boston & Albany Railroad Co.
4% bonds due May 1, 1934 2,000.00
$4,300.00
Cemetery Trust Funds
$2,400 First Liberty Loan Conv. 4j4%
bonds due June 15, 1947
$2,700 Fourth Liberty Loan 4j^%
bonds due October 15, 1938
$2,000 Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. First
and Refunding 4J4% bonds due
June 1, 1957
$1,000 Boston Elevated Railway Co.
debenture 4^2% bond due
October 1, 1937
2.400.00
2.700.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
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$2,000 New England Tel. & Tel. Co.
First Mortgage 4^2% bonds
due May 1, 1961 2,000.00
$500 New England Tel. & Tel. Co.
1st Mortgage, Series A 5%
bond due June 1, 1952 500.00
$2,000 Chicago & North Western Rail-
road Co. 1st Refunding Mort-
gage, 5% bonds due May 1,
2037 2,000.00
$2,000 Boston & Albany Railroad Co.
Improvement bond 4% due
May 1, 1934 2,000.00
$2,500 New York Central Railroad
Refunding and Improvement
Mortgage 4^4% bonds due
October 1, 2013, Series A 2,500.00
Deposit in Provident Institution for
Savings 800.00
$17,900.00
Total Trust Funds $41,900.00
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN H. KNAPP, Chairman
J. SIDNEY STONE,
ALBERT F. FLINT, Clerk,
Board of Commissioners of Trust Funds.
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REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
Cash Statement
1932
Jan. 1 Cash Balance $13,146.57
Total Receipts 346,487.91
$359,634.48
Total Payments 348,103.63
Dec. 31 Cash Balance $11,530.85
Tax Notes Borrowed in Anticipation of Taxes
1932
Jan. 1 Notes Outstanding
No. 164 due 5-12-1932 $10,000.00
No. 180 due 1-25-1932 10,000.00
No. 181 due 8-20-1932 10,000.00
No. 185 due 3-18-1932 10,000.00
No. 186 due 10-18-1932 10,000.00
Borrowed 1932
Jan. 21 No. 187 Natick Trust Co.
6% due 10-21-1932 10,000.00
Feb. 17 No. 188 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank, 6% due
11-
17-1932 10,000.00
Mar. 23 No. 189 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank, 6% due
12-
23-1932 10,000.00
Apr. 15 No. 190 Natick Trust Co.
6% due 2-15-1933 10,000.00
May 4 No. 191 Natick Trust Co.
6% due 12-4-1932 20,000.00
June 8 No. 192 Faxon Gade & Co.,
Inc., 6% due 4-8-1933 15,000.00
Aug. 20 No. 194 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank, 6% due
8-20-1933 10,000.00
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10,000.00
Dec. 7 No. 196 Natick Trust Co.
6% clue 12-7-1933
Dec. 30 No. 199 Natick Trust Co.
6% due 7-30-1933 5,000.00
$150,000.00
Dec. 23 No. 197 Natick Five Cents Savings
Bank, 6% due 3-23-1933
Renewal of Note No. 189 10,000.00
Total Borrowed $160,000.00
Tax Note No. 198 cancelled unissued.
Tax Notes Paid 1932
1932
Jan. 25 No. 180 due 1-25-1932 $10,000.00
Mar. 18 No. 185 due 3-18-1932 10,000.00
May 12 No. 164 due 5-12-1932 10,000.00
Aug. 20 No. 181 due 8-20-1932 10,000.00
Oct. 24 No. 186 due 10-18-1932 10,000.00
Oct. 24 No. 187 due 10-21-1932 10,000.00
Nov. 17 No. 188 due 11-17-1932 10,000.00
Dec. 10 No. 191 due 12-4-1932 20,000.00
Tax Note Renewed
Dec. 23 No. 189 Natick Five Cents Savings
Bank, due 12-23-1932 renewed by
Note No. 197 due 3-23-1933
$90,000.00
10,000.00
Tax Notes Outstanding
Dec. 31 No. 190 due 2-15-33
No. 192 due 4-8-1933
No. 194 due 8-20-1933
No. 196 due 12-7-1933
No. 199 due 7-30-1933
No. 197 due 3-23-1933
$10,000.00
15.000.
00
10.000.
00
10,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
60,000.00
Total Paid and Outstanding $160,000.00
Notes Borrowed in Anticipation of Reimbursement
1932
July 7 No. 193 Natick Trust Co.
6% due 12-20-1932 $8,000.00
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Sept. 21 No. 195 Natick Trust Co.
6% due 12-21-1932 10,000.00
Above Reimbursement Notes paid on due dates.
Notes and Bonds Outstanding
4 School Notes 4% due annually $2,000.00 $8,000.00
1 Water Main Extension Note
4% due 7-1-1933 890.00 890.00
18 Water Main Extension Notes
454% due annually 2,000.00 18,000.00
1 Water Main Extension Note
4>^% due 7-1-1942 1,000.00
9 Water Main Extension Notes
4% due annually 2,500.00 22,500.00
5 Water Main Extension Notes
4% due 1942 to 1946 10,000.00
Due in 1932 $7,390.00
Total Outstanding $60,390.00
Interest Account
Appropriation $3,500.00
Transfer from Reserve Fund 1,200.00
From 1931 Water Receipts for
Interest on Water Notes 2,421.72
Payments
:
School House Addition Notes $400.00
Water Main Extension Notes 2,421.70
Tax Notes Discount 4,490.83
Interest account past due notes 22.00
Reimbursement Notes 352.00
To Trust Funds 25.00
Overdrafts 589.81
$7,711.53 $7,711.53
Insurance Account
Appropriation $2,000.00
Transfer from Reserve Fund 1,016.15
Payments
:
Highway Department Equipment $396.25
Water Department Equipment 70.77
Fire Department Equipment 60.02
Pumping Station 21.00
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Paymaster Robbery Treasurer
Tax Collector Robbery
Town Buildings
Cochituate School Boilers
Employers’ Liability, Cochituate Rd.
10.00
31.26
1,162.00
235.50
1,020.75
Balance
$3,007.55
8.60
$3,016.15 $3,016.15
Surety Bonds
Appropriation
Transfer from Reserve Fund
Payments
:
Treasurer’s Bond $24,000.00
Tax Collector’s Bond $24,000.00
Town Clerk’s Bond $1,000.00
Water Clerk’s Bond $1,000.00
$120.00
240.00
5.00
5.00
$310.00
60.00
$370.00 $370.00
Trust Funds
Investment of Trust Funds
Poor Funds
Loker Fund
2 Boston & Albany Railroad 4% 5-1-1934
Allen Fund
1 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4% 3-1-1958
1 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4% 3-1-1958
Donation Fund
1 Fourth Liberty Loan Bond 10-15-1938
Third Liberty Loan Bonds 4^4% 10-15-1938
$2,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
300.00
$4,300.00
Cemetery Funds
J. M. Parnienter Fund
2 Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. 4^% 6-1-1957 $2,000.00
1 Boston Elevated Railroad 4^% 10-1-1937 1,000.00
2 N. E. Tel. & Tel. 4>4% 5-1-1961 2,000.00
$5,000.00
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Other Funds
1st Liberty Loan Bonds 4^4% 1947 $2,400.00
4th Liberty Loan Bonds 4^4% 1938 2,700.00
1 N. E. Tel. & Tel. 5% 1952 500.00
2 Boston & Albany R. R. 4% 1934 2,000.00
2 Chicago & Northwestern R. R. Co. 5% 2037 2,000.00
2 New York Central R. R. 4>^% 2013 2,000.00
1 New York Central R. R. 4^% 2013 500.00
Provident Institution for Savings 800.00
$17,900.00
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds Received in 1932
and Included Above
Isaac C. Damon Fund $100.00
Nellie Rice Fiske Fund 100.00
Elsie S. Bull Fund 100.00
Alice C. Maude Fund 100.00
Library Funds
J. M. Parmenter Fund
2 Pennsylvania Ry. 4^4% 6-1-1965 $2,000.00
2 Union Pacific Ry. 4^% 7-1-1967 2,000.00
2 Southern California Edison 5% 9-1-1952 2,000.00
3 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 4>4% 5-1-1961 3,000.00
1 N. Y. Central Ry. 5% 10-1-2013 1,000.00
Grace Campbell Draper Fund
1 City of Boston 4% 10-15-1937 1,000.00
Ada H. Wellington Fund
4th Liberty Loan Bonds 4%% 10-15-1938 500.00
Cynthia G. Roby Fund
1 N. Y. Central Ry. 5% 10-1-2013 1,000.00
2 Northern Pacific Ry. 5% 7-1-2047 2,000.00
Provident Institution for Savings 200.00
Harriet Coburn Damon Fund
3 N. Y. Tel. Co. 4^4% 11-1-1939 3,000.00
James Draper Fund
Ella E. Draper Fund
1 N. Y. Central Ry. 4J^% 10-1-2013 1,000.00
Sarah Webster Heard Fund
1 Old Colony Gas Co. 5% 12-1-31? 1,000.00
2 Boston & i\lbany Ry. 4% 5-1-1933 2,000.00
Provident Institution for Savings 100.00
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James Sumner Draper Fund
1 Boston & Albany Ry. 4% 5-1-1933 1,000.00
1 Delaware & Hudson 4% 5-1-1943 1,000.00
1 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4% 3-1-1958 1,000.00
1 B. & M. & Fitchburg 5% 5-1-1940 1,000.00
1 B. & M. 4-5% 9-1-1941 1,000.00
Lydia Maria Child Fund
Provident Institution for Savings 100.00
Isaac C. Damon Fund
Provident Institution for Savings 1,000.00
Total $27,900.00
All Trust Funds are under control of the Trust Funds’
Commissioners with the exception of the Sarah Webster
Heard, Lydia ]\Iaria Child, and James Sumner Draper
Library Funds, these three, by terms of bequests, being
under control of the Library Trustees.
Tax Titles
Taken in 1926 for 1924 Taxes
1932
Jan. 1 Balance $41.50
1932 Taxes added 4.70
Dec. 31 Balance $46.20
$46.20 $46.20
Taken in 1928 for 1926 Taxes
Jan. 1 Balance $101.77
1932 Taxes 7.05
Dec. 31 Balance 108.82
$108.82 $108.82
Taken in 1929 for 1927 Taxes
Jan. 1 Balance $375.04
1932 Taxes
Paid in 1932 $41.69
61.10
Dec. 31 Balance 394.45
$436.14 $436.14
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Taken in 1930 for 1928 Taxes
Jan. 1
Dec. 31
Jan. 1
Dec. 31
Dec. 31
Balance $1,936.87
1932 Taxes 385.40
Charged back to Collector $5.50
Paid in 1932 236.26
Balance 2,080.51
$2,322.27 $2,322.27
Taken in 1931 for 1929 Taxes
Balance $4,743.85
1932 Taxes 1,219.95
Moth Tax added 10.00
Abatement $27.50
Charged back to Tax Collector 220.46
Paid in 1932 1,359.07
Balance 4,366.77
$5,973.80 $5,973.80
Taken in 1932 for 1930 Taxes
Taxes 1930 $1,723.50
Recording Tax Title deeds 67.65
Costs of taking 247.51
Interest to demand date 180.12
1931 Taxes 2,150.00
1932 Taxes 1,739.32
Paid in 1932 $1,305.27
Balance 4,802.83
$6,108.10 $6,108.10
Totae Outstanding
1924 $ 46.20
1926 108.82
1927 394.45
1928 2,080.51
1929 4,366.77
1930 4,802.83
$11,799.58
FRANK G. MacKENNA,
Town Treasurer.
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REPORT OF THE TOWN ACCOUNTANT
FOR THE YEAR 1932
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
:
In compliance with the provisions of Chapter 41 of the
General Laws and Amendments, I herewith submit the follow-
ing report of the Accountant's Department.
Cash Balance, January 1, 1932
Receipts, 1932
Expenditures, 1932
Cash Balance, December 31, 1932
$13,146.57
346,487.91
$359,634.48
$348,103.63
11,530.85
$359,634.48
Receipts Itemized
General Revenue
Taxes 1929 Poll $12.00
Real Estate 2.00
Motor Excise 137.79
$151.79
$134.00
175.90
13,298.30
844.45
34.50
14,487.15
Taxes 1931 Poll $354.00
Personal 1,144.86
Real Estate 31,523.24
Motor Excise 1,667.46
Moth 62.50
Old Age Assistance 188.00
34,940.06
Taxes 1930 Poll
Personal
Real Estate
Motor Excise
Moth
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Taxes 1932 Poll $1,242.00
Personal 11,404.55
Real Estate 63,943.80
Motor Excise 5,155.81
Moth 200.25
Old Age Assistance 635.00
82,581.41
$132,160.41
Tax Titles $2,900.60
Tax Title Deposits
State Treasurer for Old Age Assistance
583.36
1931 Tax Abatements 27.00
3,510.96
Dog Licenses Receipts 585.00
Collector’s Fees $291.12
Treasurer’s Fees
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Income Taxes $9,408.00
Income Taxes for Schools 4,270.00
Grant for Highways 4,486.32
Corporation Taxes 1,849.76
Bank Taxes 116.32
6.00
283.25
Middlesex County
Dog Licenses
Licenses and Permits
Victualler
Milk
Oleo
Slaughtering
Sunday
Oil Burner
Alcohol
Sale of Used Cars
Gun
Pedlar and Junk
Dance
Third Class
$20,130.40
780.43
20,910.83
$70.00
10.00
.50
2.00
10.00
1.00
11.00
12.50
26.25
40.00
5.00
1.00
Court fines
$189.25
44.50
233.75
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Departmental Revenue
Collector
:
Advertising fees, etc., refund
Town Hall
:
Rent
Police
:
Receipts from Insurance $65.00
Telephone tolls, refund .65
Fire
:
Cash refund
]\Ioth Extermination :
J. Decatur $5.00
\\\ Lamarine 1.00
J. Fox 12.00
Dr. Solomon 10.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures
:
Inspection
Board of Health
:
Sale of Antitoxin $27.00
Tuberculosis treatment
refund 175.00
District Nurse 13.00
Highways :
Cochituate Rd. from State
Rd. to 500 ft. beyond
Connecticut Path Recon-
struction and Relocation
Commonwealth of Mass. $2,189.84
Middlesex County 1,189.84
& L. Engineering Co.
claims acct. cash refund .25
Highways and Bridges 182.14
Cochituate Rd. from Legion
Sq. n. toward W'ayland
Commonwealth of Alass. 11,587.74
Middlesex County 11,587.75
Chapter 90 Maintenance
Commonwealth of Mass. 3,791.71
$29.02
29.00
65.65
1.00
28.00
47.73
215.00
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Middlesex County 3,791.71
Cash refunds 14.15
34,335.13
Charities
:
Public Welfare
Town of W ellesley refund $915.00
Town of Natick refund 596.75
Town of Newton refund 18.91
Town of Framingham
refund 125.36
Com. of Mass, refund 756.85
Cash refunds 24.02
Soldiers’ Relief
Town of Westford 142.50
Town of Athol 30.00
Old Age Assistance
Com. of Mass, refund 3,979.45
Cash refunds 50.50
State Aid
Com. of Mass, refund 1,055.00
Com. of Mass., Veterans’
Exemption 58.41
7,752.75
Schools
:
Commonwealth of Mass.
Tuition and transportation
of State wards $585.64
Vocational tuition 323.91
City of Boston, tuition 16.26
Donation Fund 8.00
Insurance Premiums, refund
on Transportation 33.40
Telephone tolls, refund 8.50
Cash refunds 6.01
Sale of books .69
982.41
Library :
Fines, Wayland Library $51.26
Cochituate Reading Room 11.07
Cash refund 3.50
65.83
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Commemoration of the 200th Anniver-
sary of the Birth of \\'ashington
Gift toward expenses
Water
:
Water rates $9,543.45
Connection fees 300.00
Installations 359.56
Miscellaneous (“On and ol¥,”
etc.) 87.92
Refund, Pt fees and lien
release 2.54
Cemeteries
:
Sale of lots and graves
10.00
10,293.47
260.00
Interest
Taxes 1929 $25.98
1930 1,444.36
1931 1,247.88
1932 112.81
$2,831.03
Tax Titles
Trust Funds
175.32
Poor $175.25
Library 1,213.82
Cemetery P. C. 772.24
2,161.31
Treasurer’s deposits $108.27
Collector’s deposits 6.69
114.96
Trust Funds
Isaac C. Damon, Library
Cemetery Perpetual Care
$1,000.00
Isaac C. Damon $100.00
Nellie Rice Fiske 100.00
Elsie S. Bull 100.00
Alice C. Maude 100.00
400.00
54,114.99
5,282.62
1,400.00
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Loans
Anticipation of Revenue
Anticipation of Reimbursement
Unclassified, Checks not cashed
$110,000.00
18,000.00
128,000.00
6.10
Total Receipts $346,487.91
Expenditures Itemized
General Government
Moderator
Selectmen
:
Salaries $450.00
Printing, postage, etc. 67.56
Association dues, etc. 17.75
Accountant
:
Salary $450.00
Typewriter 82.00
Departmental supplies 40.83
Adding machine service 5.00
Telephone 3.85
Postage, printing, etc. 17.30
Books, stationery, etc. 24.85
Treasurer
:
Salary $675.00
Rent of Safe Deposit Boxes 25.00
Stationery, typing, etc. 11.26
Postage 126.37
Fees for release deeds
Collector
:
Salaries
—
T. H. Harrington $1,352.37
W. C. Gorman Est. .47
Advertising Tax Sales 152.00
Recording, filing, etc. 219.28
Cash books, tax bills, war-
rants, etc. 107.47
$9.00
535.31
623.83
837.63
10.00
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Postage 119.92
Telephone 4.35
1,955.86
Fees—T. H. Harrington 273.00
W. C. Gorman Est. 4.25
277.25
Assessors
:
Salaries $1,800.00
Transportation 118.00
Books, stationery, etc. 52.74
Printing poll lists, etc. 55.65
Registry of Deeds, transfers 39.00
Town Clerk :
Salary $180.00
Recording fees 92.50
Oaths of office, etc. 9.00
Telephone 18.00
Books, stationery, etc. 63.01
Elections and Registrations
:
Officers $367.20
Registrars 90.00
Preparing booths, etc. 72.40
Checkers 24.00
Printing ballots, etc. 98.50
Buses 10.00
Certification of Notes
Legal Claims
:
Legal services $421.80
Surveys 25.00
Planning Board :
Association dues $30.00
Maps, surveys etc. 151.80
Postage 1.91
Town Hall Maintenance :
Janitor $240.00
Janitor’s supplies 6.15
Extra labor 27.00
662.10
24.00
446.80
183.71
2,065.39
362.
96
to
112.30
13.00
56.55
15.00
21.49
491.49
Town Hall Repairs and Equipment
:
Repairs on tower $65.00
Electric work 20.95
Repair on fire-escape door 2.00
87.95
$8,572.83
Fuel
Water
Electricity
Telephone
Repairs and upkeep
Protection of Persons and Property
Police
:
Pay roll—Chief $2,130.00
Call men 918.77
Traffic signals and signs 107.23
Medical aid 15.00
Meals for prisoners 5.00
Telephone 117.00
Fire
:
Salaries—Clerk $75.00
Supt. Fire Alarm
System 37.50
Call men 250.00
Janitors 180.00
Care of trucks 40.00
Pay roll—Fires 549.00
Upkeep—Fire Alarm
System 215.77
Equipment 433.42
New equipment and supplies 125.40
Freight, Express, telephone 15.72
Buildings—Repairs $105.30
Fuel 242.26
Electricity 31.20
M'ater 7.00
Supplies 2.86
Rent of Church tower 50.00
$3,293.00
2,360.43
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Moth Extermination
:
Superintendent’s salary $1,283.55
Extra labor 35.00
Teaming 60.00
Insecticides 114.22
Equipment 7.23
$1,500.00
Tree \\’arden
:
Warden $462.50
Labor 399.00
Equipment 17.91
Truck hire 19.50
898.91
Sealer of Weights and Measures
:
Salary $135.00
Transportation 59.00
Equipment 14.24
208.24
Game Warden—Salary 45.00
Dog Officer—Salary 27.00
Health
Board of Health:
Officers’ salaries $157.50
Printing, postage,
telephone etc. 29.35
Auto hire 4.00
Tuberculosis Treatment 706.50
Quarantine—Posting 68.00
Hospitals 139.75
Medical Treatment and
ambulance 36.45
Fuel and provisions 28.18
Burying dead animals 7.00
Rabies vaccine 54.00
Veterinary 5.00
Inspector, Slaughtering 15.60
Milk 25.00
Antitoxin test 80.00
$1,356.33
District Nurse
:
Salary $1,080.00
Expense 47.38
1,127.38
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Medical inspection of schools 135.00
Inspection of animals 135.00
Highways
Highways and Bridges
:
Postage $1.50
Freight and express 7.52
Telephone 81.50
Survey and plan 12.50
Mileage 67.68
Medical emergency treatment 4.00
Equipment 254.86
Equipment Upkeep 1,261.47
Oil, gas, greases 317.62
Road materials 722.56
Repairs, Equipment Building
(materials) 51.27
Labor 3,660.35
Truck and team hire 483.88
$6,926.71
Oxbow Road repairs 1,056.34
Highways Surveyor, salary 1,620.00
Oiling Highways
:
Telephone $8.55
Mileage 30.66
Equipment, upkeep 16.40
Gas and oil 138.09
Labor 2,313.15
Truck hire 331.25
Road materials 3,160.38
5,998.48
Chapter 90 Maintenance
Telephone $11.25
Auto hire 91.30
Typing and express 6.18
Equipment, upkeep 90.57
Gas and oil 375.41
Labor 6,289.41
Truck hire 723.75
Materials 3,850.57
Catch-basins, posts, signs 152.06
11,590.50
2,753.71
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Sidewalks
:
Labor $248.75
Materials 95.01
Equipment 70.23
Railings
:
Labor $270.63
Materials 229.01
Snow Removal
:
Mileage $22.40
Equipment 206.32
Sand and gravel 190.10
Oil and gas 49.44
Labor 1,355.09
Truck and team hire 676.01
Equipment Building Maintenance
:
W'ater $4.00
Fuel 140.55
Electricity 64.80
Repairs 53.70
Street Lighting
Cochitiiate Rd. from State Rd. to 500 ft.
beyond Conn. Path Reconstruction
:
Advertising bids $14.30
Concrete posts 28.75
W. & L. Engineering Claims
Acct. Sundry persons 1,737.22
^lillbrook Rd. Bridge Reconstruction
:
Contract, F. C. Havnes $175.00
Labor ^ 196.90
Materials 203.05
Cochituate Rd. from Legion Sq. north
toward Wayland, Reconstruction
Labor $17,357.13
Materials and supplies 13,013.06
Equipment 147.25
Excavation, J. J. Ducey 3,501.96
413.99
499.64
2,499.36
263.05
5,902.43
1,780.27
574.95
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Rental, roller and grader.
Greenough Con. Co. 615.00
Yardage haul, Josephine
Butler 986.16
Catch-basins 369.09
Oil and gas 156.55
Telephone 34.16
Charities
Public Welfare:
Salaries $270.00
Books 5.00
Penalty for late filing 2.00
Provisions 4,308.82
Fuel 520.02
Rents 1,078.66
Clothing 16.56
Hospitals 390.80
State Institution 91.00
Medical attendance and
medicines 131.90
Interment 40.00
Sundry persons—cash 3,617.15
Old Age Assistance
:
Books and postage $14.70
Sundry persons—cash 5,565.15
Rents 20.00
Hospitals, medicines, etc. 431.05
State Aid
:
Sundry persons—cash
36,180.36
$10,471.91
6,030.90
1,200.00
Soldiers’ Benefits
:
Sundry persons—cash
Provisions
Fuel
Rents and electricity
Medical attendance and
nursing
$1,643.50
275.29
148.26
317.63
101.80
2,486.48
75,306.08
20,189.29
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Schools and Libraries
Schools
:
Printing, postage, etc. $23.01
Freight, express, etc. 27.08
Telephone 102.10
Superintendent’s travelling
expenses 88.56
School Nurse and supplies 606.34
Salaries
Superintendent 1,691.66
Teachers 32,039.60
Attendance Officer 54.00
Transportation 8,087.19
Books, music and binding 655.90
Pupils’ supplies 952.72
Graduation expense 75.00
Buildings
Repairs and equipment 463.93
fanitor’s salaries 1,960.00
Supplies 221.96
Fuel 1,069.27
Electricity and gas 283.22
W’ater 30.00
Note : By estimate
Cost—High School $17,643.27
Cost—Elementary Schools 30,788.27
$48,431.54
Vocational Tuition
:
City of Boston $299.98
City of Newton 148.29
Libraries :
Salaries
Librarians $1,899.96
Assistant 64.25
Books 50.63
Catalogue and desk supplies.
postage 50.48
Transportation of books 65.25
Telephone 39.25
$48,431.54
448.27
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Buildings
Janitors 653.00
Fuel 414.00
Electricity 102.45
Water 10.00
Repairs and upkeep 539.87
Rent of Reading Room 300.00
4,189.14
53,068.95
Recreation and Unclassified
Park Commission :
Labor on grounds $145.82
Materials 26.24
Teams 30.00
Equipment 66.60
Memorial Day
:
Band $250.00
Refreshments 167.00
Buses and autos 45.00
Flowers, wreaths, plants 74.45
Flags and programmes 61.64
Express and postage 1.40
Care of Town Clocks
Insurance
:
Town Buildings $1,162.00
Pumping Station 21.00
Cochituate School Boilers 235.50
Employees’ Liability on high-
way labor 1,020.75
Pay roll robbery 41.26
Highway Dept., trucks.
roller, etc. 396.25
Fire Dept., engines 60.02
Water Dept., truck 70.77
Surety Bonds
:
Treasurer $120.00
Collector 240.00
Town Clerk 5.00
Water Board Clerk 5.00
$268.66
599.49
40.00
3,007.55
370.00
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Town Reports
:
Printing $343.44
Preparing 25.00
Distributing 19.00
387.44
Unpaid Bills of 1929-31 :
Collector, \V. C. Gorman $62.00
Assessors, Daniel Brackett 102.50
C. S. \\'illiams 146.00
Sidney Uoker 59.00
Hobbs & W^arren .40
Legal claims—Chamberlin,
Stone & Bosson 161.20
Public Welfare
State Infirmary 704.00
Blue Ribbon Garage .85
Peck & Davieau 1.89
Robinson & Jones 90.40
E. E. Sparks 15.00
Framingham Taxi Service 15.00
City of W'altham 373.50
Town of Xatick 394.65
Town of Holliston 277.06
Vocational tuition
City of Newton 96.71
City of Boston 90.24
Soldiers’ Relief
City of Quincy 66.76
Town of Marshfield 8.00
Fire Dept., American LaFrance
& Foamite Industries, Inc. 9.55
2,674.71
Notices of Meetings
:
Printing, postage, etc. 90.93
Commemoration of the 200th Anniver-
sary of Birth of Washington 160.00
Enterprises and Cemeteries
W’ater
:
Salaries
Commissioners $135.00
Clerk 32.00
7,598.78
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Assistant Clerk 500.00
Superintendent 1,700.00
Insurance 384.06
Water liens 4.02
Freight and express 33.84
Telephone 88.93
Printing, plans, etc. 114.11
Pipe, fittings, hydrants 1,159.85
Equipment and equip, repairs 103.82
Truck, upkeep inc. gas and oil 304.70
Labor 920.32
Station, Pumping
Engineer 1,776.87
Labor 306.57
Pumps and wells 177.38
Equipment and supplies 316.11
Fuel and electricity 678.04
Repairs 157.36
Standpipe 291.46
J. J. Ducey, bal. of contract
—Old Sudbury Road
Water Main Ext. 124.07
Water Main Extension, Cochituate Road
and Main St. from Five Paths to
Memorial Square:
Materials
Water Main Extension, Old Sudbury
Rd., River Rd. and Water Row
:
Materials $1,067.82
J. J. Ducey on contract 2,010.93
Addition to Wayland Pumping Station
:
Cornelius J. Maguire, balance
of contract $282.00
Lumber 41.41
Lakeview Cemetery:
Labor $751.76
Trucking 10.25
Printing, etc. 1.25
Plants, etc. 9.00
$9,308.51
17.00
3,078.75
323.41
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Equipment
Loam, gravel, etc.
22.56
3.70
798.52
North and Center Cemeteries :
Labor $649.18
Truck hire 90.25
Printing, etc. 1.25
Plants, etc. 24.52
Equipment 24.55
Loam, gravel etc. 8.50
Cemeteries—General Improvement
:
Gravel and stone dust $156.70
Grass seed 8.05
Equipment 4.25
Trucking 36.56
Labor 19.66
Cemetery—Insurance Receipt
:
Equipment
Interest
Notes
:
Anticipation of Revenue $4,512.83
Anticipation of Reimburse-
ment 352.00
School-house Addition
—Cochituatte 400.00
W'ater Main Extension of
1929 1,040.60
W'ater Main Extension of
1930 31.10
W^ater Main Extension of
1931 1,350.00
Interest on Library Funds 25.00
Funds
Poor Funds
:
Sundry persons—cash
Library Funds:
Books $1,054.21
798.25
225.22
9.05
$7,711.53
175.25
14,558.71
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Magazines 101.40
Book index 16.00
Binding
Catalogue supplies and
35.06
expenses 6.25
Transportation of books 13.50
Electricity 30.15
1,256.57
emetery P. C. Funds
:
Labor 854.40
Maturing Debt
9,997.75
Notes
:
Anticipation of Revenue
Anticipation of Reimbursement
\\ ater Main Extension, 1929
W^ater i\Iain Extension, 1930
W'ater Main Extension, 1931
Cochituate School-house Addition
$ 100 ,000.00
18,000.00
3.500.00
777.90
2.500.00
2,000.00
126,777.90
Trust Funds
Provident Institution for Savings
(I. C. Damon Fund) $1,000.00
Provident Institution for Savings
(P. C. Funds) 400.00
1,400.00
Taxes
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
:
Income $7,605.00
Parks and Reservations 8.81
Old Age Assistance 981.00
8,594.81
Middlesex County:
County Tax $7,612.47
Tuberculosis Hospital—Maintenance 1,296.03
Building, cost 1,178.96
Dog licenses receipts 585.00
Bill for care of dogs (rabies) 7.00
10,679.46
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Refunds
Taxes 1929 Excise $1.28
1930 Excise 2.62
1931 Real Estate 112.75
Poll and Old Age 3.00
Excise 6.53
1932 Real Estate 13.75
Excise 91.77
Interest 41.08
272.78
Total Expenditures $348,103.63
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
for year ending December 31, 1932
Commitment
Balance
TAXES OF 1926
$75.90
$75.90
Commitment
Balance
TAXES OF 1927
$28.73
28.73
Commitment
Balance
TAXES OF 1928
$727.76
727.76
TAXES OF 1929
Poll, Personal and Real Estate
Commitment $265.60
Abatement
Collections
$2.00
14.25
16.25
Balance
Excise
Commitment
Collections
249.35
$156.63
90.43
Balance 66.20
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TAXES OF 1930
Poll
Balance $228.00
Abatements $66.00
Collections 134.00
200.00
Balance
Real Estate and Personal
Balance
Tax Title charged back
Abatements
Collections
Tax Title credits
$16,664.39
59.40
$16,723.79
$482.90
13,474.20
1,721.50
15,678.60
Balance
Moth
Balance $54.50
Collections $34.50
Tax Title credits 7.00
41.50
Balance
Excise
Balance
Refunds
Abatements
Collections
$1,565.42
2.62
$1,568.04
$46.11
844.45
890.56
Balance
TAXES OF 1931
Poll
Balance
Commitment
Refund
$560.00
18.00
2.00
$580.00
28.00
1,045.19
13.00
677.48
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Abatements $4.00
Collections 354.00
358.00
Balance
Old Age Assistance
Balance $288.00
Commitment 9.00
Refund 1.00
$298.00
Collections $188.00
Abatements 27.00
215.00
Balance
Real Estate and Personal
Balance $68,667.69
Refunds 112.75
Tax Titles charged back 79.75
$68,860.19
Abatements $567.41
Collections 32,668.10
Tax Title credits 2,119.00
35,354.51
Balance
Moth
Balance $140.50
Collections $62.50
Tax Title credits 8.50
71.00
Balance
Excise
Balance $3,414.02
Debit from Interest .02
Refunds 5.78
$3,419.82
Abatements $47.77
Collections 1,667.46
1,715.23
Balance
222.00
83.00
33,505.68
69.50
1,704.59
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Poll
Commitment
Commitment
Abatements
Collections
TAXES OF 1932
$ 1 ,898.00
32.00
$6.00
1
,
242.00
$ 1 ,930.00
1
,
248.00
Balance
Old Age Assistance
Commitment
Commitment
Collections
$966.00
17.00
$983.00
635.00
Balance
Real Estate and Personal
Commitment
Commitment
Refunds
Abatements
Collections
Tax Title credits
$ 136 , 180.09
116.33
13.75
$ 136
,
310.17
$557.76
75
,
348.35
3
,
411.02
79
,
317.13
Balance
Moth
Commitment
Collections
Tax Title credits
Balance
Excise
Commitment
Commitment
Commitment
Commitment
Refunds
$332.75
$200.25
6.50
206.75
$5 ,851.00
1
,
672.16
815.88
146.19
91.77
$8
,
577.00
682.00
348.00
56
,
993.04
126.00
123
Abatements
Collections
$454.36
5,155.81
5,610.17
Balance 2,966.83
Total Balance $99,612.25
THEODORE H. HARRINGTON,
Collector of Taxes, Town of Wayland.
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REPORT OF ASSESSORS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1932
Value of Real Estate April 1, 1932 $5,246,576.00
Value of Personal Estate April 1, 1932 548,331.00
Total
Value of Real Estate April 1, 1931
Value of Personal Estate April 1, 1931
$5,794,907.00
$5,187,576.00
580,625.00
Total $5,768,201.00
Increase in Real Estate $59,000.00
Loss on Personal Estate 32,294.00
December Assessments $4,950.00
949 Polls Assessed April 1, 1932 1,898.00
17 Supplementary Polls 34.00
Old Age Assistance 983.00
Horses Assessed 94
Cows Assessed 252
Sheep Assessed 10
Neat Cattle 63
Swine 1,158
Fowl 7,037
Dwelling Houses 1,168
Number of Motor Vehicles 1,172
Tax on Motor Vehicles $8,485.23
Abatement on Motor Vehicles
1929 Lists, S807.98; 1930, $46.11;
1931, $47.77; 1932, $454.36 1,356.22
Moth Tax 332.75
Tax Rate on Property ;$23.50 per $1000 of Valuation
Tax Rate on Motor Vehicles $29.92
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Abatements
Year
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
$ 2.00
0.00
42.95
2.00
548.90
593.41
563.76
Town Appropriations $158,665.87
Overlay Deficit, 1926 2.00
Overlay Deficit, 1931 740.84
State Tax 7,605.00
State Tax for Parks 8.81
Old Age Assistance Tax 966.00
County Tax 7,612.47
Tuberculosis Hospital 1,296.03
Overlay 1,189.81
Total
Estimated Receipts
$178,086.83
Income Tax $12,578.44
Corporations 1,878.44
Bank 59.89
Motor Vehicles 8,500.00
Old Age Assistance 3,800.00
Highway, Appropriation Off-Set 4,486.32
Other Estimated Receipts 7,515.00
Available Funds voted by the Town 225.00
Total Deductions $39,042.73
To be Assessed on Polls and Property $139,044.10
Old Age Assistance Taxes $966.00
Number of Polls—949 $1,898.00
DANIEL BRACKETT,
SIDNEY LOKER,
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS,
Assessors of IVayland.
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REPORT OF THE WAYLAND PLANNING BOARD
FOR THE YEAR 1932
Nineteen thirty-two has been a busy year with the Way-
land Planning Board.
Having completed the skeleton of the first accurate Town
map ever made, a work which has taken several years, the
Board has had copies made, one of which was presented to the
Board of Selectmen, another of which is to be placed in the
Public Library, and others will be available for Town Officers
as needed. Copies for the public will be made at cost.
At the request of the Board of Selectmen, a survey was
made of Castle Gate South for use in connection with the
possible laying out of this road.
Feeling that, with so much money being expended for wel-
fare, the Town should be using the laborers available for work
that would be of permanent value, the Board was of the opinion
that the project which would offer the most opportunity for
hand labor, and at the same time return the most benefit to
the Town would be a system of drainage for the village of
Cochituate, where there is much standing water and objection-
able conditions regarding sewage. Plans have been prepared
showing two large sections of the village with possible methods
of draining them. These will be presented at the Town Meeting,
it is expected. The work can be done piecemeal and spread
over a long time, or it can be done at one stroke. Drain pipe
will be required to complete the plan fully, but otherwise the
project calls chiefly for labor. If this is carried out even in
part, it will add greatly to the healthfulness of Cochituate and
to its attractiveness as a place to live.
The surveys made are enlargements of sections of the
Town plan and further enlargements will be made as funds
are available.
The Board called together the zoning committee appointed
by the Town for its first meeting and is much interested in its
progress. We believe that the Town should adopt a suitable
zoning law as soon as proper preparation can be made.
The Board has met regularly and feels that a great deal
has been accomplished with the small appropriation available
this year.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
For the Year Ending December 31, 1932
Wayland State
Police Police
Assault 1 2
Threats and intimidation 2
Breaking and entering 2 5
Larceny 6 1
Larceny of automobile 8
Burning of building 2
Delinquency 1 2
Disturbing the peace 2
Drunkenness 7 11
Liquor laws violation 3
Motor laws violation 5 26
Tramps 1
Non-support 1 3
Unregistered car 2
Operating after license revoked 1
Leaving scene of an accident 1
Driving under the influence of liquor 3
_
4
Driving so as to endanger 1 2
Insanity 1
Runaway children 3
Arrested on default warrant 1
33 77
HARRY W. CRAIG,
Chief of Police.
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REPORT OF THE FJRE ENGINEERS
The Cochituate and Wayland companies have answered
ninety-four alarms the past year. Twenty-four of these were
for buildings, the remainder for brush, woods and grass fires.
The department has had no large woods’ fires to contend
with this year; all being of a minor nature and easily controlled
with the new equipment for forest fire work.
This accounts for the substantial balance from the appro-
priation for the year.
The Engineers are not asking for any special appropria-
tions for the fire alarm system or new apparatus even though a
new truck of larger capacity is needed for the forest fire equip-
ment and the alarm system is not dependable.
The year ends with all equipment in good condition.
\\'e have purchased Eoamite equipment for both companies
as the installation of oil burners in many homes is an added
fire risk.
THEODORE H. HARRINGTON,
ERNEST H..DAMON,
ALBERT J. REACH.
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REPORT OF MOTH SUPERINTENDENT
Pay Roll
D. Graham $1,283.55
Roy Campbell 30.00
Charles Brackett 5.00
$1,318.55
Schedule of Bills
General Chemical Co.
:
Creosote $110.38
Charles Massie
:
Repairs 7.23
Arthur Hunt :
Team on Sprayer 60.00
Wayland Motors:
Gasoline and repairs 3.84
Private work 327.90
Sale of lead 28.00
DANIEL J. GRAHAM,
Siiperintende'nt.
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REPORT OF GAME WARDEN
During the year of 1932 I have looked over ninety-four
sportsmen’s licenses and patrolled one hundred and twenty-six
hours
;
had four cases in court for violation of fish and game
laws—two cases shooting on posted land, two cases fishing
without a license.
The cases for shooting on posted land were filed and each
case for fishing without a license was fined ten dollars.
CHARLES M. MAGORTY,
Game Warden.
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SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
To the Board of Selectmen :
This is a report of work performed by the Sealer of
W'eights and Measures for the year ending November 30, 1932.
Scaled Not Sealed
Platform scales over 5,000 lbs. 5
Platfonn scales under 5,000 lbs. 9
Counter scales 14
Spring balances 38
Computing scales ( platform) 6
Slot weighing scales 2
W'eights (avoirdupois) 98 2
Liquid measures 26 1
Gas pumps 32 1
Molasses pumps 1
Quantity stops on pumps 127
Kerosene pumps 10
Milk bottles tested 150
Yard sticks 1
Total 519
Trial Reweighing
Correct Over Under
Coke (in bags) 4 1
Wood (in bags) 4 1
Flour (in bags) 5
Coal (in bags) 4 1
Fees collected
—
$47.73.
Respectfully submitted.
ALBERT B. .MARCHAXD,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
Cochituate, Mass., January 20, 1933.
The Board of Health submits the following- report for the
year of 1932.
Contagious Diseases
Scarlet Fever 7
Measles 56
Chicken Pox 46
Dog Bite 8
Tuberculosis 1
Influenza 2
Mumps
Licenses Granted
60
Alcohol 11
The permits issued by the Board are as follows :
Building Cesspool 1
Keeping Goats 1
Keeping Swine 4
Hauling Rubbish 1
Conduct Undertaking Establishment 1
The Board has investigated many complaints during the
year. All contagious diseases that were reported were taken
care of, but nothing can be done unless the case has been
reported by the physician in charge or by the head of the family.
The Board wishes that everyone would realize the necessity of
knowing the General Laws governing contagious cases.
The Board has received a hill from the City of Quincy
amounting to $858.00.
Owing to the fact that this family has gained a residence
in this Town it is compulsory for us to pay the bill.
We intend to list this in the warrant for unpaid bills.
WALDO L. LAWRENCE, Chairman,
ERNEST H. DAMON, Clerk,
JOHN J. LINNEHAN,
Wayland Board of Health.
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REPORT OF MILK I>SPECTOR
I herewith submit my report for 1932. There have been
twenty-one licenses issued to dealers to sell milk in the Town
of Wayland. The milk sold is from cattle inspected under
State and Federal Super^dsion.
JOHX T. LIXXEHAX,
Milk Inspector.
REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF AMMALS
December 30, 1932.
Xumber of Cows inspected 397
Xumber of Young Stock 104
Xumber of Pigs 739
Xumber of Goats 15
Xumber of Dog quarantined 11
Xumber of Dogs killed of Rabies 2
Xumber of Goats killed of Rabies 2
Respectfully submitted,
F. T. BIGWOOD,
Inspector of Animals.
REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
As Inspector of Slaughtering for the unexpired term of
W. C. Xeal of 1932, I have inspected the carcasses of 26
animals and found them all in healthy condition.
Signed,
WARREX F. LAWREXCE,
Inspector of Slaughtering.
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REPORT OF WAYLAND DISTRICT NURSE
Madam President and Members of the Wayland District
Nursing- Association:
I hereby submit my twelfth annual report for the year
ending December 31, 1932.
One child was sent to a health camp at the expense of the
Association.
The Massachusetts Department of Public Health offers
free to Wayland pre-school children a monthly health examina-
tion. The future health of your boys and girls depends very
much upon these most important first years of life, so make the
most of this chance to safeguard your child’s health and take
advantage of this opportunity. A date will be set later.
It is hoped that the Organization will be able to resume the
Dental Clinic next year. At the present time it is one of our
most needed health projects. Due to unemployment, many
parents have found it impossible to attend to their children’s
teeth.
Nursing visits 683
Cases opened during the year 89
Prenatal visits 18
Deliveries attended 3
Advisory visits 91
Friendly visits 30
Welfare visits 69
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. McNElL,
District Nurse.
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
To the Citizens of the Town of Wayland
:
Materials
The past year there has been used 59,516 gals, of bitumin-
ons material on oiir highways, 42,761 gals, of Tarvia, and
16,755 gals, of cut back and asphaltic oil. 28,974 gals, of tar
used was on Chapter 90 maintenance roads.
Fencing
Eight hundred feet of cable guard rail was constructed on
Concord Road to replace wooden fence. Seven hundred and
eighty-four feet of wooden fence was replaced in various parts
of the Town caused by decay or destruction by machines.
Culverts
Two hundred feet of pipe was laid on Millbrook Road to
remedy a bad situation at High Street. Four culverts were
constructed across roads where stone culverts had become
inadequate.
The dry bridge on Millbrook Road was replaced by one
of cement four feet square.
There has been one hundred and thirty men employed at
one time or another on the regular work of the Highway
department.
K.espect fully submitted,
ARTHUR H. DUDLEY,
Highway Surveyor.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
The following is a summary of the number aided during
the year.
Number of adults aided 82
Number of children aided 123
Total 205
Number aided here, settlement elsewhere 85
Number aided here, settlement here 93
Number aided elsewhere, settlement here 27
Number aided under Mothers’ Aid law 3
Number in State institutions 1
Respectfully submitted.
RONALD S. CAMPBELL,
MARTIN A. HOLMES,
THOMAS W. FROST.
Bureau of Old Age Assistance
January 19, 1933.
Your attention is again called to the fact that the law pro-
viding for the relief of persons of seventy years or older is
not a “Pension”—it is “Old Age Assistance”.
The need of such assistance must be determined by a
thorough investigation along many lines. One of these is the
ability of the family to support. The intent of the law is to
enforce family responsibility and not to substitute the State for
the family.
Number of cases aided during 1932 21
Number of cases not allowed for various reasons
Number of deaths during the year
RONALD S. CAMPBELL,
Agent.
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REPORT OF PARK COMMISSIONERS
Appropriation for 1932
Expense for 1932
$350.00
268.71
Unexpended balance $81.29
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN B. WRIGHT,
CAMILE PERODEAU,
FRANCIS R. GLADU.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY EXTENSION SERVICE
Following is a report of the work of the Middlesex County
Extension Service as developed during the year in Wayland.
A great deal of interest was manifested by the local fruit
growers and market gardeners and many requests were received
for individual farm visits. Motion pictures were taken in the
town that will be used in promoting better spraying methods
the coming year. A general fruit meeting was held and also a
meeting on apple storage.
Fifteen visits were made to individual dairymen and
poultrymen.
Judges were furnished for the Cochituate Grange Fair.
Wayland farmers attended meetings of various kinds at
the Extension office. Conspicuous among these are Joseph
Decatur and Ronald Campbell. Mr. Decatur grew 28 acres of
potatoes with an average yield of 380.99 bushels an acre. Mr.
Campbell grew 8 acres which averaged 368.45 bushels. Mr.
Decatur has been carrying on some experimental tests in potato
varieties and fertilizers.
There were 25 women in attendance at the meetings of the
homemaker's day series. This group has been active in Exten-
sion work for a number of years. They passed along informa-
tion to 206 others, and they report 368 practices which have
been improved.
In child guidance work 15 women have been in attendance,
and these women passed information to 64 others, as well as
adopting 191 new practices in respect to their relationships with
their children.
Clothing, handicraft, food, poultry, garden, and canning
were the projects in which boys and girls were enrolled. They
worked under the leadership of Mrs. Joseph Decatur, Henry
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Hardy, Stanley Hewitt. Miss Beatrice Chute, and Elmer
Big^vood. There were 47 members.
The Wayland Clothing Club exhibited their work at a
meeting of the Parent-Teachers’ Association and at the Xatick
Fair. All six members participated in the County dress contest.
Muriel Moran was awarded a two-day trip to the State College
for clothing work. Ruth Decatur received this trip for being
highest in the County in music work.
Three members attended the County Camp at the State
College.
Francis Hartin was a prize-winner for handicraft at the
County rally. He also received a two-day trip to the State
College for his handicraft work. Alexander Hardy and John
Lindstrom took pan in the County handicraft contest in
Waltham.
The town committee has F. C. Benedict as chairman : and
Mrs. Decatur, Mrs. Frank Draper, and Mr. Henry Hardy as
members.
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REPORT OF 200th ANNIVERSARY OF THE
BIRTH OF WASHINGTON
The United States George W^ashington Bice^itennial Com-
mission in celebrating the two hundredth anniversary of the
birth of George Washington was entirely in keeping with the
idea expressed by the Congress of these United States, and
every State had its own officers. Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart
of Cambridge was chairman for Massachusetts. Hon. Joseph
B. Ely, Governor of Massachusetts, was honorary chairman
with a staff of sixteen from different sections of Massachusetts
representing the Commission. To the Honorable Board of
Selectmen of Wayland was given the honor of appointing a
Committee to serve during the year 1932. They felt the three
patriotic societies of the Town should care for and suitably
observe any event.
Mrs. Nellie Rice-Fiske to represent M^ayside Inn Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revolution, was made chairman;
Arthur Heard Dudley, Commander of Charles H. Alward Post,
No. 133, American Legion Incorporated, and Mrs. Evelyn
Alward, President of the Charles H. xA.lward Unit, were also
appointed, and later on many more were added to this com-
mittee.
Falling in line with towns and cities throughout the Com-
monwealth, the festivities opened with a Colonial Ball in Town
Hall on February 22nd, 1932. Brigham’s full Orchestra gave
a concert from 8 till 9. At the conclusion all were invited to
stand and unite in singing two verses of America by special
request from the Commission at Washington. This was fol-
lowed by Grand March and Circle led by John J. Erwin and
Mrs. Mhlliam Hastings, followed by nearly one hundred couples.
Many were in Colonial costumes and presented a colorful
appearance as they marched up sixteen couples abreast. Dance
orders included W^altz, Polka, Schottische, Contra, Quadrille.
At eleven o’clock delicious refreshments were served by a
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caterer, after which dancing continued. This party icas financed
by the Committee and in no loay u'as henefitted by the appro-
priation the Tozon made of $130 at the Annual Meeting in
March.
As the new George Washington Memorial Highway was
to pass directly through onr Town we were called upon to pur-
chase the Bronze Tablet and place in a conspicuous position
either on a block of granite or a public building in the center
of the Town. There seemed to be but one suitable place—“the
little common opposite the old meeting house”—and it was the
desire of your committee to place it on something suitable to
the era it represented. What could be more suitable than two
old millstones, the one resting on the ground the gift of Henry
Ford to Mrs. Fiske, the upper one, bearing the bronze tablet,
a gift from Mrs. Fiske. This stone had ground corn by four
generations of the Rice family from about 1750 to 1878, being
owned and used by Eliakim, Ezekiel, Samuel and Alonzo Rice
in that part of Wayland later called Cochituate.
As the line of march laid out by the Commission was due
to arrive in Wayland on June 10th, 1932, at 10 A. M., the
inhabitants were notified to assemble and greet George M’ash-
ington (Lawrence Hart). On his arrival where he addressed
the gathering surely all were pleased with the reception given
him. After he departed, the Cavalcade which had toured the
length of the State bearing the State Dignitaries arrived and
the dedication exercises took place which consisted of the fol-
lowing :
Patriotic selections by the school children under the
direction of Mr. Schleicher.
Address of welcome, John Leavitt, Chairman, Board
of Selectmen.
Oration on George W'ashington by Stacy B. South-
worth, Head Master, Thayer Academy, Braintree.
Presentation of Tablet to State by Mrs. Nellie Rice-
Fiske.
Acceptance, John H. Agnew representing His Excel-
lency Governor Ely.
Unveiling by Kendall Dickey and Kenneth Campbell
who are descended from the earliest settlers of the
Town.
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The millstones were most artistically draped by Mr. and
Mrs. Lizzotte. Each and every one had done their bit to add
to the attractiveness of our Town. Even the weather man had
sent his best sample.
Your committee thanks the townspeople for giving them
such loyal support and such a large number appearing in cos-
tumes of so long ago, all adding much to the affair.
NELLIE RICE-FISKE,
Representing Wayside Inn Chapter, D. A. R.
February 11, 1933.
ARTHUR HEARD DUDLEY,
Commander of Legion.
EVELYN ALWARD,
President of Auxiliary.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
AND THE
SUPERINTENDENT OE SCHOOLS
OF THE
TOWN OF WAYLAND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1932
SCHOOL DmECTORY
Warren L. Bishop
Dorothy C. Stone
Llewellyn Mills
School Committee
Term expires 1933
Term expires 1934
Term expires 1935
Organization
Llewellyn Mills, Chairman
Dorothy C. Stone, Secretary
Frank H. Benedict, Superintendent
Ernest E. Sparks, M. D., School Physician
Mrs. Mary E. McXeil, School Kurse
Mrs. ]\Iary E. ^McNeil, Superz’isor of Attendance
School CeJendar
1933
Schools close February 17
Recess of one week
Schools open February 27
Schools close April 13
Recess of one week
Schools open April 24
Schools close June 16
High School Graduation, June 20
Summer \’acation
Schools open September 6
Schools close December 22
Holidays
April 14 ]\Iay 30 October 12
November 30 and December 1
1934
Schools open January 3
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE REPORT
In making a report for the last fiscal year, your Com-
mittee would say that our appropriation was on a basis of
$4,000.00 less than we had asked for from the Finance Com-
mittee, and we have lived within this appropriation by cutting
the teachers’ salaries 10% on September 1st, and the school
janitors, 5%. We have also been able to purchase fuel at a
very low figure, and have only purchased books and supplies
that were absolutely needed. Repairs and replacements were
cut to a minimum. This enabled us, as we say, to “balance our
budget.”
We might add at this time that the Superintendent, Princi-
pal of the High School, teachers and janitors, have cheerfully
accepted their cut in pay, and have also carried heavier burdens
without complaint.
We know that the cities and towns of the state are clamor-
ing for smaller school expenditures. The budget which we
have prepared this year recognizes the necessity of bringing
down our costs to a minimum. Our request made to the
Finance Committee is on this basis.
The school buildings of Wayland, as you know, are being
used to their maximum capacity. We would call your attention
to the fact that for the last school year, we have an increase of
almost 12% in the number of children registered in the ele-
mentary schools, and some relief is absolutely necessary.
The Building Committee, appointed by the Town at its last
meeting, have given very careful consideration to this subject,
and we trust that when their report and recommendations are
presented to the Town at its annual meeting, that no hasty
decision will be made.
The reports of other school officers follow, and trust you
will give them careful consideration.
LLEWELLYN MILLS,
WARREN L. BISHOP,
DOROTHY C. STONE,
School Committee.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
1932
Salaries
]\Iary Kerr $1,640.50
Eleanor Partridge 1,399.25
Florence I. Holmes 1,171.25
Evelyn Littlefield 1,158.00
Janet M. MacNamara 1,389.25
Drusilla Goodwin 1,449.25
Jane Noel Campbell 1,384.25
Ethelyn Morrill 1,399.25
Leah G. Fleming 617.50
Sulo A. Kempainen 1,504.50
Mabel S. Draper 1,449.25
Elizabeth Smith 1,599.25
Gertrude Macdonald 1,599.25
Julia B. Smith 965.00
Elizabeth H. Partridge 40.00
iMrs. Agnes Decatur 5.00
Mrs. Mabel Hammond 15.00
Ernest \\\ Schleicher 386.00
Marguerite E. Peaslee 665.50
Frank H. Benedict 1,691.66
David J. Allen 2,895.00
A. Marion Simpson 1,690.50
Maude E. Merrithew 1,690.50
Mildred A. Henderson 1,547.50
Francis R. Gladu 1,950.00
iMargaret C. Robbins 1,401.00
Janie C. Foster 1,642.25
Mrs. Helen R. DeMerritt 97.50
Edward P. Dowling 95.00
Winifred Blackmer 13.10
Thomas Metcalf 980.00
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James Morton 980.00
Mary E. McNeil 580.00
Mary E. McNeil 54.00
Transportation
Blue Ril)bon Garage $5,013.37
Thomas L. Hynes 960.00
George N. Sherman 420.00
Frank J. Bigwood 342.00
Alexander Saner 720.00
Helen Carter Adieeler 380.00
*Field and Cowles 66.24
*William S. Lovell 35.72
*Blne Rihhon Garage 39.52
*Marie R. Hynes 66.34
*F. J. Bigwood 44.00
*Insurance
Books
The Macmillan Company $14.68
Oliver Ditson Company 7.65
Boston Music Company 13.42
The Gregg Pnhlishing Company 19.24
The Bruce Pnhlishing Company 5.37
Charles M. Lamprey 13.45
Douhleday, Doran and Company 12.68
Iroquois Publishing Company 16.74
Benj. H. Sanborn & Company 22.34
Silver, Burdett and Company 9.30
Scott, Foresman & Company 1.50
The John C. Winston Company 24.30
Row, Peterson & Company 6.19
Hall and McCreary Company 2.67
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated 17.13
Allyn and Bacon 66.57
Houghton Mifflin and Company 7.72
D. C. Heath and Company 100.11
American Book Company 30.66
Edward E. Babb and Company, Inc. 20.19
Ginn and Company 135.74
$36,325.26
8,087.19
547.65
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Supplies
Kna Tillson $2.03
Gregg Publishing Company 4.97
Scott, Foresnian and Company 10.49
A. B. Dick Company 22.07
G. W. Myers ^ 4.00
Andrews Paper Company 109.20
School Service Bureau 1.90
Milton Bradley Company 40.80
Webster Publishing Company 8.57
Charles M. Homeyer and Company ?>.S6
Martin Diploma Company 36.00
Royal Typewriter Company 4.00
L. C. Smith & Corona Typewriter Co. 4.00
Underwood, Elliott, Fisher Company 5.00
Burroughs Adding Machine Company 3.88
J. L. Hammett Company 240.03
Edward E. Bahh and Company, Inc. 378.73
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, Inc. 80.36
Central Scientific Company 24.18
Remington Rand, Inc. 3.75
WTight & Potter Printing Company 4.18
Underwood Typewriter Company 5.00
Miscellaneous of Operation
Boston Consolidated Gas Company $34.85
Philgas Company 29.36
Howe and Company 13.67
The Edison Electric Illuminating
Company of Boston 248.37
Leveille’s Alarllx)ro & Boston Express 1.75
Hercules Kalon 12.50
A. W. Atwood 61.00
The Suburban Press 11.00
Colby and Company 3.12
F. S. W'ebster Company 1.50
Anderson Express Company 1.20
Lockhart Hardware Comj)any 2.34
Repairs, Replacements, Upkeep
Wear Proof Mat Company $21.33
Edward E. Bahh and Company, Inc. 8.72
996.98
420.66
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The Fiske Corporation 13.91
George E. Massie 12.00
Julius \\'ahl 5.00
C. Warren 9.88
Ralph Hersey 8.79
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 16.90
Burroughs Adding ^Machine Company 14.70
Lockhart Hardware Company 6.10
J. C. IMassie 28.10
J. L. Hammett Company .50
Thomas Metcalf 1.59
Natick Plumbing and Heating Company 62.72
E. W\ Marston and Son 10.95
A. B. Dick Company 3.15
John Ploss 13.50
Dura Binding Company 71.70
James H. WTitehead 1.50
George V. Evans 5.00
Underwood Typewriter Company 35.00
McLellan Awning & Shade Company 51.86
Royal Typewriter Company 40.00
Miscellaneous
New England Tel. and Tel. $65.83
W'ayland W^ater Board 30.00
Fairbanks and Son 1.10
Plunket Chemical Company 73.80
The C. B. Dolge Company 4.11
Samuel M. Lindsay 25.00
Thomas L. Hynes 3.00
Anderson Express Company 1.20
The Holmerden Company 19.50
Gibbs Express 1.00
C. W. Fairbank 5.31
Fuel
Boston & Maine Railroad $53.55
A. W. Atwood 112.30
N. E. Coal and Coke Company 263.43
City Fuel Company 639.99
1,069.27
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New Equipment
Kennev Bros. & W'olkins $30.10
Edward E. Babb and Company, Inc. 107.70
General Control
Frank H. Benedict 8110.69
David J. Allen 25.80
Health
Tames T. Bolton 8 .90
B. W*. Tohnson 27.39
Xatick Printing Company 7.00
Bates Stationer}* Company 2.20
Special Appropriation
Ernest E. Sparks 8135.00
Total
Recapitulation
Income
To\\*n Grant S48.000.00
One-half Dog Fund 390.22
Income Donation Fund 8.00
Refund-Insurance 33.40
Refunds 6.01
Special Town Grant
Total
Expcfiditures
Salaries $33,999.60
Transportation 8.087.19
Books 547.65
Supplies 996.98
Miscellaneous of Operation 420.66
Repairs, Replacements, Upkeep 442.90
Miscellaneous 229.85
Fuel 1,069.27
New Equipment 137.80
137.80
136.49
37.49
848,431.54
848.437.63
135.00
848.572.63
General Control
Health
1,882.15
752.49
Balance
$48,566.54
$6.09
Income on Account of the School Department Credited to
Estimated Receipts Account
State—General School Fund, Part I
Tuition of State Wards
Transportation, State Wards
Tuition, Wards City of Boston
$4,270.00
433.64
152.00
16.26
Total
Toll and Other Collections
$4,871.90
12.38
Grand Total $4,884.28
Expenditures
State Income and Other Income
$48,564.28
4,892.28
Educational Expenses from Tax Levy $43,672.00
Income from State—Reimbursement on Account of
Vocational Tuition for year ending August 31, 1932 $323.91
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the W ayland School Committee
:
It is an esteemed honor to present my twenU'-third report.
It is the thirty-sixth in the series of reports from this office.
The statistics compiled for the Annual State Returns show
a high school enrollment of 123. the same as last year. There
are 47 more children enrolled in the elementary schools than
last year, an increase of nearly 12%. A study of these statistics
indicates that another year the High School enrollment will
be about 140. These comparisons are made to indicate to you
that the pro\*iding of space in our rooms to care for our boys
and girls is each year becoming more and more complicated,
already ver}- near the point that not another student can be
accommodated.
It is a pleasure to report to you that our teachers are
carrHng a heavier burden of work than heretofore cheerfully
and vigorously with reduced compensation besides giving
material aid to children in a quiet way.
The number of boys in the high school who would be
working if work were available for them is much increased.
These young men are not especially interested in much of the
work we have to offer them. Our young ladies are proHded
with courses in household arts. Our boys have no such choice.
They must either take commercial or college preparatory* sub-
jects of a combination of same.
As it seems to us that some proHsion should be made for
these young men we are recommending that a reasonable course
of employment be given them in physical education and that
credit toward graduation be granted for same. \\’e should pro-
vide for a time requirement and a standard of attainment com-
parable to requirements for academic subjects. We believe this
plan as briefly outlined to be a creditable experiment in educa-
tion.
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The very best work that the school offers some of our boys
is given them on the athletic held. It is not play but very inten-
sive work for a considerable period of time. There is no credit
given. The hope of victory is high. The thrill of victory often
carried off by opponents. Added to the depression of defeat
is the chagrin engendered by thoughtless criticisms of those who
would have them win. I hope that we may add the zest of
winning diploma credits to this very worthy line of education
offered our high school boys.
We have reason to be highly pleased with the records of
our graduates in college and normal school. It is a very great
personal joy to me to note the successes of our graduates.
Miss Ena Tillson has again been getting her practice work
in our schools
;
this year working with the high school girls.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK H. BENEDICT,
Superintendent of Schools.
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REPORT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Supt. Frank H. Benedict,
Cochituate, Mass.
Dear Mr. Benedict:
I herewith submit to you my fifteenth annual report as
Principal of the Wayland High School.
The maximum enrollment of the school to date is 123
students. Of these 60 are boys and 63 are girls.
The present enrollment is 113 students. Of these 55 are
boys and 58 are girls.
The following tabulation shows the present enrollment
by classes
:
Boys Girls Total
Freshman 20 14 34
Sophomore 19 18 37
Junior 7 14 21
Senior 5 8 13
Post Graduate 4 4 8
Total 55 58 113
You will note that there are eight of last year’s graduating
class back in school for additional work. These students have
not been able to find work and prefer to attend school to being
on the street. In normal times it is a rare thing that students
come back for extra work. Many schools have the students
who are planning to enter college return for extra work. At
W'ayland these students do the extra work after school hours
with the teachers and are able to go to college at the end of
four years of work. I cannot say how much longer the school
will be able to continue this policy.
The organization of the school is alx)ut the same as it has
been for several years. In addition to the work of last year
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Miss Tillson is giving work in Physical Education to the girls
and Miss Blackmer is making it possible for students to receive
special work in subjects that they did not do in regular class
work. Miss Blackmer is doing practice work in the high school
and the grades.
The point that I wish to bring especially to your attention
is the need for more rooms in which to do the work of the
school. I have called your attention to this for a number of
years but no new rooms have been provided. I am using rooms
that were never intended for classes.
At present there are a few extra roll seats but in another
year or so, I can see that I cannot assign all the students to
roll seats. Something should be done at once to provide more
rooms for the high school.
For some years the classes in Chemistry and Physics have
gotten the laboratory work in these subjects done as best they
could in space intended for six students. This year the
Chemistry class has 27 students in it. The larger part of this
class is not doing individual laboratory work. The few students
who have some prospect of going to college are doing laboratory
work in order to qualify for college in a laboratory science.
It looks as though this sort of thing will have to continue until
better space is provided for the work.
A similar situation holds in Typewriting. There are 13
typewriters and no more can be used in the present typewriting
room. This year there are more students asking for the work
than can be seated in the class. If this condition holds next
year, the thing to do is to drop from the class those students
whose record indicates that they have little prospect of doing
the work.
Sincerely yours,
DAVID J. ALLEN.
Wayland, Mass., January 2, 1933.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
January 16, 1933.
Mr. Frank H. Benedict,
Supt. of \\’ayland Schools,
Cochitiiate, Alass.
Dear Mr. Benedict:
I herewith have the honor of submitting my report as
Physician of W’ayland Schools for the fiscal year of 1932.
Each student was carefully examined and the defects if
any were noted and recorded. There seemed to be a smaller
percentage of tonsil and adenoid cases than in previous years.
Unless the dental clinic can be continued the teeth are soon
going to show the need of much dental work. Skin infections
like scabies and impetigo have been quite numerous. These
two diseases require the faithful co-operation of parents and
students in order to eradicate the same.
The Board of Health, acting with the School Department,
arranged for a Toxin-antitoxin clinic. All students wishing to
be immunized received the regulation dosage. Those who
received this treatment were duly Schicked in about six months.
I wish to thank you, the school nurse, the teachers and
students for their co-operation in this work.
Respectfully submitted,
ERNEST E. SPARKS.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
Mr. Frank H. Benedict,
Supt. of Wayland Schools,
Cochituate, Mass.
Dear Sir
:
I hereby submit my twelfth annual report for the year
ending December 31, 1932.
As in former years, I have visited both school buildings
daily. Sight and Hearing Tests were given. Children were
weighed and measured every three months. The school
physician was assisted in making the annual physical examina-
tion of pupils, and, as heretofore, notices of defects were sent
to parents.
Several clinics were held during the year. In January the
physicians from the Worcester State Hospital were assisted
in examining our three year retarded group of children. In
June Dr. Sparks was assisted in giving the toxin-antitoxin
treatments to pupils and to a small group of pre-school children.
These same children were given the Schick Test in December.
The presence of some contagion and infection in the
schools since September has necessitated close supervision. A
number of cases were referred to the school physician.
In June I visited the homes of children who were to enter
school in the fall. It was urged that these children be taken
to their family physicians in order that any defects might be
corrected before September.
During the summer months, a large group of school chil-
dren needing tonsil and adenoid operations were cared for at the
Framingham Hospital. This clinic was sponsored by the
District Nursing Association.
Considerable welfare work has been done among the
school children.
Home visits to school children 240
Children accompanied home because of illness 16
Children excluded from school because of infection 48
First aid treatments 14
Respectfully submitted.
MARY E. McNEIL,
School Nurse.
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REPORT OF THE
SUPERVISOR OF ATTENDANCE
Mr. Frank H. Benedict,
Supt. of \\'ayland Schools,
Cochituate, i\Iass.
Dear Sir:
During the past year I have had twenty cases of absence
reported to me.
For my report of the School Census, I refer you to the
figures on the following page, prepared for the annual state
returns.
Number having no legal excuse
Truants accompanied to school
Court cases (finding made in favor of
19
6
School Department) 1
MARY E. McNEIL,
Supervisor of Attendance.
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CENSUS RETURNS
October 1, 1932
Number of boys five years of age and under seven 66
Number of girls five years of age and under seven 46
Total 112
Number of boys seven years of age and under fourteen 218
Number of girls seven years of age and under fourteen 164
Total 382
Number of boys fourteen years of age and under sixteen 50
Number of girls fourteen years of age and under sixteen 48
Total 98
Children Not Attending School
Five years old and under seven
Boys 21
Girls 10
Total 31
Seven years old and under fourteen
Boys 0
Girls • 0
Total 0
Fourteen years old and under sixteen
Boys 0
Girls 1
Total 1
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Children Attending State Schools
Seven years old and under fourteen
Boys 0
Girls 1
Total 1
Number of Children Attending Private or Out of Town
Public Schools or Studying under a Tutor
Five years of age and under seven
Boys 0
Girls 2
Total 2
Seven years old and under fourteen
Boys 8
Girls 8
Total 16
Fourteen years old and under sixteen
Boys 5
Girls 3
Total 8
MARY E. McNEIL,
Supervisor of Attendance.
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CURRENT REGISTRATION
Number Number
School Room Grade in Grade in Room
Cochituate 1 I 43 43
2 I 14
II 26 40
3 II 12
III 25 37
4 III 10
IV 27 37
5 V 40 40
6 VI 41 41
7 VII 34 34
8 VIII 31 31
Wayland 1 I 30
II 27 57
2 III 26
IV 25 51
3 V 19
VI 24 43
4 VII 12
VIII 18 30
High
Total in Elementary Schools
Freshmen 38
Sophomores 40
Juniors 22
Seniors 14
Graduates 9
Graduates
Registration in all Schools
Total
303
181
484
123
607
163
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Tot
Gra
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
MEMBERSHIP BY AGE A>D GRADE
OCTOBER 1, 1932
BOYS
Age
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Total
28 7 1 1 51
5 19 6 1 31
9 15 4 5 1 34
7 18 4 2 31
9 10 5 4 3 1 1 33
1 4 20 8 2 1 1 37
7 7 9 3 2 28
7 8 5 3 2 2 27
2 11 2 4 19
7 6 5 1 2 21
1 3 3 7
1 2 2 4
1 1 2 4
33 35 29 33 24 34 27 24 28 17 16 9 3 2 328
GIRLS
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Total
24 4 35
6 17 6 29
7 16 2 1 26
1 8 8 1 1 19
9 12 1 22
1 6 15 4 26
2 3 6 2 1 14
1 6 7 5 3 22
7 7 1 15
3 12 2 1 18
1 6 4 3 14
1 3 3 2 9
1 4 5
30 29 30 20 22 21 16 16 17 23 9 7 7 254
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ROLL OF STUDENTS
PERFECT IN ATTENDANCE 1931-1932
Marjorie Ames
Robert Ames
Rita Bennett
^Gladys Davieau
Florence Dunham
***Chester Dusseault
Marion Gaffey
*Reed Gerald
Alice Gibbs
Claire Gladu
Roy Hallenbrook
Edwin Hutchings
Louise Hutchings
Emily Kentley
**Dorothy Kneeland
Esther Lawrence
*Elva McKinney
***Lawrence McKinney
***Lawrence Neale
Eunice Peck
Gertrude Raynor
Mary Reimer
Donald Scotland
**Benjamin Sleeper
*Jean Sleeper
***Norman Sleeper
Helen Sullivan
Margaret Sullivan
Mary Sullivan
Arthur Therrian
Russell Thomas
*Charles Tillson
John Travis
**Barbara Welch
*George Wheeler
Omitted from Roll of Students perfect in attendance 1930-31
Edward Rodier
"^Perfect in attendance for two years.
**Perfect in attendance for three years.
^^^Perfect in attendance for four years.
GRADUATES 1932—HIGH SCHOOL
Evehii Christine *\nies
Richard Woodrow Bishop
Malcolm Fay Biistin
Gennide Isabelle Cameron
Ralph Emerson Fuller, Jr.
Margaret Gattey
Dorotheea Marie Gallagher
Francis J. Gallagher
Gordon Frank Genthner
Frederic Arthur Gibbs
Natalie Gilley
Lorraine
Emily Kentley
Edwin Winfield Marston
James Royal Martin, Jr.
Milton Emerson Porter
Kathryn Louise Reid
Ruth Bancroft Schleicher
Alan Russell Sleeper
Alfred Smith
Preston Sumner \'alentine
John Gillespie Wheeler
Effie Grace Yetton
Young
GRADUATES 1932—GIU\>DL\R SCHOOL
Herbert W. Ames
Richard Barronian
Joseph A. Bickerton
Charles A. Brown
Lloyd George Bustin
Libert\* Buswell
Mary Carastia
Harold Cla}ton Clark
Mary Conrad
Alice Morse Cowem
Ruth Mildred Davieau
Ruth Elizabeth Decatur
Chester H. Dusseault
Barbara Fuller
Charles Richard Gilley
Miriam Gould
Mary Hewntt
Frederick J. Kneeland
Mrginia Lee
Allen Pius Leonard
Edith Lindbohm
Mabel MacMeeken
William Marston
Lawrence C. Neale
Lucille iMary Ellen Rodier
]\Iary Imogene Steele
Andrew Raymond Thomas
Helen Tufts
John Tupper
John Thomas Twohig
Barbara WYlch
Robert Alfred Y*ight
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Jane
Noel
Campl^ell
Cocliitiiate
Grades
II,
I
1916
Framingham
Normal
Ethelyn
Morrill
Cochituate
Grade
I
1920
Framingham
Normal
Snlo
A.
Kempainen
Center
Grades
VIII,
VII
1930
Fitchburg
Normal
Nojncs
School
Department
Pjected
Where
Graduated
Mabel
S.
Draper
Center
(irades
VI,
V
1921
b'ramingliam
Normal
Elizabeth
R.
Smith
Center
(irades
IV,
III
1926
I/)well
Normal
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u >
C o
Transportation
cost
per
day
per
pupil
transported,
$
.15;
tuition
cost
for^all
instruction
and
janitor
ser-
vice,
$
.35
per
day
per
])upil
;
cost
per
pupil
per
day
—
total
expenditures,
$
.45.
REPORT OF THE LIBR_\RY TRUSTEES
The purchase of new books the past year has been some-
what curtailed, owing to expenditures for extensive repairs on
the roof of the main building, which took some $400 of the
Town appropriation. Gifts of books from kind friends have,
however, resulted in an acquisition of 866 new volumes in all,
for the year, which is not much below our average.
Reference to the Librarian’s Report to the Trustees shows
an increase in circulation of 3,000 volumes for the year, making
a record-breaking circulation of 33,000 books.
A new building for the Cochituate Branch is much to be
desired, as its present quarters are wholly inadequate. This
cannot be considered by the Town under present economic
conditions, but we hope it may be realized in the near future.
AMOS I. HADLEY, Chairman,
ALFRED W. CUTTING, Clerk,
NELLIE RICE-FISKE,
RICHARD AMES,
J. SIDNEY STONE,
TAMES R. MARTIN,
Trustees.
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Treasurer’s Report
Receipts
Total appropriation $3,800.00
One-half Dog Licenses 390.21
$4,190.21
Expenditures from Appropriation
Main Library $2,821.10
Cochitnate Branch 1,368.04
$4,189.14
Balance of Appropriation Unexpended 1.07
$4,190.21
Statement of Expenses for Main Library
Salaries
:
Margaret E. Wheeler, Librarian $1,200.00
Thomas Metcalf 420.00
Helen C. Wheeler 64.25
$1,684.25
Fuel and Light
:
A. W. Atwood, coal and wood $368.50
Edison Electric Illuminating Company 73.65
442.15
Other Expenses
:
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. $39.25
F. J. Bigwood, transportation 65.25
M^ayland Water Board 10.00
J. C. iMassie, cleaning heater, etc. 60.36
Frank W. Heater, typewriter repairs
and supplies 25.10
Richard Moore Company, repairs to
roof 476.96
Margaret E. Wheeler, incidentals 17.78
694.70
Total from appropriation $2,821.10
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Statement of Expenses for Cochituate Branch
Salaries
:
Gertrude D. Bishop $699.96
Herbert Perry 208.00
$907.96
Fuel and Light
:
Robinson & lones, coal and wood $45.50
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. 28.80
74.30
Other Expenses
:
X. R. Gerald, rent $300.00
G. D. Bishop, incidentals 4.80
G. D. Bishop, cabinet cards 4.15
Walter E. Murray 25.00
Peck & Davieau 1.20
335.15
Books
:
Old Corner Book Store 50.63
Total from appropriation 31,368.04
From income from Trust Funds:
Old Colony Book Store, books $227.75
C. E. Lauriat, books 21.61
X. R. Gerald, magazines 42.65
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. 8.55
Edward E. Babb & Co., atlas 3.92
304.48
$1,672.52
Fines received—Main Library- $51.26
Fines received—Cochituate Libran 11.07
Library Funds Income
Balance January 1, 1932 375.88
Coupons and interest 1,213.82
$1,289.70
Expenditures
:
Old Colony Book Store $944.51
Charles E. Lauriat Co. 105.78
X. R. Gerald, magazines 92.90
L. A. Bindery 35.06
Remington-Rand 2.70
Edward E. Babb & Co. 3.92
H. W. Wdlson 16.00
R. R. Bowker Co. 5.00
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. 30.15
iMargaret E. Wheeler, supplies 3.55
F. J. Bigwood 13.50
1,253.07
Balance on hand $36.63
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Librarian’s Report
The Librarian submits the following report of the year
ending December 31, 1932:
Number of volumes, IMain Library
Fiction 5,638
Non-fiction 12,536
Unclassified 61
18,235
Number of volumes, Cochituate Branch
Fiction 3,028
Non-fiction 1,106
4,134
Total
Number purchased, Main Library 320
Number presented. Main Library 238
Number replaced. Main Library 24
Number purchased, Cochituate Branch 249
Number presented, Cochituate Branch 89
Number replaced, Cochituate Branch 51
Circulation for the year :
From Main Library 16,584
From Cochituate Branch 9,757
Sent to Cochituate Branch on cards 106
Juvenile from Main Library 3,615
Juvenile from Cochituate Branch 3,084
School deposits 481
Total
Classes of reading by per cent in IMain Library
:
Fiction 73.97
General works 2.89
Philosophy .79
22,369
33,627
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Religion .48
Sociology 2.49
Natural science 1.34
Art 4.25
Literature 4.24
History 4.88
Biography 4.67
The following magazines are to be regularly found in the
reading-rooms
:
Main Library
American Boy and Youth’s Companion
American Home
Atlantic
Bookman
Country Life (English)
Flower Grower
Harper’s Monthly
Horticulture
House Beautiful
Ladies’ Home Journal
Literary Digest
London Illustrated News
National Geographic IMagazine
Our Dumb Animals
Popular Mechanics
Scribner’s Magazine
St. Nicholas
YYman’s Home Companion
World’s Work
CocHiTUATK Branch
American Boy and Youth’s Companion
American
American Home
Delineator
Flower Grower
Good Housekeeping
Harper’s Monthly
Horticulture
House and Garden
Ladies’ Home Journal
Literary Digest
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London Illustrated News
Our Dumb Animals
Popular Mechanics
Popular Science
Review of Reviews and M’orld's W’ork
Scientific American
Saturday Evening Post
Scribner’s Magazine
St. Nicholas
Woman’s Home Companion
MARGARET E. WHEELER,
Librarian.
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List of New Books
Biography
Berry. Byers, Tracy. Martha Berry, the Sunday
lady of Possum Trot.
Bismarck. Sherrill, Charles H. Bismark and
Mussolini.
Browning. Creston, Dormer. Andromeda in
Wimple Street
Brownings. Loth, David. The Brownings, A
Victorian idyll.
Cabot. Howe, M. A. DeWolfe. The children’s
judge.
Chase, JMary Ellen. A goodly heritage.
Churchill, Winston S. Amid these storms.
Dugmore. Thomas, Lowell. Rolling stone.
Dutton, Charles J. The Samaritans of Molokai.
Earhart, Amelia. The fun of it.
Earp. Lake, Stuart N. Wyatt Earp, frontier
marshall
Emerson. Perry, Bliss. Emerson today. 1
Fokker, Anthony H. G. Flying Dutchman.
Garland, Hamlin. My friendly contemporaries.
Goethe. Eckermann, J. P. Conversations with
Goethe.
Goethe. Rolland, Romain. Goethe and Beethoven.
Grenfell, Wilfred. Forty years for Labrador.
Hewins, Amasa. A Boston portrait-painter visits
Italy 1830-1833.
Janis, Elsie. So far, so good !
Joffre, Joseph J. C. Personal memoirs of Joffre,
field marshal of the French army. 2 vols.
King, Grace. IMemoirs of a southern woman of
letters.
Lowell. Howe, M. A. DeWolfe, ed. New letters
of James Russell Lowell. B
B B454
B 544S
B B824C
B B824L
B C113H
B C386
B C477A
B D876
B D184
B EA76F
B EA765
3 EM35P
B F696
B G186F
B G554E
B G554R
B-G865F
B H495
B J254
B J593
B K583
L954HO
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B M112McAdoo, \Mlliam G. Crowded years.
Marie, grand duchess of Russia. A princess in
exile. B ^I337F
Mary Queen of Scots. Baring, Maurice. In my
end is my beginning. B iM366BA
Napoleon. Belloc, Hilaire. Napoleon. B N164B
Osier. Reid, Edith G. The great physician.
A short life of Sir W'illiam Osier. B OS53R
Ponafidine, Emma C. 'My life in the Moslem East. B P776i\I
Ponafidine, Emma C. Russia, my home. B P776
Powell, E. Alexander. Yonder lies adventure. B P874
Richards, Laura E. Stepping westward. B R392R
Rothenstein, William. Men and memories. 2 vols. B R742
Rosebury. Crewe, Robert O. Lord Rosebury. B R722
Russell, Jacqueline. If you like horses. B R914
Schurz. Fuess, Claude M. Carl Schurz,
reformer. B SCH82F
Spinoza. Browne, Lewis. Blessed Spinoza. B SP45
Steffens, Lincoln. Autobiography. B ST26
Storrow. Pearson, Henry G. Son of New
England, James Jackson Storrow. B ST734
Terry, Ellen. iMemoirs. B T275CR
Terry. Craig, Edward G. Ellen Terry and her
secret self. B T275C
Trevelyan. Trevelyn, George !M. Sir George Otto
Trevelyan. B T274
Tunney, Gene. A man must fight. B T835
Wellington. Guedalla, Philip. Wellington. B WM64G
Williams. Ernest, James. Roger Williams. B WY75ER
Wilson. Farrington, Edward I. Ernest H. Wilson,
plant hunter. B WY944F
Wilson. Baker, Ray S. Woodrow Wilson, life
and letters. 2 vols. B WY97B
Collective Biography
Bradford, Gamaliel. Saints and sinners. 920 B72S
DeKruif, Paul. iMen against death. 920 D36M
Inglis, William O. Champions off guard. 920 IN4
Description and Travel
Akeley, Carl and iMary L. J. Lions, gorillas and
their neighbors. 916 AK3A
Beals, Carleton. Banana gold. 917.2 B36
Chapman, Olive M. Across Lapland with sledge
and reindeer. 914.71 C36
Cohen-Portheim, Paid. England the unknown isle. 914.2 C66
Dickey, Herbert S. My jungle book. 918 D55J
Dodge, Harrison H. ]\Ionnt Vernon, its owner and
story. 917.55 1)66
Dugiiid, Julian. Tiger man. 918.1 1)87
Etherton, P. T. Alanchuria, the cockpit of Asia. 915.18 ET3
Faris, John T. Roaming the eastern mountains. 917.3 F22AI
Freeman, Lewis R. Afloat and aflight in the
Carribbean. 917.2 F87A
Gibbons, John. Afoot in Italy. 914.5 G35
Gordon, Jan and Cora. Three lands on three wheels. 914 G65
Guenther, Konrad. A naturalist in Brazil. 918.1 G98
Halliburton, Richard. The flying carpet. 910 H15F
Hedin, Sven. Across the Gobi desert. 915 H35A
Johnson, Martin. Congorilla. 916 J63C
King, Grace. New Orleans, the place and the
people.
.
917.63 K58
Kinney, Henry W. Manchuria today. 915.18 K62
Lee, Bourke. Death Valley men. 917.94 L51
Mitchell-Hedges, F. A. Land of wonder and fear 917.2 M692
919.8 AI76
914.29 M84
910 M93
914.2 P18
914.7 P22
918 P33F
914.5 P692
917.6 P78
914 P87U
917.6 R49A
917.63 SA9
910 SC08
917.4 ST2H
917.44 ST2
915.3 T36
910 V32
917.2 V61WI
819.8 W46
Montgomery, Richard G. “Pechuck.”
Morton, H. V. In searcli of Wales.
Adurchie, Guy, Jr. Aden on the horizon.
Palmer, W. T. The English lakes.
Parker, Cornelia S. German summer.
Peck, Annie S. Flying over South America.
Platt, C. A. Italian gardens.
Poole, Ernest. Nurses on horseback.
Powell, E. Alexander. Undiscovered Europe.
Risley, Eleanor. An abandoned orchard.
Saxon, Lyle. Fabulous New Orleans.
Scott, David. Seventy fathoms deep.
State Street Trust Co. Historical pamphlets.
State Street Trust Co. Old Boston.
Thomas, Bertram. Arabia Felix.
Van Loon, Hendrik W. Geography.
Verrill, A. Hyatt. West Indies of today.
Welzl, Jan. Thirty years in the golden north.
History
Adams, James T. The march of democracy.
Allen, Frederick L. Only yesterday.
973 ADIAI
973.8 AL5
I^'rench, Allen. General Gage's informers
l^tiinore, Chven. Manchuria, cradle of conflict.
Leiding. Harriette K. Charleston, historic and
romantic.
Murray, Kenneth M. \\dngs over Poland.
Sullivan, Mark. History of the United States
in our own times. vol. 4.
W'aters, Thomas F. Ipswich in the Massachusetts
Bay colony.
974.4 F88G
951.8 U5
975.6 U53
943.8 M96
973.8 SU5
974.4 W31
Sociology
Anld, Mdlliam M. Christmas traditions. 394 AU5
Codman, John T. Brook Farm. 335.7 C64
Donham, W. B. Business looks at the unforeseen. 330 D71B
Lawes, Lewis E. Twenty thousand years in Sing
Sing. 365 L41
Lippmann, \\ 'alter. Interpretations 1931-1932. 330 L66
Lippmann, M’alter. The United States in world
affairs. 327 L66
Lowell, A. L. Conflicts of principle. 304 L95C
Neumann, Henry. Lives in the making. 377 N39
Phillips, Stanley. Stamp collecting. 383 P54
Salter, Arthur. Recovery, the second effort. 330 SA3
Sears, John V. My friends at Brook Farm. 335.7 SEl
Simonds, Frank H. Can America stay at home? 327 S15
Snow, Elliot. On the decks of '‘Old Ironsides”. 359 SN6
Soule, George. A planned society. 330 SOS
Stiles, Kent B. Geography and stamps. 383 ST5
Swift, Lindsay. Brook Farm. 335.7 SWT
Thomas, Norman. America’s way out. 335 T36
Thorp, Prescott H. How to build a stamp collection. 383 T39
Literature
The tragedy of Josephine ]\Iaria. 812 B79
Short plays for modern
New poems, eighty songs at
Brooks, Charles S.
Hughes, Glenn, ed.
players.
Markham, Edwin,
eighty.
Milne, A. A. Four plays.
Mantle, Burns, ed. The best plays of 1931-1932.
Morrow, Elizabeth. Quatrains for my daughter.
Riley, Arthur W'. A guide to effective speaking.
Robinson, Edwin A. Nicodemus.
Robinson, Lennox. The far-off hills.
812 H872
811 M34E
822 M63F
812 M31K
811 M83
808.5 R45
811 R564N
822 R56F
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Fine Arts
Bayley, Frank W'. Five colonial artists of New
England. 757 B)34
Caplin, Jessie F. The lace book. 746 C17
Chipman, Frank W. The romance of old Sandwich
glass. 748 C44
Rohan, Thomas. In search of the antique. 749 R63
WTitenkampf, Frank. The quest of the print. 760 \V430
Whllis, Vera. Embroidery design. 746 W67
Gardening
Cran, Marion. Gardens in America.
Eaton, Walter P. Everybody’s garden.
Farrington, Edward I. The backyard garden.
Grieve, Mrs. M. A modern herbal. 2 vols.
Murray, Pauline. Planning and planting the home
garden.
Nichols, Beverley. Down the garden path.
Nichols, Rose S. English pleasure gardens.
Ortloff, H. Stuart. Annuals in the garden.
Wdlder, Louise B. Adventures in a suburban
garden.
716 C85
716 EA8
635 F24
716 G87
716 M96
716 N51
716 N514
716 OR8A
716 W64S
Amusements
Allen, Hazel K. Camps and their modern
administration.
Calahan, H. A. Learning to sail.
Culbertson, Ely. Contract bridge for auction
players.
Kane, Whitford. Are we all met?
McCartney, Singerly. A short cut to good riding.
Morrison, Alex J. A new way to better golf.
Ouimet, Francis. A game of golf.
Ripley, H. A. Minute mysteries.
Robertson, Lawson. Modern athletics.
Rohrbough, Lynn, ed. Games we like best.
Sayles, Alexander. Ice hockey.
Schniebo, Otto. Modern ski technique.
Whist Clubs. The laws of contract bridge.
Whorf, Richard B. Time to make up.
Wood, Barry. What price football?
796 AL5
797 C12
795 C89
792 K13
798 M12
796 M83
796 OU4
793 R48
796 R54
793 R75
796 SA7
796 SCH5
795 W57
792 W62
797 AV85
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Useful Arts
Aernautical Chamber of Commerce, ed. The air-
craft year book for 1932. 629 AE8B
Hruette, William A. Modern dogs. 636.6 B83M
Ehrenfeld, Louis. The story of common things. 660 EH8
Garland, Joseph. The youngest of the family. 613 G18
Jordanoff, Assen. Flying and how to do it. 629 J76
Little, Frances. Early American titles. 646 L72
Natural Science
Brown, C. E. i\Iy animal friends. 590 B812
Ditmars, Raymond L. Strange animals I have
known. 591 D63
Ditmars, Raymond L. Thrills of a naturalist’s quest. 590 D63
Hodge, A. E. Goldfish culture for amateurs. 590.7 H66
Innes, William T. The modern aquarium. 590.7 IN6
Miscellaneous
Anderson, Charles B. A guide to good pro-
nunciation. 421 x-\N2
Anderson, Charles B. Common errors in English
corrected. 425 AN2
Burnham, \\\ H. The normal mind. 131 B93
Dimnet, Ernest. What we live by. 170 D59
Durant, Will. On the meaning of life. 109 D93M
Graham, AW C. How to get a job during a
depression. 174 G76
Hahn, Arnold. Use your mind. 153 H12
W'ard, Peter T. A guide to efifective writing. 420 W21
W'insor, Frederick. The art of behaviour. 170 W73
Fiction
Abbott, Eleanor H. The minister who kicked the cat. AB26MI
Austin, Anne. One drop of blood. AU75D
Babcock, Bernie. The heart of George Washington. B113H
Bacheller, Irving. The master of chaos. B124MA
Bailey, Temple. Little girl lost. B152L
Baldwin, Faith. District nurse. B192D
Baldwin, Faith. Self-made woman. B192S
Barrie, J. M. Farewell Miss Julie Logan. B275F
Bassett, Sara W. Twin lights. B296T
Bechdolt, Frederick P. Horse thief trail. B385H
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Beeding, Francis. Take it crooked. B392TA
Bell, Adrian. Silver Ley. B411S
Bentley, Phyllis. Inheritance. B4481
Berkeley, Anthony. Top story murder. B457T
Biggers, Earl D. Keeper of the keys. B482K^
Bindloss, Harold. Right of way. B516RI
Bower, B. M., pseud. Laughing water. B673LA
Bower, B. M., pseud. Rocking Arrow. B673R
Brand, Alax. The Jackson trail. B735J
Brand, Max. Twenty notches. B735T
Brand, Alax. Valley vultures. B735V
Brown, Alice. The kingdom in the sky. B811KI
Browne, Barum, pseud. The devil and X. Y. Z. B8152D
Buchan, John. Huntingtower. B853H
Buck, Pearl S. Sons. B857S
Campbell, E. Murray. The vanishing rider. Cl 52V
Carfrae, Elizabeth. The radiant years. C196R
Carlisle, Helen G. We begin. C196W
Cather, Willa. Obscure destinies. C2830B
Cather, Willa. The song of the lark. C283SO
Chapman, Maristan. The weather tree. C367W
Chase, Arthur M. The party at the penthouse. C385P
Christie, Agatha. Peril at End House. C464PE
Collins, Gilbert. Murder at Brambles. C692M
Connington, J. J. The Castleford conundrum. C762CA
Connington, J. J. The sweepstake murders. C762S
Coolidge, Dane, pseud. Sheriff killer. C777S
Corbett, Elizabeth. The young Mrs. Meigs. C813Y
Cullum, Ridgwell. Sheets in the wind. C897SH
Cunningham, Eugene. Riders of the night. C916R
Dane, Clemence, pseud. Broom stages. D193B
Deeping, Warwick. The awakening. D361A
Deeping, Warwick. The challenge of love. D361C
Deeping, Warwick. The prophetic marriage. D361P
Deeping, Warwick. Smith. D361SM
Deland, Margaret. Captain Archer’s daughter. D372CA
Delafield, E. M., pseud. Diary of a provincial lady. D373D
Delafield, E. M., pseud. A good man’s love. D373G
De la Roche, Mazo. Lark ascending. D375L
Dell, Ethel M. The silver bride. D382SI
Douglas, Lloyd C. Forgive us our trespasses. D7465F
Douglas, Lloyd C. Magnificent obsession. D7465
Douglas, Norman. South wind. D7467
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Evarts. Hal G. Shortgrass.
Fairlxink, Janet A. The bright land.
Farjeon. J. J. The “Z” murders.
Farnol, Jeffery. Charmian Lady \hbart.
Fielding. A. The wedding-chest mystery.
Fletcher. J. S. Murder in the squire’s pew.
Fletcher, J. S. Murder of the ninth baronet.
Freeman, R. Austin. The Dr. Thorndyke omnibus.
Freeman, R. Austin. Dr. Thorndyke’s discovery.
Frome, David. The man from Scotland Yard.
Galsworthy, John. Flowering wilderness.
Galsworthy, John. M’orshipful society.
Genevoix, Maurice. Rrou.
Glasgow, Ellen. The sheltered life.
Gordon, C. Mk (Ralph Connor). The arm of gold.
Gray, M’estmoreland. Rolling stone.
Gregory, Jackson. The house of the opal.
Gregory, Jackson. Riders across the border.
Grew, David. The sorrel stallion.
Grey, Zane. Arizona Ames.
Grey, Zane. Robbers’ roost.
Hauck, Louise P. Two together.
Heyward, Du Bose. Peter Ashley.
Hutchinson, A. S. M. Big business.
Hutchinson, R. C. The answering glory.
Irwin, iMargaret. Royal flush.
Johnson, George M. Riders of the trail.
Kaye- Smith, Sheila. Summer holiday.
Keating, Lawrence A. Riding the range.
Kennedy, Margaret. Return I dare not.
Keown, Anna G. The cat who saw God.
King, Rufus. iMurder on the yacht.
Kyne, Peter B. Lord of Lonely X’alley.
Kyne, Peter B. Two make a world.
Le May, Alan. \\ inter range.
Leslie, Henrietta. Desired haven.
Lincoln, Joseph C. Head tide.
Loring, Emilie. Uncharted seas.
Lutz, Grace L. H. The Challengers.
Lutz, Grace L. H. Happiness Hill.
Lutz, Grace L. H. The patch of blue.
Mabie, Mary L. The Long Knives walked.
McCord, Joseph. Silver linings.
EV16S
F155
F225Z
F236C
F461W
F634MS
F634.MB
F876D
F875D
F925M
G137FL
G137WO
G285R
G464S
G655A
G797R
G864H
G864RI
G8655S
G867A
G867RO
H294T
H516PE
H973B
H975A
IR92R
T6232R
K184SM
K224R
K386R
K436C
K587M
K996L
K996TM'
L543W
L565D
L635H
L8934U
L974CH
L974H
L974P
M114L
M132S
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MacDonald, Philip. Escaj)e.
MacDonald, Philip. Mystery at Friar’s Pardon.
Macl^onald, Philip. Rope to spare.
McFee, \\ illiam. The harbourmaster.
Mackail, Denis. David’s day.
Mackail, Denis. Peninsula Place.
Mann, E. B. The blue-eyed kid.
Mann, E. B. The valley of wanted men.
Marshall, Archibald. The lady of the manor.
^Marshall, Edison. The deputy at Snow Mountain.
Marshall,,Edison. Forlorn Island.
Mason, Van W’yck. The Fort Terror murders.
Massey, Morrell. Left hand left.
iMeynell, Laurence. The house on the cliff.
Miln, Louise J. Ann Zu-Zan.
Moore, Amos. Royce of the Royal Mounted.
Morrow, Honore \V. Beyond the blue Sierra.
Mottram, R. PL Our Air. Dormer.
Mill ford, Clarence E. Mesquite Jenkins,
tumbleweed.
Nason, Leonard. Among the trumpets.
Nordhoff, Charles, and Hall, James N. Alutiny on
the Bounty.
Norris, Kathleen. Second hand wife.
Norris, Kathleen. Treehaven.
Norris, Kathleen. Younger sister.
O’Brien, Edward J., ed. The best short stories
of 1932.
O. Henry Memorial Award. Prize stories of 1932.
Ogden, George \\k Men of the mesquite.
Ogden, George W. Wdiite roads.
Onions, Berta Ruck. The lap of luxury.
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. The man from Sing Sing.
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. The Ostrekoff jewels.
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. Shudders and thrills.
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. Sinners beware.
Orr, Clifford. The wailing rock murders.
Page, Evelyn. (Roger Scarlett) Alurder among
the Angells.
Page, Stanley H. Sinister cargo.
Parrish, Anne. Loads of love.
Pedler, Alargaret. Desert sand.
Pertwee, Roland. Death in a domino.
AI146E
A1146F
A1146R
AI165H
AI192D
A1192P
AI313B
M313V
AI3543L
AI3545DE
A13545F
AI386F
AI386L
AI577H
AI635A
AI782R
W686BE
AI8550
AI896AIT
N186A
N754AI
N795S
N795T
N795Y
OB65R
P938L
OG24A1
OG24W
ON44L
OP55AIN
0P550S
OP55SH
OP55SN
OR77W
P142AI
P143S
P245L
P346D
P434D
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Ph:llpc::5. Eien. A clue :rcn'. ihe rtarf.
Phillpcui. Ecen. Siomiburg.
Pnest^ey. I. B. Farawsy.
Pr»*de, Ar.ilx uy. The siory c f Lelaiid Gay.
Oueeu. Eller'.-. The Greek c*::un mvs:er^-.
Ralue. \V. ^lacL. The rlack Toll?'
Raiue. W. MacL. Unher n«:nl:em skies.
Rees. Anhur T. Tr.e river mv-sier}-.
RichiDond. Grace S. Bachelor *s boniu>-.
R'lueh.ar:. l-lae.- R. Miss Pinkenou.
P544CL
P544S
P954F
P955L
034G
R136BL
R136U
R25SR
R413B
R473MI
Rce. ^':^.s^le E. Wild hearts.
Rchuie^r. Sax. The mask : f F'u M^auchu.
Rohjiier. Sax. Yu*ar. Kee See Laughs.
Rosmau. .Alice G. Ber.ef.rs received.
Royde-Smiih. Xaomi. The moih.er.
Saiarlni. Rafael. The black swan.
Sacl-a-flie-Wes:. \’icroria Id. Family histor]i-.
Sage. Lee. Gcjpher Dick.
Saniers. Charles W. Riders of the Chegon.
Seltzer. Crar.es .A. Double Crc*ss rarxSi.
Sherrln. R. G. Tr.e fortnight in Settemher.
SimnsC'U. Helen. B-:*omerar^.
R626W
R636M
R636Y
Ry 36B
RS16M
S-\13BL
S-\15F
S-\17G
S-\54R
SE45D
SH53F
S157B
Sinclair. Upton. Tne wet t‘£^rade.
Snow. Charles H. Don Tim.
Siacpcle. K. De \*. Tr.e lost cara'^'an.
Sterren. Frances R. Years of achievement
.
S164W
SXc2D
ST13L
ST437-
Stone. Grace Z. The ahnond tree. ST72A
Strartge. Oliver. Tne law o‘ the lariat. STS6L
Strcrg^. L. G. Brothers. STSSB
Tarkir.2ton. Bcoih. Mar}-’s neck. T174MX
Tarkingicn. Booth. \^’an:on Mally. T17WV.A
Tellh.et. Darwin L. Death, dies hi^.. T23^D
Terhune. .Ahert P. The way of a dog. 7 273WD
Tnorras. Lovrell. Kabluk of the Eskfino. T363K
ThO'Cipson.. Ed-nard. .4. farewell to In'iia. T3734
Tnurston. Temrhe. The diamc»nd t^en-dani. T-123D
Tracy. Louis. dangerous siruanon. T672D
Tnihope. -Anthony. Tne Claverings. T744C
Trillore. .Anthony. Dr. Wortle's school. T7—DO
Trollore, .Anthiony. Sir Kann- Hotspur. T7-^SI
Trohcce. .Anthony. The Hear of Bullhampton. T7-i^\'
Tuttle. W. C. Myster)- at the JHC ranch. TSSSMY
W allace. Edgar. The -4rrar.ways mysterc. W1553A
1S6
\\"allace, Edgar. The Colossus.
W^allace, Edgar. The man at the Carlton.
W'alling, R. A. J. The fatal five minutes.
W'alling, R. A. J. Alurder at midnight.
WAlpole, Hugh. The fortress.
Walsh, Maurice. Blackcock’s feather.
WTntworth, Patricia. Nothing venture.
Wliarton, Edith. The gods arrive.
Wliite, Nelia G. Hathaway Plouse.
W'hite, Stewart E. The long rifle.
Whitechurch, Victor. Murder at Exbridge.
W'iddemer, Margaret. Pre-war lady.
Wiliams, Ben Ames. Honeyflow.
Williams, Ben Ames. Money musk.
Williams, Valentine. Death answers the bell.
Williams, Valentine. The mystery of the gold
box.
Willoughby, Barrett. Spawn of the north.
Winnek, Marian. Juniper Hill.
Wodehouse, P. G. Hot water.
Wright, Harold D. The devil’s highway.
Wright, Harold B. Ma Cinderella.
Yates, Dorn ford. Safe custody.
Young, Francis B. Mr. and Mrs. Pennington.
Young, Gordon. Fighting blood.
Books for Boys and Girls
Abbott, Jane. The young Dalfreys.
Allee, Marjorie H. The road to Carolina.
Archer, Gleason L. Mayflower heroes.
Armer, Laura A. Waterless mountain.
Armstrong, Edith M. The Mason children.
Bacon, Josephine B. Luck of Lowry.
Bagnold, Enid. Alice, and Thomas, and Jane.
Baldwin, Faith. Myra.
Barbour, Ralph H. Pirates of the shoals.
Barbour, Ralph H. Skate, Glendale
!
Barringer, Marie. Martin the goose boy.
Bartlett, Arthur C. Pal.
Beard, Dan. Boy heroes of toay.
Balpre, Bura. Perez and Martina.
Best, Herbert. Son of the white man.
Bianco, Margery W. A street of little shops.
Birney, Hoffman. Kudlu, the Eskimo boy.
W1553CO
W 1553AIN
W1574F
W1574AI
W164FO
W166B
W486N
W554GO
W583H
W5845L
W5847E
W634P
W671H
W671M
W6722D
W6722AIY
W684S
W736J
W814HO
W932D
W932M
Y26S
Y86MR
Y88F
jAB27Y
jAL52R
j 974.4 AR2
jAR53W
jAR57M
jD263L
jB142A
jB191MY
jB236PI
jB236SK
jB274M
jB282P
j920 B38
j398B41
jB464S
jB473S
jB537K
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Buchan, John. The magic walking stick.
Carrick. Alice ^’an L. Kitty-cat tales.
Carroll, Ruth. \Miat \Miiskers did.
Carter, Russell G. Good luck, lieutenant
!
Carter, Russell G. A patriot lad of old ]^Iaine
Carter, Russell G. The singing dog.
Cautley, Marjorie. Building a house in Sweden.
Chaffee, Allen. Wandy, the wild pony.
Chapman, Maristan. Wild Cat Ridge.
Chase, Jessie A. The story of Paul Revere, Jr.
Corbett, Elizabeth. The Graper girls.
Corbett, Elizabeth. The Graper girls go to college.
Cottrell, Dorothy. '\\'inks.
Curtis, Alice T. A little maid of Lexington.
Dalgliesh, Alice. Relief’s rocker.
D’Aulaire, Ingri. Ola.
De Segur, Madame. The wise little donkey.
Eaton, Walter P. Adventures of the duck family.
Eaton, \Valter P. Boy Scouts at the Grand Canyon. jEA86GC
Fast, A. J., and others. Scout naturalists in the
Rockv Mountains.
Field, Allen.
Field, Rachel. The bird began to sing.
Field, Rachel. Hepatica Hawks.
Finta, Alexander. Herdboy of Hungary.
Flack, Marjorie. Ask Bear.
Fox, Genevieve. Mountain girl.
Gorse, Golden. Older iMousi.
Graham, Elanor. Welcome Christmas !
Grey, Katharine. Rolling wheels.
Grey, Zane. Book of camps and trails.
Ken \\*ard in the jungle.
The young forester.
The young lion-hunter.
The young pitcher.
\\dth a motor truck in West
The Muskamming red head.
jB853MA
jC231K
jC2324
jC245G
jC245M
jC245S
jC316B
jC345P
jC367WI
jC387P
jC813G
jC813C
jC827W
jC944LX
jD155R
jD2660
jD473X
jEA86DF
j917.8 F26
jF453M
jF457B
jF457HE
jH497H
jF594B
jF834M
jG8640
jG7614
jG8657
j799 G864C
jG867K
jG867YF
jG867YL
iG867YP
Grey, Zane.
Grey, Zane.
Grey, Zane.
Grev, Zane.
Hanibly, \Y D.
Africa. j916 H17
Hamilton, Edwin T. Handicraft for girls. j790 H18
Harney, Laura B. The skycraft book. j629 H22
Hawthorne, Hildegarde. Open range. jH31340
Healy, Daty, ed. Cat tales from many lands. jH347C
Helme, E. E. The Joker and Jerry again. jH366J
Heyliger, William. Johnny Bree. jH512J
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Holzworth, John M. The twin grizzlies of
Admiralty Island.
Hunt, Clara W. The little house in Green Valley.
Hutchinson, Veronica S. The circus comes to town.
James, Will. Uncle Bill.
Keane, Thomas J. Lubbers att'oat.
King, Julius. The Indian nugget.
Knox, Rose B. Gray caps.
Laird, Anna. Complete George Washington
anniversary programs.
Lie, Haakon. Ekorn.
Lofting, Hugh. Gub Gub’s book.
Lord, Isabel E. The picture book of animals.
Mathiew’s, F. K., ed. The Boy Scouts year book.
Meigs, Cornelia. Swift rivers.
Milne, A. A. The Christopher Robin verses.
Moon, Carl. Painted moccasin.
Moses, M. J., ed. Ring up the curtain.
Nonidez, J. F. Fuzzy and his neighbors.
Orton, Helen F. The treasure in the little trunk.
The twin lambs.
The red caboose.
Orton, Helen F.
Peary, Marie A.
Pease, Howard.
Peck, Anne M.
Poultney, C. B.
Proudfit, Isabel.
Christian
Ransome, Arthur.
Secret cargo.
Wings over Holland.
My dog Pompey.
The ugly duckling, Hans
Andersen.
Swallowdale.
Richards, Laura E. Tirra lirra.
Ring, Barbra. Peik.
Robinson, Mabel R. Robin and Heather.
Roosevelt, Eleanor. When you grow up to vote.
Sanford, A. P., and Schauftler, R. H. Christmas
plays.
Schauffler, R. H., ed. The junior poetry cure
Scoville, Samuel, Jr. The snakeblood ruby.
Silvers, Earl R. Code of honor.
jH744T
jH913L
jH976C
jJ235U
jK196L
jK5866I
jK778G
j808 L14
jL622E
jL826GU
j590 L88
j796 M43
jM475S
j821 M63C
jM774P
j808 M85R
]599 N73
jOR86TR
jOR86T
jP319R
jP324S
jP333W
jP864P
jB AN22P
jR175SW
j811 R393
jR476P
jR564R
j353 R67
Siple, John. Exploring at home.
Smith, Gilbert. The Green Mountain boys ride.
Smith, Susan. The Christmas tree in the woods.
Snow, Charles H. Stocky of Lone Tree ranch.
Sowers, P. A. Lin Foo and Lin Ching.
Stackpole, E. A. You fight for treasure
!
j812 SA5
j808.1 SCHl
jSC094S
jSI37CH
J917.48 S17jSM53G
jSM67C
jSN62S
jS096L
jST123Y
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Swift, Hildegarde H. The road to freedom.
Terhune. A. P. The dog book.
Theiss, Lewis E. Wings of the Coast Guard.
Tooker, Richard. The dawn hoy.
Towsley, Lena. Sally and her friends.
\’an Doren, Mark. Dick and Tom.
\*errill, A. Hyatt. The Inca’s treasure house.
\\’allace, Dillon. Buddies of the sea.
^^’arren, Leslie. Scatter, her summer at a girl’s
school.
M'asbburn, ]\Iabel T. R. The George \\Mshington
book for American children. j'
Webb, Clifford. The story of Noah.
Wells, Rhea. Ali the camel.
A\’hite, Eliza O. The four young Kendalls.
W'illiamson, Thames. On the reindeer trail.
Young, Ella. The unicorn with silver shoes.
jSW52R
j636.7 T39
jT345\\'
jT616D
jT662S
jV283D
jV615I
jW155BU
jW253S
. Y^273\W'\
jW832
jYM67AL
jW582F
j'W6727R
j398 Y8
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REPORT OF THE WAYLAND WATER BOARD
To the inhabitants of the Town of Wayland :
The Board organized with Walter S. Bigwood, Chairman
and Alfred C. Damon, Secretary and Collector. Louis Petti-
grew was reappointed Engineer.
Excessive Use of Water: The amount of water used at
periods during the summer season now nearly equals the capa-
city of the station. The Board wishes to warn against the
wasteful and continual use of water on lawns and gardens.
The entire Town is supplied from the station at Baldwin’s
Pond. No water is being taken from the reservoir on Rice
Road. The station is limited as to the amount of water that
can be pumped and with reasonable use no difficulty would be
encountered in keeping up the supply. There were times last
summer when there were only 100,000 gals, of water stored
in the standpipe.
Unless some caution is used in the wasteful use* of water
it will be necessary for the Town to install additional wells or
meter the entire system at a considerable expense.
The Board wishes to call your attention to Article 2, Rules
and Regulations of the Wayland WAter Board.
“Applicants for service shall state in their application
all the purposes for which they intend to use water, and no
other use thereof shall be made. No fixtures other than
those stated in this application shall be installed by the con-
sumers without giving written notice to the Board of Water
Commissioners.”
The contract for the extension of 6-inch water main from
W'ayland Golf Club along Old Sudbury Road to River Road
through River Road to residence of James Solemine and from
the junction of River Road and WAter Row, along Water Row
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to the residence of Frederick Gilly was awarded to J. J. Ducey
Construction Coini^any for the sum of $vC200.
During the past year there were ten leaks in the water
mains, all of which occurred in the wooden mains along Old
Connecticut Path and Sycamore Road. These pipe lines will
have to be relaid in the near future.
We wish to thank the Wayland Chapter of the American
National Red Cross for their co-operation in handling the
bathing situation at Baldwin’s Pond in such an efficient manner.
WWLTER S. BIGWOOD, Chairman,
ALFRED C. DAEMON, Clerk,
FRANCIS K. IRWIN.
Report of Siiperinteiident of Water Works
Main line li.^ork:
Connection was made between the 12-inch and 4-inch mains
on North Main Street opposite Sunset Road with a 6-inch pipe
and 6x4 cross with 6-inch stub end and valve leading to Sunset
Road. A main valve was placed on 4-inch line ten feet south
of cross. The 4-inch main is now supplied from the 12-inch
main at both ends with controlling valves at either end. Two
tees were cut in on 4-inch main with stub ends and valves lead-
ing to side roads. All main valve-boxes on new road from
Memorial Square to Mr. Shaw’s barn had to be adjusted to
new grades. Twelve broken boxes had to be replaced with new.
Main Extensions:
Sudbury Road—River Road (contract) 6-inch, 3,000 ft.
River Road (W^ater department) 4-inch, 220 ft.
Water Road (W’ater department) 4-inch, 180 ft.
Blone-off installed:
River Road 2
Gate valves installed:
Sudbury Road
North Main vStreet
North Main Street
6-inch 1
6-inch 1
4-inch 3
Markers for main gate valves were put in on Lincoln
Road, Glezen Road, Connecticut Path.
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Service Line Work:
All old services on North Main Street were renewed from
main to property line before new road was constructed. All
services on same road were connected to main nearest property
doing away with digging across road for future service repairs.
Service boxes on other parts of system were brought to grade
and broken boxes replaced.
New services installed \9?>2 14
Service pipe installed 810 ft.
Services renewed main to property (Cochituate) 33
Service boxes brought to grade 40
Service boxes replaced with new 12
Hydrants:
Four hydrants on new road had to be raised 1 to 1^ feet,
five were moved back 3^ to 7 ft. Hydrant at corner of Sun-
set Road was replaced with repaired Mathews hydrant, moved
back to edge to sidewalk and gate valve put on hydrant pipe.
Hydrant between Mr. Charles Mathew’s and Mr. Doran’s
property on North Main Street was taken out. Hydrant on
East Plain Street near property of Mr. Knox Brown was
removed and replaced with repaired Mathews gate valve.
Hydrant on West Plain Street near Mr. Chadwick’s property
was raised and gate valve installed. Hydrant on West Plain
Street near property of Mr. Charles Carter was taken out and
replaced with Ludlow Traffic hydrant and gate valve installed.
Hydrant East Pond Street between property of Mr. Arthur
Stevens and Mrs. Caroline Loker raised 1 ft.
;
hydrant Simp-
son’s Corner raised 1 ft.
;
hydrant Connecticut Path near Indian
Road raised 1 ft. and gate valve installed
;
hydrant on Plain
Road near property of Mr. Phipps taken out and replaced with
Ludlow Traffic; hydrant on Harrison Street taken out and
replaced with Ludlow Traffic and gate valve installed. New
valves were put in on hydrants near old Wayland Inn site and
Sudbury Road. All hydrants replaced were defective. Of the
hydrants taken out three were repaired for service, three were
beyond repair. Hydrants were checked before cold weather.
Leaks:
Main Connecticut Path (wooden)
Main Sycamore Road
Gate valve packing leaks
Service leaks (Cochituate)
7
3
5
7
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I rells:
The thirty driven wells at station grounds were tested and
cleaned. Only one well was found with sand. Pipes from
wells to main were inspected for leaks. Packing boxes on well
gate valves were tightened. Pipes from the three wells nearest
Baldwin's Pond settled and caused cracked goosenecks. The
4-inch main which these wells led into also settled. These wells
are now shut off. The lower line of well pipes on swampy
ground have given trouble since the start on account of settling.
The well pipes on the upper line have given no trouble.
Meters in use 1932 23
Gallons of water passed through meters, 1932—7,846,245
Pumping Statiofi:
The station had to be run day and night at times in the
summer season.
Gallons of Water Pumped
Calculated from pump displacement
January 6,168,664 57
February 5,738,545 53
March 6,036,772 55.4
April 6,575,016 61
May 9,484,560 88
I line 11,467,262 106
July 13,121,458 121.5
August 9,964,260 92.5
September 7,959,388 73.7
October 7,326,816 67.9
X'ovember 7,255,224 67.8
December 6,925,572 64
Total 98,023,547
Total gallons pumped 1931—83,418,371 1930—75,534,476
Average per day 1932—267,824 Average 1931—228,543
Largest week July 18-2-1—average per day, 586,507 gals.
Largest day July 22—644,100 gals.
Smallest week January 25-31—average per day, 180,962 gals.
ALFRED A. LAMARIXE,
Superintendent.
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REPORT OF CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
1933
During 1932 four hundred dollars ($400) was received to
establish Perpetual Care Funds, for burial lots, as follows
:
$100 received from the Harvard Trust Co., left under
the will of Isaac C. Damon to establish the “Isaac
C. Damon Fund” for perpetual care of the fami-
ly lot.
$100 received from Nellie Rice Fiske to establish the
“Nellie Rice Fiske Fund” for perpetual care of
the family lot in Lake View Cemetery.
$100 received from Mrs. Elsie S. Bull to establish the
“Elsie S. Bull Fund” for perpetual care of two
lots in Lake View Cemetery.
$100 received from Mrs. Alice C. Maude to establish
the “Alice C. Maude Fund” for perpetual care of
a lot in Lake View Cem.etery.
Although the first two above donations were included in the
Warrant of the Annual Town Meeting and were accepted by
the Town of Wayland at the Annual Town Meeting of March
9th, 1932, they were not included in the last report of the
Cemetery Commissioners, as they were received after January
1st, 1932; hence the Cemetery Commissioners include them in
this report.
Including the above donations there is a total of $17,900
invested under the direction of the Board of Commissioners
of Trust Funds.
By the sale of burial lots the sum of $260 has been turned
in to the Town Treasurer.
For the financial condition of the Cemetery Commission
see report of the Town Accountant for the year 1932.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES M. BENT, Chairman,
HOWARD W. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM read. Clerk.
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INVENTORY OF TOWN PROPERTY
Inventories of property from all departments, taken at the
close of the year 1932, are in the hands of the Treasurer and
may be inspected by any interested voter of the Town.
F. G. MacKEXXA,
Treasurer.
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